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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter a short review will be given of what simulation 
is and how it can be used. The main focus will be on continuous 
system simulation since this is the type of simulation that is 
supported by the simulation tool which is going to be described 
in the report. 
1.1. Computer simulation 
The simulation of systems on computers is beneficial in many 
situations. These include, among other items: 
- operator training 
- optimization of systems 
- study of hazardous accidents 
A number of systems can be simulated, such as: 
- chemical process plants 
- power plants 
ecosystems 
- electrical circuits 
financial systems 
- shops 
It comes as no surprise that these very different systems are 
likely to be best simulated using quite different approaches. A 
few years ago it was possible to categorize the approaches into 
two main areas: discrete and continuous simulation. Discrete 
simulation is used when the system is described by queues where 
items arrive and leave at schedules determined dynamically. The 
discreteness refers in other words to the time. In continuous 
systems the model description contains quantities that are given 
by differential equations so the time is continuous* Later these 
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approaches have been merged in some simulation systems and this 
is then termed combined simulation. 
This project is concerned only with providing aids for simula-
tion of continuous systems so the following discussion is re-
lated to only this type of simulation. 
It is important to understand certain basic concepts when con-
clusions from a simulation are to be made. You will never be 
able to produce the results of the real world; the best you can 
hope for is to produce the predictions of a so-called base model 
(ZEIGLER, 1976). In a base model those components of the real 
world believed to contribute considerably to the behaviour of 
the system in question are included. Since the "reality" is 
basically distributed you will often take one further step in 
the process of modelling. This is to make a lumped model of the 
base model (see Pig. 1.1). In the lumped model some distributed 
parts are lumped together by assuming that all the properties 
in the distributed part (e.g., a tank) are the same independent 
of the position (i.e., there are no temperature gradients in a 
tank to mention one example). This lumped model is then de-
scribed in some computer- or simulation-language. This consti-
tutes the computer programme to be executed by a simulation 
programme. The results of this process, in the form of graphs, 
tables or whatever, represent the simulation. But the simula-
tion of what? 
The lumped model is continuous in time but the simulation pro-
gramme diacretizes this. Some effort must be put into assuring 
that the simulation programme uses a tim« step sufficiently 
small to produce results reflecting the mathematical model, when 
this has been done you know that the output represents the com-
puter programme. 
If the computer programme is without errors, i.e. represents the 
lumped model, one has a simulation of the lumped model. Now one 
is faced with the problem of validating the lumped model with 
respect to the base model. This is done by assurinq oneself that 
the process of lumping was so "mild" that the behaviour of the 
- 11 -
real world 
base model 
lumped model 
computer programme 
graphs, tables. 
Fig. 1.1. Simulation, of what? 
lumped model reflects "adequately" the behaviour of the base 
model. 
Finally the base model must be validated with respect to the 
real world. This means that one must assure oneself that all 
the components needed to adequately describe the real world 
are present in the base model. 
When all this has been done one can claim that the graphs, for 
example, show the results of a simulation of the real world as 
described in the base model. It is essentially necessary to 
understand each step in the simulation process to be able to 
judge the validity of the results. 
1.2. Modelling and execution of the simulation 
Here it will be discussed how one is going to model a process 
plant and later perform a series of simulations with the simu-
lation programme. This is done in order to gain some knowledge 
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about the structure or nature of simulation programmes and we 
will also introduce a nomenclature to be used in the rest of the 
report. 
A model of (a part of) a process plant consists of a set of dif-
ferential and algebraic equations. The differential equations 
must all be of first order. A variable that is differentiated 
is called a state variable. A variable that is given by an al-
gebraic equation is called an algebraic variable. These vari-
ables are called output variables since they are calculated in 
the model. They are calculated from input variables which are 
derived elsewhere, i.e. they are unaffected by this model. The 
process plant is described by some physical parameters such as 
volumes of tanks, tube dimensions, etc. 
The first thing to do when a dynamic simulation of a process 
plant is going to be made is to make the programme implementing 
the lumped model as described above. This is done from diagrams 
of the plant. 
Those parameters that are known from the start can be made part 
of the programme that is to simulate the process plant, while 
those parameters that are to be changed during the experiments 
which are to be performed on the model should not be made part 
of the programme? they are rather part of the information given 
at runtime. Assemblage of these parameters must be done on an 
early stage of the simulation. 
The initial condition of the system must be given and this of 
course means the initial values of the state variables. Actual-
ly it also means the initial values of (some of) the algebraic 
variables since some of these may be used before they have been 
calculated. Any dynamic simulation of a system should start from 
a steady state, so firstly the steady state must be found. When 
it has been found it must be available when the disturbances are 
introduced. 
After a transient (a disturbance of a steady state) has been run 
the result of the simulation is going to be studied. The result 
can be displayed as graphs, tables, etc. 
- 13 -
The simulation system that is aiding the user must provide help 
for all the tasks mentioned above. This includes 
- handling of initial conditions 
- facility for steady state solution 
facility for transient solution 
- plotting. 
What makes good simulation systems differ from poorer ones are 
the quality of these facilities. 
2. BACKGROUND 
In this chapter the background on which the development of the 
precompiler system W«JS performed is given. First the relevant 
information about the work at Rise's Section for Process Simu-
lation is outlined and then a review of some of the work with 
simulation systems elsewhere is given. The work at Risø must 
be known because the precompiler system is an extension of'the 
simulation software already available here. The works going on 
elsewhere must be known because this is where some inspiration 
can be gotten, and the present work must be evaluated from a 
knowledge of what is available elsewhere. It must also be known 
how the runtime executive is structured and working since it is 
going to control the simulations. 
2.1. Work at Rise 
In 1975 the simulation programme DYSYS (SCHLECHTENDAHL, 1970) 
was purchased as the startinq point for digital simulation. In 
the first five years minor modifications were made to fulfil 
our needs but by 1980 it was felt to be necessary to make major 
modifications of DYSYS. Because of the programme structure it 
was hard to make these modifications in a reliable way and 
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Risø therefore made a new simulation programme: DYSIM (CHRI-
STENSEN, 1981). 
Later it was recognized that a modular approach similar to that 
Of SIMNON (ELMQUIST, 1975) and GPSM (BROWNE et al.r 1986) would 
be desirable. The reasons for modularization on this scale are 
many (see for example GONZALES et al., 1984), but let us mention 
reduction of complexity and code maintainability. It must be no-
ticed at this point that one may mean different things also when 
talking about modules. In the new version of DYSIM, in SIMNON 
and in GPSM a module is a section of the process plantj others, 
however, think of a module as representing a submodel for a com-
ponent in the process plant. Examples of these are MMS (SCHAAK 
et al., 1986) and SPEEDUP (PERKINS and SARGENT, 1982). 
In DYSIM which is written in PORTRAN77 there is a strict separa-
tion of the model description and the model experiment. By this 
is meant that the equations describing the model and the par-
ameters that are not going to be affected during experimentation 
are separated from the instructions controlling the experiments 
to be performed on the model. The irodel description is written 
in a FORTRAN77 programme and the instructions needed at runtime, 
for the model experiment, are written in an input file. 
In the new version of DYSIM (CHRISTENSEN, KOFOED and LARSEN, 
1986) the modular approach was implemented by allowing the 
structure of the input file to be modular. This modular approach 
was extended with one more level, which is the use of submodels 
from a library with submodules. The submodels are typically 
models of components in the process plant, i.e. they are modules 
of the same type as in for example MMS as mentioned above. 
This two-level modular approach to simulation is the basic con-
cept of the precompiler system which was developed in this pro-
ject. The precompiler system helps the user construct FORTRAN77 
codes that model a process plant. 
Until the end of 1986 the programmes were developed on a Bur-
roughs B7800 mainframe computer but in December 1986 several 
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PCs were bought and the programme was also transcribed to these. 
The precompiler system works almost identically on the two com-
puters but the runtime executive which performs the simulation 
and controls the input and output generation works in a batch 
fashion on B78O0 while on the PCs it allows interactive control 
of the simulation. 
2.2. Standards for simulation languages 
In the mid-sixties several different digital computer routines 
had been developed to perform dynamic simulation of continuous 
systems. Due to
 v general feeling that some sort of direction 
for further development was needed an ad hoc committee was set 
up by Simulation Councils, Inc. (SCi). At the end of 1967 the 
result was published (STRAUSS (editor), 1967). A continuous 
system simulation language (CSSL) is proposed and time rhowed 
it to be a great success. For 15 years this was the only attempt 
to standardize simulation languages. This proposal will be re-
ferred to as C5SL67. Two committees then started working on a 
new standard. One is established by the International Associ-
ation for Mathematics and Computers in Simulation (INACS) and 
it is known as Technical Committee 3 (IMACS/TC3), the other is 
the successor of the original SCi committee, the SCS technical 
committee on CSSLs. These two committees wanted a draft proposal 
for further discussions and a group at Salford University made 
one, the CSSL81. This draft was so interesting to the European 
Space Agency that they ordered a simulation language along these 
lines. The CSSL81 proposal is outlined in CROSBIB and HAY, 1982. 
Both of these two proposals were made in order to get a standard 
and both standards seek features such as clarity in model defi-
nition, open-ended systems, sorting of statements, ability to 
use routines written in other languages and ability to perform 
experiments on the model. 
The CSSL67 proposal initiated the development of a series of 
simulation languages. The one that is the most widespread is 
probably the Advanced Computer Simulation Language: ACSL (MIT' 
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CHBLL and GAUTHIER, 1986) which along with most other simulation 
languages following the CSSL67 proposal has inherited the ideas 
from simulation on analog computers. Of course this made it 
easier to replace an analog computer with a digital and perform 
the simulation on it. Actually one of the application areas for 
the first digital simulation programmes were the testing of the 
simulations performed on analog computers (STRAUSS (editor), 
1967). Today this way of thinking is old fashioned. 
Host of the simulation languages based on the CSSL67 proposal 
are translating the user's programme to FORTRAN. This makes it 
possible to use FORTRAN routines in the simulation programmes 
which is an advantage since FORTRAN is (or was!) used exten-
sively. It is a disadvantage though that the runtime error re-
porting becomes inadequate because this is done on the PORTSAN 
level. Because of the sorting routine in the simulation systems 
that follow the CSSL proposals the PORTRAN version of the simu-
lation programme may only barely resemble the user's programme. 
The use of macros which is part of the proposals only makes this 
worse. When a macro is used a set of statements will replace the 
macro and this of course may not be statements that the us?r is 
familiar with. Furthermore it demands that the user should be 
familiar with FORTRAN to be able to understand what was the 
cause of the runtime error. 
It was hoped that some of the problems mentioned above might be 
removed by the CSSL81 proposal. The intentions were to maintain 
some continuity from the CSSL67 on the one hand but on t'..e other 
hand come radical changes were needed. The emphasis was now put 
almost entirely on continuous systems even though the efficient 
handling of discontinuities is considered very important. Also 
the ideas of structured programming as they are implemented in 
ordinary programming languages such as PASCAL has influenced 
the CSSL81 proposal. 
CSSL61 proposes a separation of the model from the simulation 
experiments to be performed on it. This should be made in a 
fashion that allows several experiments to be performed on the 
same model and the same experiment to be performed on several 
models. 
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The notion of submodels is made as opposed to the macros of 
CSSL57. Instead of inserting the "submodel" at each place it is 
used in the model (as It is proposed in CSSL67) the submodel is 
called from the model where it is used and the exchange of in-
formation is made by passing input and output variables as ar-
guments to the submodel. This greatly impedes the sorting of 
statements. Some restrictions must be put on the structure of 
the submodels but the advantages gained in the use of submodels 
versus the use of a sorting routine justifies the inconveniences 
of using submodels (CROSBIE and HAY, 1982). 
The optional segmentation of the model in CSSL67 makes it poss-
ible to use several integration routines on a sequential proces-
sor while the segmentation in CSSL81 furthermore provides a 
means of using parallel processors. 
In summarizing CSSL81 differs from CSSL67 by 
almost entirely supporting continuous systems with 
discontinuities; 
using structured programming techniques including mandatory 
declaration of variables and (almost) avoiding the 
"nasty" GOTO statement; 
separating the model from the simulation experiments 
performed on it; 
the usage af submodels; 
- segmentation that allows parallel processing. 
A few of the problems not addressed directly in CSSL81 is a 
discussion of the range of data types to allow access to and a 
proposed strategy for handling algebraic loops with several 
variables. 
As was mentioned in the beginning the European Space Agency had 
a simulation language made on the basis of the CSSL81 proposal. 
It is called ESL: European Simulation Language (CROSBIE et al., 
1985). The automatic sorting that already has been mentioned as 
a problem in CSSL81 has not been implemented in ESL. 
- T8 
In any attempt to cot a standard It must be recognised that de-
spite every good intention everyone will be biased toward one's 
own simulation language (RIMVALL and CELLIER, 1986) and there-
fore it seems practically impossible to settle on a particular 
standard. This also is believed to reflect the fact that many 
demands are placed on a simulation language, varying from one 
application to another. Often they are store or less mutually in 
conflict, as for example the discussion concerning modularity 
and submodels versus sorting of statements. This point is for 
example illustrated by Wood's criticism of CSSL81 and BSL (WOOD, 
1986). 
We have now outlined the background for the project at Rise and 
given a short review of the main ideas of simulation systems in 
general, with this project it was decided to investigate ways 
to facilitate the phase of programming of continuous models by 
developing an interface to DYSIM86. Using this interface it 
Should not be necessary to know the structure of DYSIM86 bit 
rather the interface should take care of that error prone work. 
The interface should also allow the re-use of programmes model-
ling components. It should not be so that only a certain type 
of process plants can be simulated but rather that each user 
gradually develops a set of component models that allow quick 
and reliable programming of complete models of process plants. 
The interface is a programme that compiles some files prepared 
by the user. In order to be able to describe the precompiler 
system we must first outline the background concerning the soft-
ware that the precompiler is going to be an interface to. 
2.3. DYSIM86 
The runtime executive in the modular version of the simulation 
system OYSIM is called DYSIM86. This has been described else-
where (CHRISTENSEN, KOFOED and LARSEN, 1986) but since the pre-
compiler system is developed to facilitate simulation using 
DYSIM86 it is necessary that the structure is shortly outlined 
here as well. 
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A schematic description of a simulation programme linked with 
the runtime executive and the auxiliary files with initial con-
ditions« output, etc. is shown in Fig. 2.1. The runtime axecu-
tive manages initialization and integration of the model, pre-
paration of output to prints and plots and, if necessary, the 
administration of the large data buffer that is used to simu-
late a pure time delay. 
Initialisation and control of integration as well as the setting 
up of output is made on the basis of an input file. The input 
file contains all the runtime information. A list file makes it 
possible to use symbolic names for the model variables in input, 
output, and when performing the simulation. 
The model will typically consist of several modules and this 
modularity is reflected in the input file and the list file. The 
modules are assembled in a connecting system to make up a total 
model of the process plant under investigation. DYSIK86 communi-
cates with the nodel through the connecting system. The precom-
piler system which is the issue of this report is a tool that 
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Fig. 2.1. Schematic description of a simulation pro-
lamine using the runtime executive DYSIM86. 
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shall facilitate the construction of the model, i.e. the modules 
and the connecting system. Therefore v» will not describe the 
input file and output form of DY:>IM8n. This is described else-
where {CHRISTENSEN, KOFOED and LA IS€U, T986). 
A raodu1.-•? is written in a FORT?>S7J subroutine and it contains a 
model of a delimited section of the process plant. Testing of 
the complete model is facilitated by testing each module indi-
vidually. When this has been done the concept of DYSIM86 sup-
ports easy access to assemblage of the modules to make the fi-
nal testing and followed by execution of the interesting simu-
lation experiments. 
The connecting system manages the transfer of variables to and 
from the runtime executive DYSIM86 on the one hand and the mod-
ules on the other. Communication with DYSIN86 is made through 
common blocks and the user will probably find it convenient al-
so to use common blocks for the communication with the modules. 
Depending on the chosen integration routine DYSIN86 calls the 
model, i.e. the connecting system, one, two or more times for 
each integration step. An integration step can be rejected be-
cause of accuracy control or by the user anå therefore the state 
of the system at the start of mn Integration step must he avail-
able for replacement of a rejected step. This means that two 
sets of variables must he used, namely the new variables arUt 
those that may be going to replace them If a step is rejected. 
Transfer from one set to the other is most efficiently made 
using arrays to hold the variables. This greatly blurs the mean-
ing of the variables And leads to many errors. Furthermore the 
user must be familiar with the times at which to transfer vari-
ables between the two sets. 
These are all some details that are concerned with DYSXK86 and 
with PORTRAN77. They have really nothing to do with tne task of 
performing simulations. By studying the FORTRAN programming 
langaage and the runtime executive 0YSIH86 c.Ma can of course 
be done but it is very probable that it would be done with oc-
casional errors. A routine knowing how to manage the communica-
21 -
tion will eliminate several of the errors that were made previ-
ously. The routine will take care of the communication and it 
will make it possible to use symbolic names for the variables 
in the connecting system instead of using elements of arrays. 
The symbolic names are those used when the modules were made, 
and they are the same names that shall be available to DYSIH86 
through the list file. 
This routine is part of the precompiler system that we are going 
to look at. A syntax different from the standard programming 
language P0RTRAK77 is necessary when the use of symbolic names 
must be possible. The syntax to settle on depends on the facili-
ties that are desired to be handled by the precompiler system. 
This will be the issue of the next chapter. 
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3. DEVELOPMENT OP THE PRECOMPILER SYSTEM 
In this chapter it will first be described what the concept of 
the precompiler system is. Tie precoapiler system produces sone 
FORTBAN77 files from some source files that have been prepared 
by the user. The source files Bust be written according to some 
syntax which will be described and a short note on the reason 
for the particular choice »ay also be given. The syntax is de-
scribed by listing the syntax for the different types of com-
aands followed by defining how the three different types of 
source files must be structured. 
At the end of the chapter it will be described how the source 
files may be corrected interactively by the precompiler system 
when an error is being detected. Also a special notation con-
cerning the connection of modules and (especially) submodules 
is going to be described here. This notation was used when the 
model of a part of sugar factory was developed. 
1. \. Introduction 
The usage of precompilers as a tool that facilitates construc-
tion of simulation programmes is widespread. They are used for 
all types of simulations« For example, one has been developed 
for the General Purpose Simulator System (GPSS) (LAM, 197d) 
which is a system for discrete simulation. Ths impact from the 
committee making the CSSL67 proposal is seen by the fact that 
there has also been xade a precompiler that constitutes a CSSL 
interface to GASP IV (BIRTA and KKAØR, 1979) which id a simula-
tion system for combined systems, i.e. systems that are both 
continuous and discrete. An example of a precompiler that is 
being used for simulation of a special type of process plants 
is MMS-BASfi* (SCHAAK, BARTBLLS and LONG, 1986). 
The precompiler system that is going to be described in this 
chapter is of the general type, i.e. "any" continuous system 
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can be simulated. The precompiler system is going to support 
simulation using the runtime executive DYSIM86 which is able 
to handle any continuous system, HMS-EASE+ supports simulation 
using the simulation language ACSL which also is of the general 
type so the restriction in applications with RHS-BASB+ mentioned 
above is within the precompiler itself. 
3.2. Concept for the precompiler system 
When defining the concept for the precompiler system it must 
first be decided what one expects from the precompiler system. 
Of course it should speed up the construction of reliable simu-
lation programmøs for DYSIM86. This can be done in at least 
three ways. Firstly by relieving the user from remembering a lot 
of the details that is not related to the model but only to the 
execution of the simulation. Secondly by allowing the use of 
well-tested submodels for construction of modules. Thirdly by 
allowing the use of symbolic names in the connecting system. 
Of course any other facility is welcomed. 
Since the precompiler system is tangled to DYSIM86 it inherits 
the modularity of this runtime executive. As is proposed in 
CSSL81 (CROSBIE and HAY, 1982), the well-tested submodels are 
placed in a library. A complete model of a process plant is 
therefore built in two stages (see Fig. 3.1): 
U assembling submodels from a library to create a »nodule; 
2} assembling the modules to create the complete model. 
We therefore say that we are using a two-level modular approach. 
In the figure it is also seen that the precompiler system handles 
the precompiiation of the library. In principle this is only 
necessary once* 
It was decided to make the modular approach absolutely strict in 
the sense that a submodel is not allowed to use another suomodel 
and a module is not allowed to use another module. The reason 
for this is that the modules and submodules are going to be FOR-
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Pig. 3.T. The precompiler system and the input and output 
files shown schematically. 
TRAN subroutines and in the PORTRAN77 standard (ANSI, 1978) re-
cursion or nesting is not allowed. It is possible to avoid re-
cursion with milder restrictions than the one chosen but it is 
the simplest way and it is not thought to be a serious restric-
tion. In the CSSL81 proposal (CROSBIE and HAY, 1982) and also 
in ESL (CROSBIE, 1986) nesting of submodels is allowed. 
The constructions of programmes in modern, ordinary computer 
languages should be available and one simple way to do this is 
to just use one of these languages with a few extensions. In 
other words it was decided not to create a new simulation 
language but merely extend the set of executable statements in 
PORTRAN77 with precompiler commands. FORTRAN77 was chosen be-
cause eventually the complete model of the process plant must 
be constructed in this language. The task of creating a new 
simulation language would extend beyond the time limit of a 
Ph.D. study. There are other reasons which will be given in 
the following discussions. 
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It is recognized that a sorting routine is a desirable facility 
and this is also seen by its retention in the CSSL81 proposal. 
The use af modules makes sorting hard (CROSBIB et al., 19b5) 
and using a two-level modular approach will make it even harder. 
No attempts to sort the statements were made in this project 
and it is therefore the user's responsibility to write the 
statements in the correct order. "The correct order" is not 
always attainable; the presence of algebraic loops makes this 
impossible. This issue is discussed elsewhere, 6.1.2 "Pros and 
cons of modularity". 
The library must be open-ended making it possible to extend the 
library with well-tested submodels. It is desirable to make it 
easy to test and modify a submodel as a module and thereafter 
append it to the library as a submodule. This is accomplished 
by choosing a convenient syntax. It will be seen that the syn-
tax of a submodule is exactly the same as that of a module. 
Therefore it is possible to programme a submodel as a module 
which is easier to test and when the submodel has been vali-
dated the module can be appended to the library as a submodule 
in a simple way by just changing the name-giving command. 
It was decided to let the precompiler system work on source 
files prepared by the user with a standard editor on the com-
puter. The process of precompilation is done interactively. The 
user will be prompted for commands and files with source text 
and will be told the names of the relevant files that are pro-
duced by the precompiler system. If a syntax error is found by 
the precompiler system the user is given the opportunity to in-
teractively correct the source file. This relieves the user from 
terminating the session, edit the source file, and resume pre-
compilation. This is of course possible only for certain types 
of errors. It has been restricted to be those errors where it 
may be possible to correct the error at the line being current-
ly processed. 
In summarizing, the following decisions were made: 
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1) apply a two-level modular approach; 
2) use the executable FORTRAN77 statements; 
3) extend with precompiler commands when constructing the 
source files; 
4) make the library open-ended; 
5) do not attempt to sort the statements; and 
6) provide interactive corrections on a line-to-line basis. 
3.3« Choice of syntax 
The reasons for choosing a syntax is to supply the precompiler 
system with the necessary information and to make it possible 
to perform the precompilation. By "the necessary information" 
is meant the names of the variables carrying information, for 
example; by "making precompilation possible" is meant facilities 
that allow use of submodules in the modules, assemblage of mod-
ules in the connecting system and the use of symbolic names in 
the connecting system. 
It is possible to use PORTRAN77 comments (lines with an asterix 
"*" in column one) in the source files but there will also be 
provided for precompiler comments. A precompiler comment is a 
line with an ampersand "&" in column one. Such a line is com-
pletely ignored by the precompiler system. 
3.3.1. General remarks about commands 
It must be possible for the precompiler system to distinguish 
commands from FORTRAN77 statements. This is done by using a 
special character in column one of a precompiler command line. 
This character is chosen to be an exclamation mar* "I". The 
name of the command is written after this symbol. If additional 
information is needed on the same line it follows the name 
which is succeeded by (at least) one blank character. Often it 
is not possible to write all the information on the same line 
and therefore it must be possible to continue on the next line. 
This is done by writing an exclamation mark in column one of 
the continuation line, optionally writing the name of the com-
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mand, adding (at least) one blank and then the additional in-
formation. (For an example see Fig. 3.3). 
There are mainly three groups of commands. They are 
1) commands for naming modules and submodules 
2) commands for naming communication variables 
3) commands for implementation of modules and submodules. 
Beside these a few more precompiler commands can be used for 
special purposes. 
The connecting system differs from modules and submodules since 
there can be only one connecting system. Therefore it is not 
named with a command. Instead a command supplies information 
about which modules are being used in the connecting system. 
One more command needs to be commented on. It is a command that 
can be used at the same location as those for naming variables 
and it follows exactly the same syntax. The purpose of the com-
mand is to supply the precompiler system with information about 
which functions from the library that are being used. The func-
tions must be present in the same library as the submodules. 
The three groups of commands differ in their purpose and also 
in their content of information, and therefore they will necess-
arily differ in syntax. In the next subsections the commands 
will be described briefly. 
3.3.2. Name-giving commands 
Since there can be several submodules and modules each must be 
uniquely named. Supplying a name is done by writing the name-
giving command in the first line (that is not a comment). The 
information contained in the command is merely a name of the 
module or submodule and this is simply written right after the 
name of the command* Examples of the two name-giving commands 
are 
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1SUBH0 PICON and 
!MODUL TANK 
for naming a submodule and a module. These commands cannot be 
continued on several lines. 
The names of the submodules and modules become the names of 
FORTRAN77 subroutines and this imposes a limitation on the 
length of the names as well as on the set of characters that 
can be used in a name* The length of identifiers in FORTRAN77 
is not allowed to exceed 6 and the set of allowed characters 
contain all alphanumeric characters and all digits with the 
explicit exception that the first character may not be a digit. 
These limits of FORTRAN77 are also the limitations on the names 
of the submodules, but the length of names of modules is re-
stricted to be less than or equal to 3. This limitation is in-
herited from the runtime executive DYSIM86. 
The name-giving command is mandatory. 
3.3.3. Type-giving commands 
Communication is carried by variables. The names of these vari-
ables must be known to the precompiler system and therefore 
they are written in some commands. There are several types of 
variables and therefore there are several type-giving commands. 
There are four types of commands that are related directly to 
the communication concerning the numerical calculations of the 
simulation. A string variable (a text) can also be used to 
transfer information to and from a submodule and to and from a 
module. One more command will be mentioned in this connection. 
It is not used for supplying information about variables and 
it is therefore not truly a type-giving command, but sinca it 
follows exactly the same syntax and is located at the same 
pløce it will be included in this subsection. The command is 
used for supplying the precompiler system with information 
about which functions are being used. The five type-giving com-
mands together with this additional one are given in Fig. 3.2. 
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The information in the type-giving commands are the names of the 
variables. Since there can be many variables it will often be 
necessary to use continuation lines. The names of the variables 
are written after the name of the command and a comma "," is 
used for separating one variable from another. A semicolon ";" 
terminates the command. If a line is to be continued the last 
nonblank character must be the separating comma. 
output 
STV state variables 
ALG algebraic variables 
input 
INP input variables 
PAR parameters 
TXT string variable (not in the connecting system) 
PUN functions 
Fig. 3.2. The five type-giving commands plus the PUN 
command. 
The variables can be either simple variables or one-dimensional 
arrays (tables). Names of variables are just an identifier fol-
lowing the FORTRAN77 standard (see subsection 3.3.2 "Name-giving 
commands"). Names of one-dimensional arrays are an identifier 
followed by the dimension enclosed in parentheses. 
There are a few restrictions. String variables cannot be trans-
ferred to the runtime executive DYSIM86 and therefore it is not 
allowed to use the TXT command in the connecting system. With 
the TXT command it is only allowed to transfer one variable. 
Variables transferred to and from a submodule are restricted to 
be simple variables. A simple example of a STV command from a 
module or the connecting system is given in Fig. 3.3. 
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ISTV A,B(5), 
! C,Dt; 
Pig. 3.3. An Example of a STV command (in a module or in 
the connecting system). 
Everything that has been said about the syntax for type-giving 
commands are also true for the PUN command except of course 
that the concept of "arrays" is nonsense in this connection. 
The names of the functions follow the FORTRAN77 standard for 
identifiers. 
Only the necessary type-giving commands must be written. The 
order of the type-giving commands is subjected to no restric-
tion. 
3.3.4. Connecting commands 
In a module several submodels can be connected with each other. 
The submodels can be either models of components written direct-
ly in the module using standard FORTRAN77 statements or submod-
ules from the library. This is the first level in the two-level 
modular approach that has been applied for the precompiler sys-
tem. At the second level modules are connected to each other in 
the connecting system. These two different types of connections 
are made by the two connecting commands MACRO (in a module) and 
MOD (in the connecting system). In both cases the implementation 
is made using a CALL statement but the transfer of variables is 
managed differently because a module can be used only once while 
a submodule can be used several times. This is the reason for 
the big differences between the two commands. 
Since a submodule can be used several times all the variables 
containing information must be transferred back and forth each 
time a submodule is used in a module; this is done most ef-
ficiently by passing them as part of a subroutine argument list. 
With the MACRO command there will be transferred variables from 
the module to the local variables of the submodule. This is done 
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by writing the matching pairs of variables from the module and 
the submodule in a series of subcommands. A sub-command is used 
for starting and one is used for terminating the connecting com-
mand. 
The first sub-command is the MACRO sub-command which is of 
exactly the same form as the name-giving commands since this is 
precisely what it does: it supplies the name of the submodule 
that is going to be implemented. 
After the MACRO sub-command there follow several connecting sub-
commands which take care of establishing the connection between 
the pairs of variables from the module and the submodule. 
The names of the connecting sub-commands are the same as those 
of the corresponding type-giving commands. The part of the sub-
command containing the information that must be supplied to the 
precompiler system is a series of pairs of variables. The pairs 
are separated by commas "," and the subcommand is terminated by 
semicolon ";" and continuation lines ace allowed in exactly the 
same way as for type-giving commands. (For an example see Pig. 
3.4). 
I MACRO NAME 
ISTV Z:Z(2) , Y : Yl; 
IPAR TAU*tO.O, 
I PAR PB=0.50; 
I END 
Fig. 3.4. A constructed example of a MACRO command. 
The pairs of variables establish connections between variaDles 
in the submodule and the corresponding variables in the module. 
The pairs are written with the submodule variable first followed 
by the connecting character colon "i* and then the module va_i-
able. Parameters in the PAR sub-command make an exception to 
this and the reasons for this will be discussed. 
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When a model of a section of a process plant is made there will 
be certain parameters of the components that will be given in 
advance. These paraneters are constants and therefore they can 
be placed in the module without introducing any inconveniences 
for the user, in fact it is felt that they are placed at the ap-
propriate place namely where they are used. All the systeit par-
ameters that are likely to be changed during a simulation or 
between two simulations should be placed outside the simulation 
programme. This facilitates the e ecution of the simulations and 
the documentation. 
In the PAR sub-command the module variable is replaced by the 
constant real parameter and an equals sign "=" is used instead 
of a colon. 
It is understood that exactly those connecting sub-commands that 
correspond to the type-giving commands in the submodule are ex-
pected and that all the corresponding submodule variables in the 
given type-giving command must be referenced in the connecting 
sub-command. There is no restriction on the order of the con-
necting sub-commands or on the order of the pairs within a sub-
command . 
The MACRO command is terminated by an END sub-command which con-
tains no additional information. 
h simply constructed example of a MACRO command is shown in Fig. 
3.4. It is intended only to give examples of the structure and 
of the two different types of connecting sub-commands. 
By using the connecting command MOD in the connecting system the 
modules are connected to each other and are supplied with input. 
A module is used ?' only one place in the connecting system and 
therefore only those variables that have been changed since the 
last call of the module need be updated. The precompiler "knows" 
how the runtime executive DYSIH86 operates and takes care of 
everything except those variables that are used for connecting 
one module with another and for introducing changes or disturb-
ances. Input variables are used for these purposes. 
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Connections between nodules are established by transferring an 
output variable from one module to an input variable of the 
other. This can be done in a simple assignment statement. Dis-
turbances can be introduced by changing the value of an input 
variable. This can be done in several ways but step changes and 
linear ramps are the most common. Disturbances can most easily 
be controlled with parameters to the connecting system. 
Because algebraic expressions should be allowed it was decided 
to use ordinary assignment statements for establishing connec-
tions and introducing disturbances. Furthermore, it has been 
seen that the user has the responsibility of supplying only in-
formation abouc the input variables in a module. The MOD command 
will then contain two sub-commands for bracketing the assignment 
Statements establishing the connections. The first sub-command 
is the equivalent of the MACRO sub-command and here it is called 
the MOD sub-command. The last sub-command is exactly the same 
as for the MACRO command: the END sub-command. 
In the connecting system symbolic names for the variables can 
be used. By this it is meant that the name of a variable from a 
module can also be used in the connecting system. To avoid prob-
lems when two different variables from two different modules 
have the same name a unique extension is added to the name of 
the variable, but this will be discussed in the next subsection 
where also important and necessary information about the MOD 
command is found so it must be read to get a full understanding 
of how to use the command properly. An example of a simple MOD 
command is given in Pig. 3.5. 
IMOD M2 
11*01.BBC 
12-02.Ml 
I3*S1.C0N+AMIN1(t.,T/RT,CON)*(S2.CON-SI.CON) 
•END 
Fig. 3.5. A simple example of MOD command. 
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Sine« communication through variables is a *ay of representing 
the transfer of information fro« on« nodule to another, in this 
case* it is clear that an input variable should be calculated 
on the basis of output variables. No input variables should be 
present in an expression in which an input variable is calcu-
lated. Also« connecting system parameters are allowed since 
this is the natural way to programme disturbances as noted 
above. This is just one example of the type of check for con-
ceptual error detection that is oeing performed by the precom-
piler system. This type of error detection is by no means as 
thorough as possible and deaired. 
3.3.5. Symbolic names 
First let us ask ourselves why symbolic names may be needed or 
at least may be desirable. Symbolic names come in handy because 
they let us choose names that makes us think immediately of the 
property in the process plant that is being represented by this 
variable. There is nothing mysterious in this; it is exactly 
what one does in every programme written in an ordinary pro-
gramming language. Therefore we have easy access to usage of 
symbolic names since the precompiler system is translating the 
user's source text into PORTRAN77, 
In the submodules and modules the variables are used exactly 
where the user is writing them and only there, but this is not 
the case for the connecting system as was discussed in the pre-
vious subsection. In the connecting system the precompiler 
handles the additional transfer of variables between two sets 
of arrays holding the values of the variables. One of the great 
advantages gained from using the precompiler system is that the 
user does not have to use the arrays when a variable is needed. 
Instead a syntax for naming variables has been chosen allowing 
the use of symbolic names. In the connecting system it must be 
possible to use the same names for the module variables as 
those that were used when the modules were constructed. It must 
also be possible to use the same name for "different" variables 
in different modules (in actual fact it is advisable to do so). 
Therefore a way of distinguishing them must be applied. This 
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is done by giving each variable fro« a aodule a unique exten-
sion, chosen to be the unique hane of the aodule. Because vari-
ables that are transferred to and fros the connecting systea 
should also be available through the use of symbolic names, a 
unique extension for the connecting system must be found. As 
has been noted earlier each module, ae wall ac the connecting 
system is translated into a subroutine. The names of the sub-
routines with the modules are the names of the modules, and the 
name of th« connecting system is CON which is determined by the 
runtime executive DYSIH86. This makes it a natural choice to 
use CON as the unique extension for the symbolic names for vari-
ables in the connecting system. 
The unique construction of symbolic names for variables in mod-
ules and in the connecting system is then chosen to be first the 
local variable name immediately followed by a period "." and 
either the aodule name or CON for the connecting system. (Por 
examples see Pig. 3.5). 
If a simple variable is used it is easy to construct the sym-
bolic name for the variable, but how is an element of an array 
referenced? The extension is as for the simple variable, of 
course, but the part referring to the array element in the mod-
ule is chosen not to b« written as it is referred to i.i the 
module. When the element is used in a module it is written ac-
cording to the FORTRAN?7 standard, i.e. as the array name fol-
lowed by the number of the element in parentheses. In the con-
necting system the parentheses are not written. Unfortunately, 
this introduces a slight limitation on the choice of names in 
the modules. If an array ARR in the module with 5 elements is 
being used the fifth element (for an example) is referred to 
in the connecting system as ARR5 and therefore it is not al-
lowed to use a simple variable with the name ARR5. 
This unique construction of variable names is exactly the same 
as the one chosen in the runtime executive. Therefore these 
names are those that will be used in plots and tables and during 
a simulation. 
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There is one exception to the use of systolic names for vari-
ables and it has been introduced for the convenience of the 
user. It can be done because in one particular instance it is 
known to the precompiler system where to look for the variable. 
It is related to the MOO command where the connections to a Mod-
ule are established. The connections are made through the input 
variables of the module and only the input variables of the mod-
ule are currently being connected, so that it is they that can 
be referenced. In simple assignment statements it is not necess-
ary to write the extension for the input variable*. With this 
additional information the HOD command is fully described as 
promised in the previous subsection. 
3.3.6. Differential equations 
The dynamic behaviour of a continuous system is described by 
differential equations. In the CSSL67 proposal (STRAUSS (edi-
tor), 1967) differential equations had to be transformed into 
integral equations and had to have the initial conditions given 
in the programme. This is inherited from analog simulation and 
it seems to be old-fashioned. In ESL (CROSBIE et al, 1935) which 
is based on CSS141 (CROSBIE and HAY, 1982) another notation is 
being used. Now the differential equation is written by intro-
ducing the differential quotient of the state variable and 
writing the value just as if it was an algebraic equation. The 
same concept was (independently) chosen for the precompiler 
system, but in a fashion that is not as natural. It was chosen 
not to introduce a notation for the differencial quotient of 
the state variables but instead to indicate the differential 
equation by using a colon ":" instead of the equals sign "»" 
in algebraic equations. 
In the very beginning of the project a variable for each state 
variable was introduced, to which the value of the differential 
quotient should be assigned. The user had to name these with a 
precompiler command. This way of handling the differential quo-
tients was obtained from SIBNON (ELMQVIST, ASTRO« and SCHØNTHAL, 
1986) but soon it was found to be unnecessary and the precom-
piler was made to create variables with the differential quo-
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tients automatically. The nawt of these variables are in the 
submodules constructed by appending a three-digit number to the 
letters "DM*. In the modules and connecting system the differ-
ential quotients are stored in arrays constructed from the mod-
ule name. This introduces a limitation on the names for vari-
ables that can be chosen by the user. 
It can be seen that only first-order differential equations can 
be solved and every higher-order differential equation must be 
transformed into several of first order. This is true of course 
in other simulation systems also. Some allow use of higher-order 
differential equations through the use of transfer functions but 
only with some limitations in, for example, initial conditions« 
An example can be found in the ACSL manual (MITCHELL and 
GADTHIER, 198*) where it can also be seen that the transfer 
function is transformed into several first-order differential 
equations. 
3.3.7. Commands for special computations 
The runtime executive DYSIH86 needs at least one and maybe two 
subroutines where the user can perform some special computa-
tions. One of these subroutines is called when a simulation is 
terminated. Here the user can perform final calculations and 
printouts. This subroutine is mandatory. Also the user can in-
struct the runtime executive to "re-call" the model when a time 
step has been accepted and in this esse yet another subroutine 
must be present. If this facility is not used the subroutine 
need not be present. Both subroutines are expected to have a 
given special name for the runtime executive to be able to use 
them. 
The precompiler system places the two subroutines as entry 
points in the connecting system. (In many respects an entry 
point is similar to a subroutine (ANSI, 1978).) The user need 
not write anything unless the special computations are needed 
or desirable and in this case two commands in the connecting 
system can be used. 
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The OUT command is used when computations and printouts at the 
termination of a simulation are wanted. The OUT command marks 
the start of the entry point. The entry point is terminated by 
either starting the next entry point with the OYbi command to be 
described or by terminating the source file. Because it is an 
entry point in the connecting system all the variables in the 
connecting system are available and even the symbolic names can 
be used since the precompiler system also processes this part. 
k point should be noted: as implied earlier (in 3.3.5 "Symbolic 
names") only simple variables and elements of an array can be 
referenced, if all the elements of an array are needed every 
element must be written individually. 
The DYN command marks the start of the entry point used for 
calculations to be performed by request of the user in his 
model. When the current step has been accepted this entry point 
is called by the runtime executive. The remarks above about 
symbolic names are also true here. The entry point is terminated 
either by starting the next entry point with the OUT command or 
by terminating the source file. 
The user will probably find that it is convenient to perform 
the special computations not only in the entry points in the 
connecting system but also those in the modules. In this case 
the FORTRAN77 CALL statement must be used. A quite simple but 
very powerful example is given in both of the two simulation 
examples in Appendices C and H. If more sophisticated uses are 
wanted information must be sought elsewhere (ANSI, 1978). 
Further details about these two entry points must also be sought 
elsewhere (CHRISTENSEN, KOFOED and LARSEN, 1986). 
The names of the submodules, functions and the modules must be 
unique and they must be different from those that have been used 
in the runtime executive DYSXH86. A list of names that are re-
served to DYSIM86 must be consulted if such a problem occurs. 
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3.4. Pile structure 
The precompiler systen uses a set of files. The user has to know 
the names of the files that are being constructed in order to 
avoid conflicts in name-giving. It is only necessary for the 
user to concern himself with a few of these file. The reason for 
using so many files is that this makes it possible for the pre-
compiler system to support the user in the most smooth way. 
There can be said to be three kinds of files: 
1) source files which are made by the user 
2) FORTRAN77 files which are made from the source files 
3) information files. 
Not categorized above is the list file produced by the precom-
piler system. This section will describe the different types of 
files and will describe and give the grounds for why this file 
structure is convenient. 
3.4.1. The concept 
Piles can be used for storing information that has been ex-
tracted from a source file and that is convenient to have ac-
cess to at a later time. In this way the precompiler system 
need not prompt the user for that information. For each source 
file that is produced by the user the precompiler system will 
produce one or more files. By constructing the names of these 
files from the names of the source files or by other means the 
user need not name these files. This has another (and more im-
portant) advantage; the precompiler knows exactly what the 
names of the files are and that no situations will arise where 
the user uses a wrong name by mistake. 
There is one more way to relieve the user from typing names of 
files. There is only one connecting system and today it is only 
allowed to use one submodule library so by choosing default 
names for these source files the user need not type these names. 
It is possible to use names other than the default names, how-
ever. 
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Finally one more choice for default names is made. Since each 
source file causes one or more files to be produced it is con-
venient to be able to tell which files that belong together. 
This is done in the way the precompiler constructs the names 
of the "derived" files. Each family of files derived from a 
source file will have the same name but the individual files 
will have different extensions added. The extensions produced 
by the precompiler system uniquely identifies what type of file 
it is. The default for source file extensions has been chosen 
to be SOU and if the user has followed this default it is not 
necessary to write the extension. 
The discussion about extension to file names really applies only 
to the PC version of the precompiler system. On the mainframe 
version the file names follow another syntax where the term ex-
tension cannot be used directly. On the mainframe the file names 
are constructed, in several levels. These levels can be said to 
be the equivalent of the directory structure of the Disk Oper-
ating System (DOS) on the PCs« It is beyond the scope of this 
report to give a detailed discussion of this subject, but it 
can be stated briefly that the last level on the mainframe name 
structure is made the equivalent of the extension in DOS. 
On the mainframe computer one more piece of information is 
needed. This is also caused by the differences in the structure 
of file names. Using DOS on the PCs all the files that are 
being used for a specific simulation are placed in a directory 
and all file names refer to this directory. This is not the case 
on the mainframe, but it must be possible to work with different 
simulations at the same time so the files must be separated in 
one way or the other. This is done by choosing a system name 
for each system that is being simulated. This system name is 
then made the first level in the file names on the mainframe. 
It is important to understand the construction of file names to 
avoid losing files when a new file is produced. This is es-
pecially a problem for source files with a module, see 3.4.3 
"A module". Fig. 3.1 illustrates schematically the precompiler 
system including the set of files that are being produced. 
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3.4,2. The library 
Presently it is allowed to use only one library in which the 
available functions and submodules are assembled. Because of 
this it is possible to choose a default name and the choice is 
SUBMOLIB. The name of the source file extension should further-
more be chosen by the user to be SOU so that it is possible to 
supply the precompiler system with the name in the most con-
venient way. 
The information needed from the library is extensive and of 
different kinds; therefore the files that are produced by the 
precompiler system are many. 
First an exact copy of the source file is produced in the PC 
version. Prom this file the names of the input and output vari-
ables of the submodules are found. When seeking this information 
the precompiler system should be able to go directly to the line 
with the relevant data. It is waste of space to copy the whole 
file to do that, but it was done nonetheless to save time during 
development. The first version of the precompiler system was 
programmed on the mainframe computer and there it does not mat-
ter what type the file is (sequential or direct access); it is 
possible to use direct access in any case. This is non-standard 
and not possible on the PCs. It was found to be time saving to 
just make an exact copy of the library source file but in a di-
rect access version. The extension for the file is RAC (Random 
ACcess) and it is produced when using the precompiler routine 
for processing a library. 
Precompiler 2 will be seen to be able to tell exactly what func-
tions and submodules from the library that have been used in the 
modules and in the connecting system. To avoid compiling a large 
library the precompiler system will pick out only the necessary 
parts of the library and place them in a FORTRAN77 file. The ex-
tension for this file is FOR. 
In order to translate the source file to PORTRAN77 only once, 
the submodules in P0RTRAN77 code are placed in a file with ex-
tension F77 by the precompiler routine for processing a library. 
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This is where precompiler 2 picks out the submodules used in the 
system. 
At every stage the precompiler system must know where to look 
for the necessary information; therefore an information file is 
produced by the precompiler routine for processing a library 
and the extension of this file is INF. 
An example of a small library is listed in Fig. 3.6. 
*ipvsin\0f>e\8uM0Ltt.Mo oe/tfc/»7 
/ 
/ 
3 
4 
5 
FUNCTION OL IIHXHIN. xtxmtxi 
K/K OLIN,X,xmx,XHIN 
fik. lUmdH/ai tXMtN, fifl 1NI (X, XMHKI I 
RETURN 
END 
7 
a 
9 
10 
11 
11 
13 
14 
IS 
16 
17 
IB 
19 
SO 
at 
Si 
S3 * 
a* * 
S3 C ' 
36 • 
27 a 
S$ 'FUN 
S9 .'srv 
30 fINP 
31 >(*** 
32 '/KG 
33 
3* C • 
33 C • 
36 C * 
37 
36 
39 
4l> 
4 / 
*S 
*3 
44 
45 
46 
47 
4« i 
FUNCTION M . IHD1Y, XMIN, K, XNdXI 
tF<tx. er. xniN> . OND. IX. L T. xmxi t 
» THEN 
z-r 
ELSE IF< 
0 <(X. LE. XN1NJ . »NO. (Y.LT.O.n 
• .OR. 
» ttX.GE.XmX) .(WO. <Y.GT.O.>» 
9 THEN 
z-o. 
ELSE 
Z'Y 
END IF 
RLIHD*Z 
RETURN 
END 
SUMO PICON 
OLlN.dLlMDi 
If 
XP, XMi 
XNIN,XIVtX,PB, TfHJ, VHIN, YHAX ( 
Y/ 
REOL UP.Lm,VP,VN,EPSLON,RON0E 
PI-CONTROLLER 
nf*NGE~XmX-iNlN 
up'<xp-xntm/SfiNGE 
UN- (X/1-XMJN) /ROUGE 
VP-OL1H<0.,UP,1.) 
\mm(H.IH<0.,UM,l.> 
EPSL ON*<VP-VH>/P» 
Z'AL IN (YH1N, Z, VNAX) 
ZiAHNDtEPSLON/TfHJ, YMIN, Z, YMOXI 
Y'(H.1H(YHW,EPSL0N*Z, YHAXt 
RETURN 
END 
Fig. 3.6. A listing of a simple library. 
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3.4.3. A module 
It is of course not possible to meaningfully choose default 
names for files with a module. The user is advised to choose 
the names for files with a module to be the name of the module 
because of the way that the precompiler system produces the 
names of the derived files. The extension of the source files 
should be SOU. If all defaults are used then the only informa-
tion about the files that is needed to be supplied to the pre-
compiler system are the module names. 
Precompiler 1 produces two files for each source file with a 
module. The FORTRAN77 file is named by using the module (!) name 
and the extension FOR. Precompiler 2 needs the names of the in-
put and output variables and therefore precompiler 1 also pro-
duces an information file. Furthermore, in this file the name 
of the library that was used is placed, if any was used, and 
the names of the functions and submcdules that were used is al-
so placed there. The extension for tbis file is INF. 
Two examples of modules are shown in Fig. 3.7. 
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»•DV«lN\OM\TMt.MU OC/M/ST 
1 • 
g • 
3 • 
4 .• 
5 t 
6 
r 
ø 
9 S 
to 
11 
IS 
13 
t* 
13 * 
ts 
t? 
HOOUL nm 
STV 
IMP 
H.TUI 
TI.Yi.rZ.UOl 
MLff Mf 
NGQL KHO,Cf>,t*,Kå,Hi 
M M HNO/IOOO./, CPS:*CJS. */l./ 
m m Ht/t.e?/, æ/too./ 
a*Kå»vt 
M*tfV* 
M i Ul-tJO 
TUS tO*CP**il»<Ti-TUIt/tCP*K> 
mnSt/UMHOl 
Krum 
CMC 
AiBvsin\ope\Ncø.sou o e / 2 t / « 7 
/ ' MODUL *£6 
<? • STV MStt 
5 • OL8 VIZ/; 
4 • IMP H.HSCT, rser. ru; 
s * 
6 'tUKHO PICON 
7 ' STV ZiZtt); 
a ' OLS rtrt.r;; 
9 • IMP xPtMser. m$Ht 
10 ' PAP XMlN-O.t, JtMftX'I.S, PBmø.73, 
11 ! TftUml, YHIttmø, YHAX't ; 
te /F/W 
13 » 
;• .•ment PICCN 
15 .' STV Z>ZU>t 
16 • (U.G YtVtli ; 
17 • INP XPtTSET, XMlTU; 
13 • PtUt XHIN~40.. .INUXméO. , P*»t>. 5 t \ 
19 .' Taus, vniN~o, YMOX-I; 
£v .'ENS 
Si S 
££ aCTUHH 
S3 £NO 
Fig. 3.7. A listing of two modules. 
3.4.4. The connecting system 
The default name for the connecting sys.em is CONSYS and as be-
fore the user is advised to use the extension SOU. Precompiler 2 
then produces a FORTRAN77 file with the extension FOR. In the 
source file the precompiler system finds the names of the mod-
ules that are being used and on the basis of the module infor-
mation files a list file is produced. This list file is used by 
the runtime executive DYSIM86 during a simulation and DYSIM86 
assumes that the name is LIST with the extension SEQ so this is 
the name constructed by the precompiler system. The names of 
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the submodules enå functions that are being used in the modules 
are recorded in the module information files, and therefore 
precompiler 2 will also pick these out and place them in a 
file which is named as the library but with the extension FOR. 
An example of a connecting system is given in Pig. 3.8. 
»»Bva!K\o»\coN*v«.mf oe/et/«? 
1 • ARM « S t nmtf 
2 t POM uo(St.Tiut,mistrtit.HStr,rsk.Tt 
• .• NOO use 
3 Mfsrr-#«cr. CON 
6 ncT-rseT.coM 
? HmH. nat 
* ru-ru. nm 
9 • CNO 
10 é 
ti t MOO TMK 
i* Ytmri, acs 
'•» V*-Yt.*C9 
** MtfeMW. C0N*ANlNt i I. , T/MSeTi. CX3NI 
" * '<uoe.akt-uoi.coN> 
I* Tl'TIt.a**miMI / I . , 7/*lSCTg. CON} 
i* • •nte.coN~Ttt.com 
ts • CNO 
Fig. 3.8. A listing of a connecting system. 
3.5. Correction of errors 
The precompiler system performs a syntax check and if the syntax 
is correct it is possible to interpret the source file. If a 
syntax error is detecced in the source file it must be corrected 
to produce valid output files. The precompiler system is con-
structed so as to allow correction of errors during precompila-
tion. This interactive control is possible only for certain 
types of errors. 
The precompiler system uses a one pas3 algorithm which means 
that each line of the source files is processed exactly one 
time. The precompiler system also processes each line from left 
to right. Therefore, only those syntax errors that are caused 
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by an error on the current line and the current part of the 
line being processed can be corrected interactively by the pre-
compiler system. 
When an en or has been detected the line in which it was de-
tected is printed on the screen and the current part of the line 
that is being processed is indicated by asterixes "*", and this 
is the part of the line that the user can replace by the correct 
string of characters. The new string can be shorter or longer 
but not so long that the new line will exceed 72 characters in 
length. This limitation is imposed by the PORTRAN77 standard. 
In Pig. 3.9 there is an example of first how the erroneous part 
of a line is indicated by the precompiler system and on the next 
line how the user can correct the error. 
Termination character ";* is used as separation character *,". 
1ALG WI;E; 
• 
Module : TNK Line number in programme : 3 
You have the following possibilities: 
Replace indicated text with new text in qoutation marks, 
or null input for no corrections, 
or type S Cor suppression or further error messages. 
Pig. 3.9. Correction of detected error. 
If the user does not want to correct an error a string of blank 
characters is sent by just pressing the RETURN button. Reasons 
for not wanting to correct an error can be that the error is 
caused by a previously detected and uncorrected error or by a 
previous, undetected error. In this case the standard file edi-
tor should be used to correct the error. The precompiler system 
informs the user about the line number in the source file of 
the detected (!) error. 
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If uncorrected or uncorrectable errors are found the output 
files are not produced and the user raust correct the errors 
before proceeding to the next stage of precompilation. 
3.6. Notation for input and output variables 
Units (and sections) in a process plant are connected with other 
units (or sections) via tubes in which matter or information is 
flowing. Flows can be either entering or leaving the unit and 
there can be properties and states of substances that are local 
to the unit. 
A mathematical model describing a unit is a series of equations 
stating the relations among the different flows, properties, 
etc. using variables for each quantity. These can be split into 
two categories: the external (i.e. incoming and outgoing flows) 
and the internal (i.e. local properties) quantities. 
A simple example is a heat exchanger. Two flows are streaming 
through the heat exchanger, one cooling the other. The tempera-
tures and the flow rates of the two flows are examples of ex-
ternal quantities while the temperature of the tube through 
which heat is transferred from the hot to the cold flow is an 
example of an internal quantity. 
The unit is described by a series of equations expressing some 
of the internal and external quantities in relation to the 
other quantities and parameters of the unit, e.g. the heat ca-
pacity of the tube in the heat exchanger. Two types of equa-
tions are used in a mathematical model of the dynamic behav-
iour of a unit: differential and algebraic equations. Quanti-
ties that are given by a differential equation are called state 
variables and those given by algebraic equations are called al-
gebraic variables. These are the two types of quantities (in-
ternal or external) that can be called output variables. Those 
external quantities that arg not output variables are called 
input variables. 
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It is important to notice that input variables may very well be 
quantities of outgoing flows and that an output variable may be 
a quantity of an incoming flow. This is illustrated in the fol-
lowing example. 
lamgine a condenser (Fig. 3.10) into which steam flows at a 
rate Ws. In the condenser the steam pressure is Ps. The steam 
temperature can be calculated by assuming that the steam is 
saturated. The resistance to heat transport expressed by the 
heat transfer coefficient enables the maximum amount of heat 
transfer from the steam to the tube in which the coolant is 
flowing to be calculated. Assuming negligible response (accel-
eration) time the (maximum) steam load Wg can be calculated by 
an algebraic equation. So this is an example of a quantity of 
an incoming flow that is an algebraic variable. 
The (outgoing) flow of the condensate may be regulated by a 
valve. The flow rate We is related to the valve opening. We is 
an example of a quantity of an outgoing flow that is an input 
variable. 
Now a notation is introduced. External quantities are those re-
lated to incoming and outgoing flows and therefore they wi-11 be 
written at the arrows that represent the corresponding flow 
outside the symbol representing the unit (see Ps, Wg, and We as 
well as Wc, Tcl, and T c o in Fig. 3.10). Wc is the flow of the 
coolant and Tc^ and T c o are the temperatures of the incoming 
and outgoing coolant. Internal quantities are written inside 
the symbol (see the tube temperature T t). 
Furthermore, those external quantities that are input variables 
are written to the left of a vertical arrow and above a horizon-
tal arrow (see P8, We, Wc, and Tcj_). The algebraic and state 
variables (i.e. the output variables) are written to the right 
of or Lelow the arrows (see Wg and T c o ) . 
Splitting those variables needed (input) in a model from those 
calculated (output) in the model makes it easy to se whether 
two model3 will fit together. Consider the valve introduced 
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W T C cl 
Fig. 3.10, Schematic description of a condenser. 
Only a few quantities are indicated. 
w 
Fig. 3.11. Schematic description of a valve. 
above (see Pig. 3.11). The valve opening xv is an input variable 
from which the flow W through the valve can be calculated: xv 
is above the arrow and W is to the right of the arrows. 
The valve is seen to fit to the outgoing flow of the condenser 
since the flows are written on different sides of the arrows 
indicating that one of them is an input variable while the other 
is an output variable. It is also seen that the valve does not 
fit to the incoming steam flow since they are written on the 
same sides of the arrows. In this case both are calculated in 
the model. 
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4. SIMULATION OP A PART OP A POWER PLANT 
4.1. Introduction 
The usage of the precompiler systea and of the methodology out' 
lined in 3.6 "Notation for input and output variables" is demon-
strated with two examples. The first is a dynamic simulation of 
a part of a power plant. The development of the model is briefly 
outlined but the details of the model can be obtained elsewhere 
(KOFOED, 1986). 
4.2. Description 
A look at a power plant fro« the outside could be something like 
that shown in Pig. 4.1. Electricity is produced from a supply of 
fuel. Furthermore, cold seawater enters and is returned to the 
sea at an elevated temperature. A look inside the power plant 
reveals schematically something like that in Fig. 4.2. The part 
of the power p1ant that heats and evaporates feedwater can be 
a nuclear reactor or a boiler. The "model" of this will be seen 
to be extremely simple. It is included only to close the loop. 
The part of the power plant that is really being simulated is 
the black box with turbine ana feedwater preheater chain sec-
tions. These are shown schematically in Fig. 4.3. In the figure 
the mass flows are shown and can be compared with those appear-
ing in Fig. 4.2. The production of electricity by the two tur-
bines is not shown. 
The incoming steam passes a steam line and part of the steam 
flows to the high-pressure (HP) turbine. At two stages steam 
is extracted by the feedwater preheater chain and the rest 
flows to a reheater. In the reheater the steam is dried and it 
is superheated through heat exchange with condensing steam from 
the steam line. The water that is extracted from the wet steam 
and the water from the condensing steam are fed to the stream 
of feedwater in the feedwater preheafcer chain. 
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ffl 
221 
Fig._ 4.1. Production of electricity, 
fuel 
9 L C « W 
'heater* 
, i 
fasi^watar 
turbine and 
feedwater preheater 
chain sections 
electrical power , 
heated seawater 
seawater 
Pig. 4.2. A look inside a power plant. 
The superheated steam flows to the low-pressure (LP) turbine 
where steam is extracted at three stages. The rest of the steam 
is condensed by cold seawater in the condenser. 
- S2 -
Fig. 4.3. Schematic description of turbine and feedwater 
preheater chain sections. 
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In the preheater chain section there are steam coolers with 
tanks, heat exchangers» Pi-controllers and tubes as the most 
characteristic components. Furthermore, a few valves and mixers 
and a splitter are present. 
The condensate from the condenser in the turbine section flows 
through the feedwater preheater chain where it passes steam 
coolers, time delay tubes and heat exchangers whereby it is be-
ing heated; it then leaves as feedwater to the boiler. The feed-
water is heated in two ways. Steam is being extracted from the 
turbine section and condenses in the steam coolers through which 
the feedwater is flowing. Furthermore, this condensate is heat-
ing the feedwater in some heat exchangers. The feedwater and 
the condensate flows countercurrently. In the first steam cooler 
all the condensate is mixed with the feedwater. The PI-control-
lers are responsible for controlling the levels of condensate 
in the steam cooler tanks. 
It is seen that the feedwater preheater chain forms a convenient 
unit for a module, and the other part forms another module (see 
Fig. 4.4). 
The model being used in the simulation will be given in the fol-
lowing sections. Only the equations are given while the deriva-
tion is given elsewhere (KOFOED, 1986). Since no submodules are 
used in the turbine module the model is giv?n here, while the 
major part of the feedwater preheater chain nodal includes com-
ponents that are available in the submodule library. The de-
scription of the feedwater preheater chain module consists then 
of an outline of the connections of the components. For the de-
tails of the model the reader is referred to Appendix h. 
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feerfwater preheater chain sectlc 
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Fig, 4,4. The modular division of Fig. 4.3, 
4.3, "Heater model" 
It is quite an overstatement to call the following a model of 
the unit that heats the feedwater and produces steam. Since this 
project is not concerned with "exact" simulation of process 
plants, but rather uses simulation for demonstration purposes 
it was considered to be sufficient to model the turbine and the 
feedwater preheater chain sections. 
The purpose of introducing this "heater model" is merely to 
close the loop, i.e. make a connection between feedwater and 
the steam. The steam pressure is controlled ideally, by which 
is meant that the pressure is constant. It is assumed to be of 
constant quality, i.e. constant specific enthalpy. The turbine 
section is allowed to extract just the amount of steam it re-
quires. This can occur if sufficient heating is supplied and by 
having a large volume of steam. The amount of feedwater to be 
drawn from the feedwater preheater chain is calculated using a 
first-order differential equation. 
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The model then i s descr ibed by 
Pe = 70 bar 
w t o t i n =" ( w s l -Wtotm>/ T 
hv = 0.995'hgSlPe) + 0.005«hfs(Pe) 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
where 
e 
si 
totin 
hv 
hgs 
nfs 
is the steam pressure 
is the flow of steam being extracted from the "heater" 
is the flow of feedwater extracted from the preheater 
chain 
is the specific enthalpy of the steam 
is a thermodynamic function: specific enthalpy of steam 
at saturation 
is a thermodynamic function: specific enthalpy of water 
at saturation 
is a time constant. 
In Pig. 4.5 these symbols are written on a schematic presenta-
tion of the "heater". Notice that the notation introduced in 
section 3.6 "Notation for input and output variables" has been 
used. As noted in the figure input variables are written to the 
left of vertical arrows and above horizontal arrows. Output 
variables (state and algebraic variables) are written on the 
other side of the arrow. 
"si 
P e h v 
i 
totin 
Fig. 4.5. A schematic description of the "heater model' 
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4 .4 . Turbine module 
4 . 4 . 1 . Steam l ine 
The steaoi line is lumped to one chamber by which is meant that 
it is assumed that the pressure, the specific enthalpy and every 
other property of the steam is the same at every point in the 
chamber. 
A schematic description of the steam line is given in Pig. 4.6. 
It is seen to fit the "heater model" since the variables de-
scribing the same properties of the steam in the two models are 
written on opposite sides of the arrows. 
p e h v 
w s l 
- > 
w v + w m 
P V nv 
Fig. 4.6. A schematic description of the steam line. 
The output variables for the steam line model are Wsi, Pv and 
hv. The specific enthalpy hv is assumed to be constant, i.e. 
no heat loss is taken into account. A quadratic expression de-
scribes the relation between steam flow and pressure drop ac-
cording to Bernoulli's equation (HANSEN and 30LT0FT, 1980, p. 
58). The differential equation giving Pv is found by stating 
conservation of mass. 
»si 
Pe-Pv 
(4.3) 
WSl-(Wy+Wm) 
vsl P'gv 
(4.4) 
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where 
ke is a constant 
'si is the volume of the steam line 
P'qv 
dPgv 
dPv 
pgv is the density of the steam 
Wv is the steam flow to the HP-turbine 
Wffi is the steam flow to the reheater. 
4.4.2. HP-turbine 
The steam from the steam line is as already indicated above 
split into two flows. One of these passes a valve before enter-
ing the inlet chamber of the HP-turbine. The steam leaves the 
inlet chamber and flows through the turbine producing elec-
tricity. At two stages steam is extracted from the HP-turbine. 
The valve opening determines the flow of steam to the turbines 
and therefore the power beir.g produced. The flow through the 
valve is approximated by the expression describing the condi-
tions for a convergent-divergent duct (CHRISTENSEN, 1974) which 
can be written as 
W = k'A'P'Y (4.5) 
where 
k is a constant 
A is the area 
P is the inlet pressure 
Y is a function described below. 
The function Y depends on the ratio Pr of the outlet and the 
inlet pressure. An analytic expression approximating this func-
tion adequately well both for ratios below and above the criti-
cal ratio 0.577 (CHURCH, 1950, p 74) is given in (CHRISTENSEN, 
1979): 
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Y(PrJ 
" {AT. 
for Pr<0.577 
5888(Pr-0.577)z for Pr>0.577 
(4.6) 
The flow through the turbine is also described by this expres-
sion but another approximation for Y is used. This is because 
the present simulation is compared with that of an earlier work 
(CHRISTENSEN, 1986) where the approximation above could not be 
used because of abnormal conditions. 
The specific enthalpy and the steam quality of the steam leaving 
the HP-turbine is calculated by first assuming 100% efficiency 
(isentropic expansion) and then correcting for the efficiency 
measured for the turbine. 
A schematic description of the HP-valve and the HP-turbine is 
shown in Fig. 4.7, and the model becomes as follows: 
Wt xho hho 
Fig. 4.7. A schematic description of the HP-turbine, 
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Firstly the steam flow Wv through the HP-valve is calculated 
»v = Kv'Av-Pv'Yv(Pr) (4.7) 
where 
Pr - Ph/Pv 
Yw(Pr) * *(pr> » s e e C4.6) 
Kv is a valve constant 
Av is the valve area which is a tabulated function of the 
valve opening. 
Similarly the steam flow Wjj out of the inlet chamber is given 
as 
Wh » Kh-Ph*Yn(Pr> (4.8) 
where 
Pr = Pt/Ph 
Kh is a constant including the area 
1 for Pr<0.7 
Yh(Pr) = , (4.9) 
T-(100/9) '(Pp-0.7)^ for Pr>0.7 
This approximation for Yn is also given in CHRISTENSEN, 1979. 
Since there is assumed to be no heat loss the specific enthalpy 
of the steam entering the inlet chamber is the same as it is in 
the steam line (see (4.2)). 
The enthalpy and specific enthalpy of the steam in the inlet 
chamber is described by 
Hhp - Wv«hv-Wh-hh (4.10) 
Hhp 
hh - — (4.11) 
vhP'gh Ph 
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where 
Vn is the volume of the inlet chamber 
<30gh 
pqh is the density of the steam. 
Conservation of mass applied to the HP-inlet chamber gives 
wv-wh 
The specific entropy Sn of the steam in the inlet chamber can 
be calculated by first calculating the steam quality 
tyi-hfs(ph) 
X h = 
hgsW-hfsCPh) 
Sh » xh ,Sgs(ph) + ( 1 - ^ h ) * s f s ( p h> 
where 
SgS is the specific entropy of 3team at saturation 
Sfs is the specific entropy of water at saturation. 
At the outlet of the HP-turbine the pressure is P{. and if it is 
assumed that the turbine efficiency is 100% the entropy is not 
changed, i.e. the process of steam expansion is isentropic. In 
this case the steam quality and specific enthalpy can be calcu-
lated as 
Sh-Sfs(Pt) 
xh - (100% efficiency) (4.14) 
8gg(Pt)-Sfg(Pt> 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
hh0 • xhoh (Pt)+(1-xno)hfs(Pt) (100% efficiency) (4.15) 
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Assuminq 100% efficiency the enthalpy drop is (hn-hho). Now the 
efficiency is Yn and therefore the enthalpy drop is ^h'nh~nho^' 
(SMITH and VAN NESS, 1975), and the steam quality and specific 
entropy can be calculated at the HP-turbine outlet. 
i 
nho = hh - V hh" hho> (efficiency Yh) (4.16) 
hho_hfs(pt> 
xno = (efficiency Tfn> (4.17) 
hgsCPt)-hfsfPt) 
Yn is dependent on the working conditions including the steam 
load, but in this model it is kept constant. The value is for 
typical working conditions. 
The feedwater preheater chain extracts steam (steam load) from 
the HP-turbine at two staqes. The flows are Ws(4) and Ws(5) and 
mass balance yields for the steam flow wt out of the turbine 
Wt - Wh - (Ws(4) * Ws(5)) t4.lP) 
This is valid in steady state but by assuming negligible re-
sponse time this is also used in transients. 
At two stages steam is being extracted. Later the pressure and 
the specific enthalpy of this steam as well as the power being 
produced will be calculated. 
4.4.3. Reheater 
The main functions of the reheater is to dry the steam from the 
HP-turbine and to superheat it before entering the LP-turbine. 
Due to this the reheater is highly asymmetric and it is there-
fore split into two compartments (see Pig, 4.8) the moisture 
separator and the superheater. In the moisture separator the 
steam is dried before enterina the superheater. The water that 
is removed in the moisture separator flows to the feedwater 
preheater chain. The steam is being superheated by condensing 
steam from the steam line in the superheater. This condensate 
also flows to the feedwater preheater chain. 
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Pig. 4.8. A schematic description of the reheater. 
It is assumed that the steam quality is raised to 99.5% in the 
moisture separator so the flow of dried steam and the specific 
enthalpy become 
w 
cho 
ti - w. (4.19) 
0.995 
hti * 0.995'hgS(Pt) + 0.005»hf8(Pt> (4.20) 
In the other end the steam leaves through a valve and an ex-
pression like (4.5) should be used, but since the pressure drop 
is small this is again replaced by another expression. Since 
the range of the pressure drop (Pt-P^) is small a linear re-
lationship is used 
Wro » Khl'MtvMPt-Pl) (4.21) 
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where 
Knj. is a constant including the area 
Altv is v a^ v e opening (range: 0-1). 
Assuming no pressure gradients in the reheater application of 
conservation of mass yields 
Wti-Wro 
Pt » (4.22) 
(Vt+Vr)pgr 
where 
Vt+Vr is the volume of the reheater 
dp. gr 
dPi 
pL_ = 
pgr is the density of the steam. 
The assumption of no pressure gradients means that the flow Wt0 
of steam from the moisture separator to the superheater must be 
Vr'Wti4Vt.Mro 
Wto - (4.23) 
Vt+Vr 
The enthalpy Hrtv and the specific enthalpy h^o °f the steam in 
the moisture separator is described by 
«rtv * Wti*hti-Wto«hto (4.24) 
hto = (4.25) 
Vt Pgr Pt 
and the specific enthalpy hro of the steam in the superheater 
is 
Hrhv 
h r o = (4.26) 
Vr pgt Pt 
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where H r n v is the (total) enthalpy of the steam in the super-
heater. 
The heat transfer in the superheater is calculated m a way 
similar to that for a steam cooler which is described in Ap-
pendix A. The heat transfer coefficient on the secondary side 
is assumed to depend linearly on the steam flow 
wro lcqr = (4.27) 
ckqr 
where Cfcqr is a constant. 
The total heat transfer coefficient kL is determined from 
? T 1 
— - + (4.28) 
M« *qr c^jt 
where Kqt is the heat transfer coefficient on the primary side 
(a constant). 
The auxiliary variable 
kL 
z = (4.29) 
wro'cpr 
where 
Cpr is the specific heat capacity of the steam 
is calculated and the weight factor 
1 exp(-z) 
B = (4.30) 
z l-exp(-z) 
is used in the calculation of the mean temperature 
Trm " B-Tto + (l-B)«Tco (4.31) 
of the steam on the secondary side. The steam entering the 
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superheater is assumed to be saturated so the temperature can 
be found from a thermodynamic function 
TtO * TMt< pt> (4.32) 
The temperature of the steam at the outlet is determined by the 
degree of superheating 
hro-hgs<pt> 
Tro = T t o * ' (4-33) 
cpr 
The tube is now introduced in the calculations. The heat flow 
to the tube from the condensing steam on the primary side and 
the heat flow from the tube to the secondary side is 
Q t r = kqt.(Tffl-Tfcr} (4.34) 
Qrr ' V ( T ^ " T ™ > (4*35) 
where 
Tra = Tsat<pm> H.36) 
is the temperature of the condensing steam. 
Conservation of energy on the secondary side now gives an ex-
pression with the enthalpy of the steam in the superheater 
Hrhv " W t o-h t o + Q c r - W r o-h c o (4.37) 
and when applied to the tube 
Qtr'Qrr 
T t r = — (4.38) 
""tr 
where Cfcr is the heat capacity of the tubs. 
Applying energy conservation on the primary side gives the 
amount of steam that is condensing to account for the heat flow 
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Qtr 
»me * (4.39) 
hv-hm 
where 
hm » hfs<pm> (4.40) 
is the specific enthalpy of the water. 
This is the flow of steam leaving the inside of the tube on the 
primary side. The flow of steam entering through a valve is 
«m « Kvm*Amov'(Pv-P«> (4.41) 
where 
Kvw is a constant including the area 
Amov i s t n e valve opening 
see (4.21). Application of mass conservation leads to 
Pm - (4.42) 
vmo <>gh 
where 
V,^ is the volume of steam inside the tube 
dpgn 
pgh * 
<JPn» 
pgh is the density of the steam. 
The flows and the temperatures o£ the water leaving the reheater 
are 
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WrhH) 
(2) 
'rh 
'rh 
'rh 
O) 
(2) 
* wt-wti 
•
 W
« c 
•
T t o 
(4.43) 
(4.44; 
(4.45) 
(4.46) 
4.4.4. LP-turbine 
The LP-turbme is very much like the HP-turbine. The steam in 
the inlet chanber is superheated however, so a thermodynamic 
function SgSU giving the extra contribution to the specific 
entropy is used. A schematic description of the LP-turbine is 
shown in Fig. 4.9. 
Ws(3)» W. h lo c 
Ws(2) I 
Ws(l> 
Fig. 4.9. A schematic description of the LP-turbine. 
The equations are given here in order to make the model 
description complete. 
vtl = Kl-P1«Y1(PC) (4.47) 
wnere 
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Pc is the steam pressure in the condenser 
Yl<pr> " Yh<pr> (4.48) 
wro~wl 
Pi = (4.49) 
vl <>gl 
where 
V^ is the volume of the steam in the inlet chamber 
dpgl 
Pgl » — 
dPi 
pgl is the density of the steam 
Hip 
hi = - (4.50) 
VX P g l P l 
Hlp " W r o'h r o - Wi-h! (4.51) 
Si » SggtPx) + Sgsu(Plrh1-hgs(P1)) (4.52) 
Sl-Sfs(Pc) 
xc » (100% efficiency) (4.53) 
Sgs{PcJ-Sfs(Pc) 
he » xc»hgs(Pc) + (1-xc) -hfa(Pc) (100% efficiency) (4.54) 
hc • hi-Ti(hi~hc) (efficiency YI) (4.55) 
Wio * W1-(WS(1)+WS(2)+WS(3)) (4.56) 
4.4.5. Condenser 
In the condenser the wet steam from the LP-turbine is condensed 
and the heat is removed by a flow of seawater. The condensate 
is flowing to the feedwater preheater chain. An extremely simple 
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model is applied. A schematic description of the condenser is 
given in Pig. 4.10. 
W I . 
cw c i 
con 
Pig. 4.10. A schematic description of the condenser. 
The temperature TQQO of the condensate is taken to be the same 
as the temperature of the tube. It is assumed that the flow of 
seawater is constant so that a constant weight factor Bc can be 
applied. The temperature has been used instead of enthalpy as 
the state variable in the equations derived from application of 
energy conservation. It is assumed that all the incoming steam 
is condensing. 
The model is described by the following equations. 
pc s psat(TCon) (4.57) 
where Psat *s a thermodynamic equation giving the steam pressure 
at saturation 
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hfsc s hfs<pc> (4.58) 
Oct s Wlo^c-hfsc> < 4' 5 9 ) 
*cm - Bc-Tci+<,-Bc>-Tco < 4* 6 0 ) 
Qcw - kcw(Tcon-Tcm) <4-61> 
where k ^ is the heat transfer coefficient on the inside of the 
tube (a constant). 
Let Cct and C ^ be the heat capacities of the tube and of the 
sea water inside the tube and apply energy conservation to get 
Qct_-Gcw 
C. 
Tcon " — (4.62) 
ct 
Qcw+Wcw (Tci ""Tco Jcpc 
T c o = (4.63) 
'CW 
where CpC is the specific heat capacity of the sea water. 
It is assumed that there is always enough condensate in the 
condenser when the feedwater preheater chain is extracting 
feedwater, but a state variable is introduced to gauge the 
amount of condensate that is being accumulated. 
• 
Mac - wlo-Wcon <4-64> 
where W c o n is the flow of feedwater extracted by the chain. 
4.4.6. Steam extraction 
At five stages at the two turbines (two on the HP- and three on 
the LP-turbine) steam is being extracted at rates calculated in 
the feedwater preheater chain module. From static data the fol-
lowing expressions were found to describe the pressures and the 
specific enthalpy at the five stages: 
Ps(i) * Pc+Pfvr(i)(Pi-Pc) i»1,2,3 (4.64a-c) 
Pg(4) = Pt (4.64d) 
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Ps<5) * *t+(ai+a2*WhHPh-pt) 
hsi(i) = hc+hfvr(i){h1-hc) i=t,2,3 
hsi(4) - h h o 
hsi(5> = hho+hfvr5<hh"hho> 
where the constants 
pfvr(i) i=1,2r3 
hfvr(i) i=1,2f3 
ai and n-^ 
hfvr5 
are determined from static data. 
4.4.7. Power calculation 
The power being produced by the two turbines is calculated by 
assuming that there is no loss of heat. Therefore the power 
being produced is the drop in enthalpy 
Eh s whthh-nho) ' Ws(5}(hsl(5)-hho) (4.66) 
3 
EX » Wx(h!-hc) - I Ws(i)(hsl(i)-hc) (4.67) 
i=1 
4.5. Feedwater preheater chain 
The feedwater to the boiler is heated by poor quality steam ex-
tracted from the two turbines. The steam is condensed at several 
places: 
1) poor-quality steam in the steam coolers in the preheater 
chain; 
2) high-quali.ty steam on the primary side in the reheater 
in the turbine section 
(4.64e) 
(4.65a-c) 
(4.65d) 
(4.65e) 
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3) in the HP-turbine, when drying the steam in the reheater 
the water is extracted; and finally 
4) in the condenser. 
All these flows can be seen to mix after the first stage of 
five in the preheater chain (see Pig. 4.3). 
The chain can be split into five stages of three different 
kinds. The three stages in the middle are one kind while the 
two in the ends are different. The first stage (with the coldest 
feedwater) consists only of a steam cooler while the other four 
also include heat exchangers. In stage 5 some of the feedwater 
bypasses the heat exchanger. In connection with every steam 
cooler there is a Pi-regulation of the water level in the tank 
(see the description of steam coolers, using a valve determining 
the flow of condensate). 
Furthermore, flows are being mixed in tubes or tanks and being 
delayed in tubes. 
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Fig. 4.IT. Schematic description of the stages in the 
feedwater preheater chain. 
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In each stage steam extracted from the turbines heats the feed-
water (see Fig. 4.11). The steam condensates and is mixed with 
a flow of steam condensate^ elsewhere. In stages 2-5 this "mix-
ture" of <:ond«msated steam is leaving the stage as a flow of 
condensate while in stage 1 the condensate is mixed with the 
feedwater before leaving the stage. This is the point where all 
the condensate is mixed and from this stage on is renamed "feed-
water" (see Pig. 4.12). The term co. symbolizes the condensate 
extracted from the condenser and h.fw. is the heated feedwater. 
SI, S2, ..., S5 are the steam loads of the turbines and CI and 
C2 is water from the reheater (see Fig. 4.3). 
The steam flows W s are calculated here in the feedwater pre-
heater model while the pressures Ps and the specific enthalpies 
h sj are calculated in the turbine model. The temperatures T r n 
&nd the flows Wr^ of water from the reheater are calculated in 
the turbine module as well as the temperature Tf^ of the con-
densate from the condenser while the condensate flow W«, is 
calculated in this module. In the turbine model T f l and W f i are 
termed T c o n and W c o n. 
S5 C2 S4 S3 S2 SI co. 
f 
I 
h. fw. 
Fig. 4.12. Interconnection of the five stages. 
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4.5.1. Stage 1 
The feedwater extracted from the condenser is heated by con-
densing steam which in a tank is mixed with a flow of conden-
sate from stage 2. This is described by a submodule, a steam 
cooler. A PI-controller operates a valve that determines the 
flow of condensate leaving the tank. The controller will try 
to maintain a given water level in the tank. This description 
of the steam cooler, the valve and the Pl-controller is similar 
to that of the other stages. 
The flow of condensate, Wfi» is mixed with a flow, w^0, of con-
densate from the tank of the steam cooler to a total flow «*totin 
of feedwater. This flow is calculated in the reactor model and 
since the Pi-controller determined the flow w<j0 of condensate 
the flow rate Wfx can be calculated 
Wfi * Wtotin - W d o (4.68) 
Stage 1 is indicated in Fig. 4.3. For the time delay see next 
subsection. 
4.5.2. Stages 2-4 
In stages 2-4 the feedwater is heated in a heat exchanger be-
fore it is heated in the steam cooler. All the connecting tubes 
between stages are gathered xn lumps for time delays. 
The delays are inserted in front of the heat exchanger. The 
steam cooler, the valve and the Pi-controller are described in 
4.5.1. 
Condensate leaving the steam coolers is ised to heat feedwater 
in the heat exchangers. In this way the condensate is flowing 
through the stages in the opposite direction of the feedwater. 
Stages 2, 3 and 4 are indicated in Pig. 4.3. 
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4.5.3. Stage 5 
Since stage S is the last stage the condensate entering the 
tank cannot stem from another stage. Instead the condensed steam 
from the primary side of the reheater is used. With this minor 
difference the descriptions of the steam cooler, the valve and 
the Pi-controller are as for stage 1. 
Some of the feedwater entering the stage bypasses the heat ex-
changer. This is done by splitting the flows and re-mixing the 
feedwater before entering the steam cooler. 
W 5 # 1 * SPLIT»WK(1) (4.69) 
*5,2 " CI-SPLIT)-ll«(1) (4.70) 
where Wm(1) is flow being split. 
The final different feature is that the condensate leaving the 
heat exchanger is mixed with the water removed from the wet 
steam in the reheater prior to be passed on to stage 4 (see 
Pig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.3). 
There is a tube in stage 5 and therefore a delay (see Fig. 4.3). 
4.5.4. Valves 
Stages 1-3 are connected to the LP-turbine while the steam to 
stages 4 and 5 comes from the HP-turbine. Stages i-3 are con-
nected directly via tubes to the LP-turbine and the steam 
coolers determine the steam load on the LP-turbine. On the 
tubes connecting stages 4 and 5 with the HP-turbine there are 
valves, one in each tube. These valves determine the steam load 
on the HP-turbine. These valves are check valves (non-return 
or -reflux) and the flow through the valves are approximated 
by a linear relationship with the pressure drop, 
fO if Pg(i)<Pfv(i) ^  
Wfv(i) » \ fi-4,5 (4.71) l400(Pg(i)-Pfv(i)) if Ps(i)>Pfv(i) ] 
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where P SU) is the extraction pressure (4.64d-e), and Pfv(i) is 
the pressure in the steam cooler. The valves are not controlled 
in this model. 
It is seen that two types of steam coolers are needed: type A 
used in stages 1-3 and type B for 4 and 5. In type A the steam 
load is calculated in the steam cooler and the pressure is the 
same as the extraction pressure from the HP-turbine (4.64a-c). 
In type B the inlet steam flow is the flow through the valve 
and the pressure in the steam cooler is calculated using the 
conservation of mass relationship. 
PI-controllers control the drainage level in the steam cooler 
tanks. A linear model is used 
Wdo(i) = cv(i) Y(i) i-1,2,...,5 (4.72) 
where Y(i) is the Pi-controller output (unit range) and cv(i) 
is the valve coefficient. 
4.5.5. The chain 
The components of the feedwater preheater chain are connected 
with each other as presented schematically in Fig. 4.3. The 
components are: 
1) steam cooler, types A and B (submodules) 
2) heat exchanger (submodule) 
3) Pi-controller (submodule) 
4) mixer {submodule) 
5) time delay tube (submodule) 
6) valve 
7) flow splitter 
As indicated all but the valves and the flow splitter are mod-
elled in the library as submodules. The only executable Fortran 
statements are then 
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1) calculation of the Clows through valves (one statement/ 
valve) (see notes 3 and 5 in Table 4.1 and Eqs. (4.71-72)); 
2) calculation of the flows in the splitter (two statements) 
(see notes 1 and 2 in Table 4.1 and Eqs. (4,69-70}}: 
3) calculation of the condensate flow from the condenser 
tone statement) (see Eq. (4.68)); and 
4} conversion from mass flow to volumetric flow (see Eq. 
(4.73) below). 
The time delay submodules operate with volumetric flows, so for 
each time delay there is a (single) statement converting mass 
flow into volumetric flow 
V(i) = W(i)/p(i) (4.73) 
where W(i) is the mass flow and p(i) is the density of the 
feedwater 
Wm(1) for i«t,2,3,4 
W(i) =| (4..74) 
Wm(3) for i-5 
where W m O ) is the flow out of the mixer in stage 1 Ctotin in 
(*.68)), and Wm(3) (also W t o t i n) is the flow out of the feed-
water mixer in stage 5 (not the drainage mixer). 
The rest of the components are modelled in suhmodules and the 
connection between components are established by transferring 
an output variable from one component to an input variable of 
the corresponding component connected to the first (see Table 
4.1). 
As an example, let us consider the flow of feedwater from the 
heat exchanger to the steam cooler in stage 2. The feedwater 
flow Wm(1) is calculated in stage 1 as the total flow from a 
mixer. In Table 4.1 the flow of feedwater in the heat exchanger, 
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Mc, and in the steam cooler, Wff arc both W^O ) which is rep-
resented by the Portran variable SNK1-. In the heat exchanger 
the outlet temperature is T0, represented by TOHCT). The feed-
water inlet temperature in the steam cooler is T?i and this is 
seen to be TOH(1) as wall. So the connection between the steam 
cooler and the neat exchanger is established correctly as far 
as the feedwater« stage 2, is concerned. 
Because a sorting facility is not (yet) available« the Fortran 
statements and the aacros including submodules must be written 
in a sequence as close as possible to the "direction of flows" 
in the aodel. 
4.6. Parameters 
How that the model has been developed tne next 3teps are acqui-
sition of data and making a computer programme. As was described 
earlier ,.3.3.4 "Connecting commands") the data can be categor-
ised as one of two types. One type that are going to be changed 
between simulations and a type that is constant. 
The data for this simulation are listed in Appendix K. The 
major part of the data are of the second (constant) type and 
therefore they are made an integrated part of the model and 
will be written in the modulo*. 
4.7. Simulation 
h preliminary versmn of the precompiler system was used to 
make the FORTRA877 programmet Listings of the source files to 
the precompiler system are found in Appendix C, It can be seen 
that the syntax for the connecting system does not follow the 
description in Chapter 3 but this is because the syntax has 
been changed. A few of the features in the precompiler system 
have been demonstrated and therefore a few unnecessary commands 
and statements appear. The constructions concerning writing re-
ports on a file appearing after the OUT command in the connect-
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ing system are quite unreliable and should not be used in other 
programmes, (for further information see the report (KOFOED, 
1986} that describes this model in detail.) 
The steps to go through tfhen a simulation must be performed are: 
1) find the steady state, 
2} determine the maximum step size* and 
3) introduce disturbances and run the transients. 
These steps can be performed by merely changing the input file. 
Both the input file and the steps above are described in the 
report (R0P3E0r 1986). 
Here the results of the simulation will be described briefly. 
The steady state that was determined was as close to that of an 
earlier study of the same power plant as could be expected due 
to the extra simplifications that were made in this simulation. 
The Jacoby matrix calculated in step two led to the conclusion 
tnat with a second-order Runge-Kuttar which was used as the in-
tegration routine in all simulation experiments, the maximum 
time step is 0.06 s. 
Three transients were simulated: 13% increase and 10% decrease 
of the HP-valve openinq and 50% decrease in seawater flow 
through the condenser. The last transient is "illegal'* since 
it was explicitly assumed that the seawater 'low is constant 
but the inaccuracy that is introduce by mnorin? this Is 
snail, fnm total power ET ana the tewoerature TODS of feed-
water from the preheater chain are slotted for each of the 
three transients. 
The valve position is changed by a linear r*stp in the connect-
In^ system. It is seen {Pi--}. 4.13) that the syflte* is nonlin-
ear since the relative changes in the total power in the two 
cases are not the same. It is also seen that the temperature 
Of the feedwater doss not change instantly. This is because of 
the time delay from the fifth ctPara cooler to the heater (see 
Pig. 4.3). If the temperature at the outlet of the steam cooler 
had been plotte* it would have shown an Hinstant* change. 
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The third transient can be thought of as being caused by the 
failure of one out of two parallel pumps. It is seen (Pig. 4.14) 
that this gives a decrease in the power that is being produced 
but there is almost no change in the temperature of the feed-
water. The reduced flow of coolant increases the temperature 
and the pressure in the condenser, and therefore the decrease 
in steam enthalpy across the turbines becomes smaller resulting 
in a drop in turbine power. The feedwater chain acts in such a 
way that although the temperature of condensate in the condenser 
is increased then the temperature of the feedwater entering the 
heater is not affected significantly. 
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Pig. 4.14. Plot of the third transient: failure of a pump. 
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5. SIMULATION OP A PART OF A SUGAR FACTORY 
5.1. Introduction 
In order to demonstrate the broad application of the simulation 
tool an example from the "chemical* industry will also be simu-
lated. This will be the preheating of a sugar liquor followed 
by a multiple effect evaporator where the sugar concentration 
is increased, and it also includes the flash drums. The contents 
of the submodule library determine the type of process plants 
that can be simulated easily by using preprogrammed submodels. 
The notation that was introduced in 3.6 "Notation for input and 
output variables" for distinguishing input from output variables 
was used to quickly construct submodels that will fit together 
in a complete model of the process plant. This procedure will 
be described. 
The first model that was made was very stiff because the pres-
sure dynamics was included, but since the pressure does not in-
teract directly with the dynamics of the rest of the model the 
dynamics was replaced by quasi-stationary calculations. How 
this was done will also be described. It will illustrate how 
the notation mentioned above can again be used and it will show 
the ease with which submodules can be replaced with each other. 
5.2. Description 
Figure 5.1 shows an example of a multiple effect evaporator with 
preheaters and flash drums as well as boiler, turbine and con-
denser. Only the steam and condensate flows are shown. The sugar 
liquor passes the preheaters from right to left before flowing 
through the evaporators from left to right. 
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Fig. 5.1. An example of a multiple effect evaporator, 
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The model to be described here includes the components within 
the frame: five preheaters, five evaporators and four flash 
drums. The steam flows (the solid lines, out of the frame are 
not included in the model. The numbers at the top of the evap-
orators indicate a flow of steam or vapour being drawn from 
them and thi.s has been included in the model. 
The part of the process plant that is being simulated is shown 
schematically in Pig. 5.2 which also shows the sugar liquor 
flows. None of the controllers in Fig. 5.1 is modelled but there 
are controllers for control of the outlet flow of sugar liquor 
from the evaporators, for the flow of vapour being extracted at 
the evaporators and for the inlet flow of sugar liquor to the 
first preheater. 
Fig. 5.2. Schematic description of the multiple-effect 
evaporator with preheaters and flash drums. 
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The vapour that is extracted is used, for example, for heating 
purposes elsewhere in the factory. The flow of vapour is con-
trolled so that a given flow of enthalpy is being extracted. 
This extraction is made only if the vapour pressure is high 
enough to actually enable extraction of the necessary amount 
of vapour. 
The steam drawn into the first evaporator comes from a boiler. 
The feedwater to the boiler is drawn from the first or the 
first two flash drums* The control of this is assumed to be 
ideal. 
The programme is split into two parts. One part contains the 
components shown in Fig. 5.2 and the other contains the con-
trollers. This division simulates a situation where a con-
trol panel contains the controllers and controls the flows 
through communication with the process plant. The inlet flow 
of sugar liquor and the extraction of vapour are controlled 
directly while the flows of sugar liquor out of the evapora-
tors are controlled by valves. 
5«3i Multiple effect evaporator module 
The multiple effect evaporator extracts steam from the boiler. 
The boiler is made ideal which means that it is possible to 
produce steam at exactly the rate needed and at a given pres-
sure. The feedwater flow from the first two flash drums 13 con-
trolled ideally so that the feedwater flow rate is equal to the 
extraction flow rate of steam. These flows are attributes ot 
the inlet and outlet flows. They are not used anywhere outside 
this module but even so they are indicated in Fig. 5.3 which 
shows all the input and output connections to the module with 
the notation introduced in 3.6 "Notation for input and output 
variables". 
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Fiq. 5.3, The input and output connections to the 
multiple-effect evaporator. 
The sugar liquor flows in with all the attributes known and 
it flows out with values for the attributes calculated in the 
module. 
Condensate flows out at a rate calculated in the module while 
the flow rates of extracted vapour are calculated in the con-
troller module whec; the valve settings are also calculated. 
The controller module uses sugar liquor levels and vapour pres-
sures in the evaporators to calculate the valve settings and 
the extraction flows. 
In the first mo-iel the pressure dynamics were included, but 
this introduces a stiff system of differential equations which 
makes the simulation of a start-up procedure time consuming. 
Therefore it was decided to use quasi-stationary expressions 
to calculate the pressure. This is done in other works as well, 
e.g. (BOLMSTEDT, 1977) and (MAKELA, 1981). In fact no refer-
ences were found to do it differently. 
Most of the model can be made by using the submodule library 
where there are submodels for evaporators, for pceheaters and 
for flash drums. A few FORTRAN statements are being used to 
* i9 -
•odel valves, calculate pressure and to calculate inlet flow 
rates and inlet flow of enthalpy to the flash drums as required 
by the subnodule. 
5»3.U Model development 
The steam flows through tubes and the resistance in the tubes 
results in pressure reductions which are calculated from the 
flow rate. Schematically this is described as shown in Fig. 
5.4. According to Bernoulli's equation (HANSEN and S0LTOFT, 
1980. p 58) the following expression gives a relation between 
the pressure difference (Pi-P0)r the steam flow W and the den-
sity p 
pi~po = *-W V P (5.1) 
The constant k depends on the tube and it is assumed to be the 
same for all the tubes since no data were available, k was 
chosen so as to make the pressure drop of the steam that is 
flowing from the evaporator in stage 1 to that in stage 2 in 
a given steady state approximately equal co 0.02 bar. 
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Pig. 5.4. Schematic description of the four cases of 
pressure calculation from steam flow. 
For che valves linear first-order models are used. The valve 
opening v is described by 
v * (y-v)/T (5.2) 
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where 
y is the valve setting and 
T is a time constant. 
The !low through the valve is calculated as 
W » VC*v (5.3) 
where VC is the valve constant. The model of a valve is shown 
schematically in Pig. 5.5. 
y 
w 
Fig.5.5. Schematic description of a valve model. 
5.3.2. Robert evaporatcr 
The evaporators are all Robert evaporators. A flow of sugar 
liquor enters at the bottom from wh^re it car. reach the inside 
of some tubes. On the outside of the tubes steam is condensing 
and the heat that is subsequently released causes the evapor-
ation of some of the water from the sugar liquor. This boiling 
also results in extraction of sugar liquor to a volume above 
the tubes. While falling down again .'some of the liquor enters 
a center tube from where it leaves the evaporator. One vapour 
flow is extracted for heating purposes in the next evaporator 
and another flow is extracted for example for heating purposes 
elsewhere in the factory. 
The level of sugar liquor in the evaporator is controlled by 
the outlet flow of liquor. Some of the steam on the outside of 
the tubes is used for heating purposes in the preheaters. 
w 
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The sugar liquor inlet flow rate, specific enthalpy and solute 
mass fraction are input variables and so is the outlet flow 
rate. The outlet enthalpy and solute mass fraction can be cal-
culated from conservation of energy and of mass considerations. 
The rates of the two flows of vapour leaving the evaporator are 
input variables. By assuming that the vapour and the liquor is 
at saturation the pressure and specific enthalpy of tre vapour 
can be calculated. The elevation of the boiling point is taken 
into account. 
The pressure and specific enthalpy of the steam entering the 
evaporator are input variables and so is the flow rate of steam 
extracted by the preheater. Applying conservation of energy 
will give the flow of condensate which is used for calculation 
of the inlet flow rate of steam using conservation of mass. 
It is assumed that the steam pressure of the extracted steam is 
the same as the pressure of the inlet steam. Some of the steam 
is condensing so it is at saturation and the specific enthalpy 
of the steam and of the condensate can be found. 
Even though the process of boiling means extraction of sugar 
liquor to tha volume above the tubes it will be assumed that it 
is possible to use a well-defined sugar liquor level. 
This model of the evaporator is shown schematically in Fig, 5.6. 
The details of the model are described in Appendix F; the name 
of the submodule is ROQSTA. 
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Pig. 5.6. Schematic description of a Robert evaporator model 
5.3.3. Preheeter 
In the preheater a flow of sugar liquor is heated by condensing 
steam. The sugar liquor flows inside some tubes and the steam 
condenses on the outside. The condensate flows out of the pre-
heater. 
The attributes of the inlet flow of sugar liquor are input vari-
ables and the attributes of the outlet flow are output vari-
ables. The outlet flow rate is the same as the inlet flow rate. 
The sp cific enthalpy and the solute mass fraction are calcu-
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lated by using conservation of energy and of mass. Tho tempera-
ture is calculated fro« the enthalpy and solute mass fraction 
using a sugar function, i.e. a thermodynamic function for sugar 
liquor. 
The pressure and the specific enthalpy of the steam are input 
variables. Since the steam is at saturation when it is condens-
ing the specific enthalpy of the condensate can be found. By 
applying conservation of energy the inlet flow rate of steam 
can be calculated and this is equal to the flow rate of conden-
sate. 
This model of the preheater is shown schematically in Fig. 5.7. 
The details of the model are described in Appendix F, the name 
of the preheater is W . 
o i o o 
PC 
MC. 
HFj W j MA TFA 
Fig. 5.7. Schematic description of a preheater model. 
5.3.4. Flash drum 
The flows of condensate enter some flash drums where the pres-
sure is below the saturation pressure which leads to a flash 
evaporation. There is a control of the level of condensate in 
the flash drum by an outl«t flow of condensate. 
The total flow rate and the total flow of enthalpy to the flash 
drum are input variables. Applying conservation of energy the 
specific enthalpy of the condensate in the flash drum can be 
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calculated. The 6te*» pressure is an input variable and the de-
gree of superheating leads to an evaporation rate calculated 
by using an empirical expression. By applying conservation of 
mass and approximating the level concroi by an ideal controller 
the outlet flow rate of condensate can be calculated. This 
model of the flash drum is shown schematically in rig. 5.8. 
The details of the model are described in Appendix P; the name 
of the submodule is AFSP. 
PC 
IVC iWCiHC 
WG 
Fig. 5.8. Schematic description of a flash drun model, 
5.3.5. Connecting the submodules 
In this subsection the notation that was introduced in 3.6 
"Notation for input and output variables" will be applied to 
demonstrate that the models as they have been described indeed 
do fit together to form a complete model of the part of the 
sugar factory that is going to be simulated. The three models 
of the submodules are shown schematically in the previous sub-
sections and so are the models of steam flow through a tube 
and sugar liquor flow through a valve (see Figures 4.4-8). 
Several flows of condensate are mixed in a flash drum but the 
submodule has only one inlet flow. Therefore a schematic rep-
resentation of a model for mixing condensate must be available. 
This is shown in Fig. 5.9, 
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Flg. 5.9. Schematic description of mixing flows of condensate. 
From the first two flash drums condensate can be extracted as 
feedvater to the boiler. The rest of the condensate flows on 
to the next flash drum so a condensate splitter is needed and 
this model is shown schematically in Pig. 5.10. The flow rate 
of feedwater WF0 that is needed is part of the input to the 
splitter and so is the flow rate of condensate that is avail-
able. The flow rate of feedwater WF is either WF0 or WC^ which-
ever is the smaller. The condensate flow-rate out WC0 is the 
difference between the inlet flow rate WC^ and the flow rate 
WF of feedwater. 
wcx 
WF0 
- > 
> 
' 
WF 
f 
wc0 
Fig. 5.10. Schematic description of a condensate splitter model. 
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Finally a schematical description of the mixing of steam must 
be made. Steam from a flash drum together with vapour from a 
Robert evaporator makes up the flow of steam being extracted by 
the next Robert evaporator. A known flow-rate of steam comes 
from the flash drum and the rest of the steam is extracted as 
vapour from the previous evaporator. The schematic description 
of this model for a steam mixer is shown in Pig. 5.11. 
WV 
WG i ~**l wGi 
>{ | > 
PV I I PV 
Fig, 5.11. Schematic description of a steam mixer model. 
By reading this and the previous subsections it may be poss-
ible to see that the models do in fact fit together but it is 
hard to do so convincingly. The schematic description of the 
models can be drawn in one figure and where a flow from one 
model is connected to a flow of another the user can see that 
(or whether!) the models fit together by noticing that corre-
sponding attributes of the flows are written on opposite sides 
of the arrows. If an arrow is bent input variables must be 
moved from above an arrow to the left-hand side of the arrow 
and vice versa. 
This is done in Fig. 5.12 for a part of the multiple effect 
evaporator; this part is big enough to show that all the models 
fit together. Numbers in circles are written for input vari-
ables that are input to the module and for output variables 
t'.iat are not used here but in the other module. These numbers 
are the same as those in Fig. 5.3. 
PV 
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Fig. 5.12. Connections of schematic descriptions of 
submodels for a part of the mulciple effect evaporator. 
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It is rather time consuming to draw drafts like Fig. 5.12 but 
so is the process of gaining an overall view of the model be-
ing developed! Figure 5.12 was a help to demonstrate clearly 
that the submodels together constitute a consistent system of 
equations for the complete model. 
In Pig. 5.12 some of the attributes of the flows are written 
in parentheses. These attributes are not actually part of that 
particular model and thus they are just being passed on un-
changed from being input variables to being output variables. 
An example of this is the specific enthalpy of steam flowinq 
through a tube. The enthalpy is not part of the modei of the 
tube but it is needed as an input variable to the model of the 
Robert evaporator and the preheater. 
Even though this methodology was developed while setting up this 
model of the multiple effect evaporator it took a surprisingly 
short time to make a consistent model. Looking at Pig. 5.12 it 
may look complicated but indeed it does represent a lot of in-
formation and it would be rather more surprising if it looked 
simple. The methodology has to prove itself by further tests, 
however. 
This way of presenting connections between submodels almost im-
mediately gives rise to the idea of making the connections by 
using graphical tools while programming a model. This has been 
done in other simulation systems (see for examples (BROWNE, 
DUTTON and NEUSE,1986) and (SCHAAK, BARTELLS and LONG, 1986)) 
but the complexity of Fig. 5.12 is a problem that must be dealt 
with in an efficient manner if it is going to be possible to 
construct a graphical presentation of a module like this one on 
a graphical screen. 
5.4. Controller module 
The controller module contains the models of all the controls 
of the multiple effect evaporator module. There are three types 
of control! 
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1) sugar liquor level in the Robert evaporators 
2) vapour extraction from the Robert evaporators 
3) inlet flow rate of sugar liquor. 
A schematic description of the controller module is shown in 
Fig. 5.13, It is seen that the five connections between this 
and the multiple effect evaporator module fit tocether. The 
other connections in both of the modules are established in 
the connecting system. 
Pig. 5.13. The input and output connections to the 
controller module. 
5.4.1. Level control 
The sugar liquor level is controlled by the outlet flow rate 
which in turn is determined from the valve opening. It is the 
valve opening that is being controlled by the controller. The 
controllers were chosen to be proportional controllers. 
There were no data available for the P-controllers but they 
were proposed to be made "good" (JØRGENSEN, 1986). This will 
be described in 5.5.2 "Parameters for the controllers". 
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5.4.2. Vapour flow control 
As is shown in Pig* 5.2 vapour is being drawn from the last 
four evaporators. The vapour is used for heating purposes else-
where in the factory and a given enthalpy flow-rate is there-
fore needed. 
In working conditions this procedure is straightforward, but 
in situations such as start-up care must be taken. The driving 
force establishing the vapour flow is the pressure gradient 
which therefore must be built up before any vapour can be ex-
tracted, and therefore a switch must be used for the closure 
of the valve if the pressure is too low. 
To this end a submodule was designed to switch between two 
states using a ramp. The name of the submodule is RAMPSW. If 
the pressure drops below a lower value, the submodule sets up 
some variables that can be used for making a valve close con-
trolled by a linear ramp. If at a later time the vapour pres-
sure increases beyond a higher value the variables are changed 
to make the valve open again. 
The submodule RAMPSW uses some facilities in the runtime execu-
tive DYSIM86 that makes it possible to detect the state event 
with a given accuracy, i.e. the time steps are it.eratively de-
creased until the event, here the vapour pressure crossing a 
value, is determined with adequate accuracy. 
The variables that are calculated by the submodule are the in-
itial and final values for the ramp, PI and PT, and the time 
span, TI to TV. Prom these variables the set point Ps can be 
calculated with this ramp function 
Ps = PI+AMIN1(1.,((T-TI)/(TT-TI)))*(PT-PI) 
where 
T is the present time 
AMIN1 is a FORTRAN function returning the value of the 
variable that is the least. 
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The controllers were chosen to be Pi-controllers since they 
result in no offset. The actual data for the controllers were 
found by making them "good" (see 5.5.2 "Parameters for the 
controllers"). 
5.4.3. Sugar liquor inlet flow control 
It is necessary to control the inlet flow of sugar liquor be-
cause of the following situation: Imagine that the enthalpy 
flow rate from Robert evaporator number 2 is increased. In or-
der to maintain the sugar liquor level in the evaporator the 
ouf^t flow rate is reduced. This will also be done for the 
rest of the evaporators by the level controllers there. The in-
let flow rate to the last evaporator may in some cases become 
too small and the valve will close completely, but the level 
will continue to fall because of the evaporation. This situa-
tion is unacceptable and it can be avoided by controlling the 
inlet flow rate of sugar liquor to the multiple effect evap-
orator. 
Since it is the liquor levels that are important they are used 
for the control of the inlet flow. A Pi-controller is chosen to 
do so. A measure of the accumulation is the difference between 
the measured levels and their set points. These differences are 
summed with weight factors. If the weight factors are chosen to 
be the area of liquor in the evaporators the weighted sum is 
directly the volume being accumulated. This was chosen in this 
simulation. 
Now the levels are used for two different controllers which is 
a potentially unstable situation. In the simulations executed 
so far no problems weu seen. 
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5.5. Parameters 
5.5.1. Parameters for the multiple effect evaporator 
There are nine evaporators in the actual installation. Eight of 
these work in pairs while there is only one in the fifth stage 
of the multiple effect evaporator (DDS,1985). The steam and 
vapour pressures in a pair of evaporators is the same in both 
but the sugar liquor enters one evaporator before the other and 
there will be different concentrations, temperatures and levels. 
The two evaporators in a pair may be very different but even so 
each pair was lumped to one component. 
The data that are needed have been calculated from JØRGENSEN, 
1986. The necessary data are the parameters to the submodules, 
valve constants, etc. In Tables 5.1 and 5.2 the parameters for 
the evaporators and the preheaters are compiled. 
AUMAX 
HOPT 
CT 
A 
VU 
MW/K 
m 
MJ/K 
m2 
m3 
1 5 . 7 3 
1.5 
2 8 . 5 
10 .21 
1 7 . 2 
1 2 . 8 6 
1.5 
3 " . 2 
1 0 . 2 7 
1 7 . 2 
7 . 5 7 2 
1.5 
2 5 . 2 
7 . 5 2 6 
1 0 . 0 
2 . 2 9 1 
1.5 
1 1 . 0 
5 . 2 3 7 
6 .4 
0 . 5 6 6 4 | 
1 .5 | 
7 . 9 9 | 
2 . 6 4 8 | 
3 . 2 | 
Table 5.1. 
K 
CT 
FVOL 
MW/K 
MJ/K 
m3 
1 .125 
3 . 5 5 
2 . 1 1 9 
1 .365 
6 . 5 7 
3 . 8 9 
1 .899 
6 . 5 7 
3 . 8 9 
1 .962 
6 . 5 7 
3 . 8 9 
1 .243 | 
2 . 0 9 | 
1 .238 t 
Table 5.2. 
The parameter HOPT is the optimal sugar liquor level for heat 
transfer and at optimum the heat transfer coefficient is AUMAX. 
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. The nonlinear function relating the actual heat transfer coef-
ficient to the level is assumed to be the same for all the evap-
orator components. It has been approximated from data for a par-
ticular study (JØRGENSEN, 1986) and only the dependence on the 
level has been considered. CT is the heat capacity in the tubes, 
A the surface area of the liquor, and VU the liquor volume under 
the tubes. 
KGT and KTF are the heat transfer coefficients from the steam 
to the tubes and from the tubes to the liquor in the preheaters. 
CT is the heat capacity in the tubes and FVOL is the volume of 
liquor in the tubes in the preheaters. 
For the flash drums only the volume V of condensate is needed 
and it is the same for all the flash drums : V = 1.8 m . 
The valve constants were chosen so that the valve openings are 
reasonable at working conditions and the values are listed in 
Table 5.3. The valves are modeled as a first-order system with 
time constants which are also listed in Table 5.3. 
I VC kg/s | 153.3 | 153.3 | 102.2 
I T s I 1 |1 |1 
I I I I 
Table 5.3. 
For calculating the pressure drop the relation (5.1) is used. 
For conditions considered to be "normal" the coefficient k was 
determined. It is assumed that k can be used for all tubes 
causing pressure drops in this simulation. The value for k is 
1.78«10"5 and it is called PRHOW in the module. 
I I I 
I 100 I 75 | 
I 1 I 1 i 
I I I 
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5.5.2. Parameters for the controllers 
First the controllers for the sugar liquor levels are consid-
ered. The controllers were dimensioned by linearization and on-
ly looking at the influence on the level from the outlet flow. 
In this way a second order system is found. The proportional 
band of the controller was chosen by demanding 45° phase mar-
gin. The parameters for the Robert evaporators and the valves, 
Tables 5.1 and 5.3, were used for calculating the proportional 
bands. 
The input ranges were chosen to be [1.25 m,1.75 mj because of 
the rather good control. The output range is [0,1 ] and the 
offset for the output were chosen to be close to t>e working 
conditions because this will minimize offset due to the usage 
of P-controllers. The output offset Ys and the proportional 
bands are compiled in Table 5.4. 
I I I I I I 1 
I * s kg/s I °-72 I 0.446 | .04249 | 0,3506 | 0.3951 | 
I Pb I 0.030 | 0.03 | 0.027 | 0.038 | 0.057 | 
I I I I I I i 
Table 5.4. 
The vapour flow controllers were also dimensioned by lin? iri2-
ation and by assuming negligible influence from everything ex-
cept flow changes. Now the proportional band P^ was calculated 
by choosing the amplitude ratio to be 0 dB when the phase is 
-45°. The reset time for the Pi-controllers wee all chosen to 
be 2 s. The rest of the parameters are compiled in Table 5t5. 
The input range is [XM1N,XMAX] and the output range is [YMIN, 
YMAX J. 
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XMIN 
XHAX 
YMIN 
YHAX 
PB 
NN | 
MW | 
kg/s I 
kg/s I 
I 
I 0.0 
i 55.0 
I 0.0 
I 30.0 
I 0.0493 
[ 
I 0.0 
I 55.0 
I 0.0 
I 30.0 
| 0.0491 
0.0 
15.0 
0.0 
15.0 
0.1789 
l 
I 0.0 
I 30,0 
I 0.0 
I 10.0 
| 0.0884 
I 
Table 5.5. 
The sugar liquor inlet flow controller was chosen completely 
arbitrarily. The weight factors mentioned in subsection 5.4.3 
were chosen to be the sugar liquor surface area so the weighted 
sum is the volume of accumulated liquor. The input range is 
chosen to be [-50 m3, 50 m3j and the output range is [0 kg/s, 
200 kg/sj. The reset time for the controller is 1 s and the 
proportional band is 0.03. 
5.6. Simulation 
Three simulation runs are going to be described here: First a 
set point change in an evaporator, then a shut-down procedure 
and lastly a start-up procedure. Two steady states were needed, 
one for the working condition and shut-down procedure and one 
for the start-up procedure. 
There were no data available for all the necessary state vari-
ables in the multiple effect evaporator from which the data for 
the components were compiled but some steady state values of 
another multiple effect evaporator were available (JØRGENSEN, 
1985) and the limitation of the number of components and of the 
external connections were also inspired from that work. So even 
though the data for the components differ somewhat and the con-
nections between the flash drums and the oth«r components in 
the multiple effect evaporator may not be the same this steady 
state was sought. This can of course be done only by choosing 
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the values of the input variables in our model as they are in 
the steady state being sought. These input variables are the 
inlet flow rate* temperature and solute mass fraction of the 
sugar liquor, the temperature of the steam being extracted from 
the turbine and the external extraction of steam at the last 
four stages. The external extraction of steam cannot be given 
exactly since the input variable is actually the enthalpy flow 
which is dependent on the vapour pressure, and since this is a 
derived attribute there will be a difference between the two 
sets of variables; but the best one can do is to use the en-
thalpy flow calculated from the steady state being sought as 
the input variables in our simulation. 
Even with all these discrepancies the steady state found in 
this simulation is astonishingly close to the steady state in 
(JØRGENSEN, 1985) as it is seen in Table 5.6 where a few of the 
variables are compared. 
The first simulation to be discussed is a set point change in 
the first evaporator. This illustrates that the controllers 
have indeed been chosen to be good (see Fig. 5.14). The sugar 
liquor level in the evaporators, HRO, shows little overshoot 
and no oscillations. It is seen that since the fir3t evaporator 
is being filled in order to adjust to the new set point there 
is less sugar liquor flowing into the next evaporators and 
therefore the levels »-here are falling until the level in the 
first evaporator has reached the new set point. The inlet flow 
rate, WFI, of sugar liquor is also seen to be controlled rather 
well. The perturbations on the temperatures are rather small. 
The next simulation is a shut-down procedure (Pig. 5.15). This 
is done by reducing the solute mass fraction to (almost) zero 
and reducing the temperature of both the sugar liquor and the 
steam to 30oc. The reason for choosing 30oc is that the ther-
modynamic functions that are available have 20oc as the lowest 
applicable value. By reducing the steam temperature to 30oc 
the evaporators will extract no steam since this is below (and 
eventually equal to) the tube temperature, and therefore no 
heat transfer from the steam to the tubes is possible. The sugar 
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Sugar liquor, outlet, preheaters; 
Temperature (C) 
1) 98 .0 U 0 . 5 122.6 131.6 137.1 
2) 97.8 110.4 122.5 131.4 137.0 
Sugar liquor, outlet, evaporators; 
Temperature (C) 
1) 134.6 126.8 118.7 109.1 90 .2 
2) 134.4 126.7 118.7 109.0 89.7 
Solute mass fraction (kg/kg) 
1) 0.178 0.289 0.461 0.577 0.688 
2) 0.179 0.291 0.464 0.582 0.692 
Flow rate (kg/s) 
1) 110.3 67.9 42.6 34.0 28.5 
2) 111.9 68.7 43.1 34.4 28.9 
Table 5.6. Comparison of state variables as found in 
(JØRGENSEN, 1985), 1), and in this simulation, 2). 
liquor level in the first four evaporators are controlled quite 
well but this is certainly not the case for the fifth. This is 
because the external extraction of steam from the evaporators 
is shut off whereby more liquor initially must be flowing out 
to the next until the control of the sugar liquor inlet flow 
results in a reduced flow rate. The last valve is not big enough 
to be able to let the surplus pass. The vapour pressure in the 
last two evaporators were also recorded (Fig 5.15). It is seen 
that in the last evaporator the vapour pressure is fluctuating 
quite a bit. This is because the parameters for the submodule 
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Fig. 5.14. Plot of the first transient: set point change. 
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Pig. 5.15. Plot of the second transient: a shut-down procedure. 
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that controls the external extraction of steam were not chosen 
satisfactorily. The extraction is turned on and off a few times 
which leads to the fluctuations in vapour pressure. 
In the last situation (Pigs. 5.16a-b) a start-up procedure is 
simulated. First the steady state was found. This is a state 
where the sugar liquor at inlet is 30°C and the solute mass 
fraction is (almost) zero. The steam temperature is also 30<>C 
and there is no external extraction of steam. The transient is 
initiated by increasing the temperature of the steam and of the 
sugar liquor as well as the solute mass fraction. The levels of 
sugar liquor are initially kept at their set points but when 
the conditions are right for extraction of steam from the first 
evaporator by the second evaporator the levels are disturbed. 
The vapour pressures and the external extraction of vapour is 
seen to be smooth. 
5.7. Introduction of pressure dynamics 
As was described earlier the pressure dynamics were actually 
introduced from the start and the symbols for the components 
that were used for convincingly demonstrating that the sub-
models fit together, a figure much like Fig. 5.12, was con-
structed for this purpose, and this figure will be seen to be 
a little more complicated. The reason for this is that in order 
to get a reasonable time step in the integrations the pressure 
dynamics were calculated by lumping together compartments which 
are at much the same pressure. The pressure drops in the tubes 
were also used at that time. 
The compartments that are lumped together are those with 
vapour in a Robert evaporator 
ateam in the next Robert evaporator 
steam in the preheater following this last evaporator 
steam in the flash drum, flowing to this last evaporator. 
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Pig, 5.16b. Plot of the third transient: a start-up procedure, 
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The pressure that is going to be calculated is related to the 
steam in th*» second of the two Robert evaporators mentioned 
above since it is the "middle" compartment. He will need new 
schematic presentations for the evaporator and for the tube 
(see Figs. 5.17 and 5.18). The pressure, PGr that is going to 
be calculated is an input variable to the submodels. 
Fig. 5.17. Schematic description of Robert evaporator 
with dynamic calculation of the pressure. 
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Fig. 5.18. Schematic description of the four cases of 
pressure calculation fro« steam flow with dynamic cal-
culation of the pressure. 
The pressure dynamics are introduced by applying conservation 
of mass on this one "compartment". To this end the net inlet 
flow rate must be calculated. The steam entering the "compart-
ment" comes from 
the vapour being evaporated in a Robert evaporator 
the steam being evaporated in a flash drum 
and the steam leaving the "compartment" is 
external extraction of vapour on a Robert evaporator 
steam condensing in the next Robert evaporator 
steam condensing in the preheater following this 
evaporator 
The net inlet flow rate is calculated from the flows above. 
These flows are all output variables from the submodels. The 
pressure dynamics are given by 
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PG , _ t (5.4) 
where 
IWt is the inlet flow rate of ateaa to the "compartment" 
EW0 is the outlet flow rate of steam from the "compartment" 
V is the total volume of the "compartment" 
<JPq 
* dPG 
ø„ is the density of the steam. 
The steam flows within the compartments that have been lumped 
together for pressure calculations which are not used for any 
purposes such as calculation of pressure drops, need no longer 
be part of our description. The vapour flow rate out of an 
evaporator is '-.hdrefore no longer present and neither is the 
external extraction of vapour {see Pig. 5..7). 
As can be seen only minor changes have been introduced. The 
pressure is still an input variable to the tube submodel, only 
now it ia calculated elsewhere. In the evaporator the pressure 
becomes an input variable and the external extraction of vapour 
is no more interesting. Instead of this the rate of vapour evap-
oration is calculated from the degree of overheating (see Ap-
pendix F). The only changes that have to be made are then: use 
another submodule with the new evaporator, change a few tube 
calculations and introduce the pressure dynamics by four new 
state variables. This way of calculating the pressure cannot 
easily be indicated in the schematic description (see rig. 
5.19), so this may be regarded as new type of input variables 
to the model. This problem arises because we are trying to im-
prove the effectiveness of the simulation programme by making 
the model more complicated* The problem will disappear if the 
pressure dynamics was calculated on the basis of each of the 
volumes in the components since the model then resembles the 
process plant. 
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Pig. 5.19. Connections of schematic descriptions of 
submodels for a part of the multiple effect evaporator 
with dynamic calculation of the pressure. 
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6. CONCLUSION 
In this chapter the results of the project are reviewed. The 
ways to programme and perform a simulation with and without the 
precompiler system are compared, and also how the user is re-
lieved of some of the error prone work will be discussed. Im-
plementation of the modular concept has an impact on program-
ming, validation and modification of models and the advantages 
and disadvantages of this implementation will be commented on. 
There will be a discussion of what is missing because o£ limi-
tations due to the concept and due to lack of time. The precom-
piler system together with the runtime executive DYSIH86 and 
auxiliary programmes for pre- and post-processing are compared 
with some known simulation packages. 
Finally the prediction of the future development of this and 
other simulation packages is sought. This will contain some of 
the ideas of the continued work on short- and long-term basis 
in our group which may include other types of simulation and 
usage of simulation in other areas« 
6.1. Assessment of the results 
There are two ways in which to assess the results of this pro-
ject. First, the simulation package* which includes the precom-
piler system, the runtime executive DYSIM86 and auxiliary pro-
grammes
 r will be compared with what it was before the precom-
piler system was developed. Secondly, the simulation package 
is compared with other packages. 
6.1.1 DYSIH now and then 
The simulation package DYSIM consisted 'in the beginning' of 
only the runtime executive DYSIM86 which uses an input file 
that is modularly structured. The typical way of conducting a 
simulation was then to make some PORTRAN77 files with modules 
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and a connecting system, compile and link them to the runtime 
executive, in order to perform the simulation an input file 
with initial conditions and runtime commands had to be prepared 
as well as a list file with the symbolic names of the variables 
and the order with which they appear in the modules. 
The list file provides the user with the possibility of using 
symbolic names for the variables when a reference is needed in 
the input file, during simulation and for post-processing. The 
runtime executive uses the list file to convert positions in 
internal arrays to symbolic names (or vice versa) and therefore 
there has to be the agreement in order of variables that was 
mentioned above. During testing of a module new variables may 
be added and care had to be taken to update the list file ac-
cordingly, and omissions were often the cause of errors. In Ap-
pendix L the FORTRAN77 code produced by the precompiler system 
is listed and the following statements can be supported by re-
ferring to the listing: 
The transfer of variables from the connecting system to the 
modules is (normally) dor.e by means of common blocks. Which 
ever way the variables are transferred the ordering of the 
variables and the names and sizes of the common block must be 
the same in the connecting system as in the module. In the case 
of adding a variable this was also not always done leading to 
errors. These errors could be hard to find since the integra-
tion was allowed to start, but the results were surprising 
which could lead to the suspicion that the new variable was 
causing the problem by improper modelling when it really was 
only an omission. 
Apart from being able to model a plant the user has to be a 
PORTRAN77 programmer. The idea of a library with submodels for 
components could of course still be used, but instead more com-
plicated programmes were made to model a module. This reduces 
the readability of the programme. 
when the runtime executive initializes and performs accuracy 
control the output variables are transferred back and forth 
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between the arrays used by the runtime executive and by the 
modules and connecting system. This has absolutely nothing to 
do with modelling« but nevertheless it is necessary to deal 
with it. In order to do this efficiently the user had to ac-
quire a rather detailed knowledge about how the runtime execu-
tive works. This is of course yet another place where the pro-
gramme has to be updated when the number of variables in a 
module is being changed. 
The transfer of variables from the runtime executive to the 
connecting system and (typically) onwards to the modules is 
done with common blocks. The way the variables have to be moved 
back and forth between common blocks in the connecting system 
to accomplish this transfer is made most conveniently by using 
arrays instead of the symbolic names that were used in the mod-
ules. Here the user has to have a list file to be able to con-
vert between elements in arrays and symbolic names. Actually 
this list file was the "ancestor" to the list file being used 
by the runtime executive. 
One more demand on the user for being able to use the simula-
tion system as it were is that the user has to remember to 
make an entry point or a subroutine called by the runtime 
executive when the simulation is finished. This will typically 
be the place where a "profile" of the model is written, i.e. 
some of the variable values are printed. This entry point or 
subroutine and the connecting system are called by the runtime 
executive and the names and the syntax must be known. 
Lastly it must be mentioned that there existed an auxiliary 
program for producing a list file. Also there exists an auxili-
ary program for making an input file and there is one for mak-
ing plots and another for making tables giving the result of a 
simulation* The fact that they have been developed after the 
precompiler system, except for the mainframe plotting program, 
is not relevant in this discussion. 
Now the simulation package DYSIM includes the precompiler sys-
tem and the way to conduct a simulation is thus different. It 
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will be assumed that a library with thermodynamic and other 
functions and with submodules has been prepared. Now no FOR-
TRAN?? files have to be made by the user. Instead, some source 
files to the precompiler system must be prepared, one for the 
connecting system and one for each module. These have to be 
processed by the precompiler system and those resulting files 
that contain FORTRAN77 code have to be compiled and linked to 
the runtime executive. The simulation can then be performed 
after an input file has been prepared. 
At the top of the source files the input and output variables 
of the module or of the connecting system are declared using 
symbolic names. These names constitute the necessary informa-
tion to make a list file making it possible to perform a simu-
lation. This list file is made automatically by the precompiler 
system and this will ensure that any changes of a module will 
cause a correct updating of the list file. 
The list file is made when the connecting system is being pro-
cessed because at this time all the information about the sys-
tem is known. At this time also the connections to and from 
the modules are known and the precompiler system almost com-
pletely relieves the user from thinking about this. The only 
connections that the user have to be concerned about are the 
connections to the input variables of the modules. This will 
typically be either just a transfer of an output variable from 
another module, i.et a connection between modules, or an ex-
pression with connecting system parameters, i.e. an introduc-
tion of a disturbance. These connections are made using FOR-
TRAN77-like statements. 
If the submodule library is adequately well equipped the user 
will have to know almost nothing about the programing language 
FORTRAN77. When programing the modules all the components can 
then be modelled by using submodules and the only FORTRAN77 
statements that should be written are the connections in the 
connecting system as described above. Here even the disturb-
ances which may be a little complicated may be written using 
some functions in the library. Therefore it is right to say 
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that the user can perform simulation without knowing anything 
about PORTRAN77. 
When the precompiler system is processing the connecting system 
the common blocks are automatically written in a consistent 
manner and the transfer of variables at initialization and ac-
curacy control are also written in the correct syntax and most 
efficiently. 
As stated earlier the variables are parts of arrays in the con-
necting system, but the precompiler system allows the user to 
write the symbolic names instead. This greatly increases the 
readability and therefore many errors are avoided. 
It is not necessary for the user to remember to write the entry 
point that the runtime executive is calling before terminating 
a simulation. This entry point and another that is necessary if 
the user has used a special feature of DYSIH are automatically 
made a part of the connecting system. 
If the simulation is performed on a PC the FORTRAN77 files that 
have been produced by the precompiler system must be compiled 
individually, and afterwards they are going to be linked bo the 
compiled version of the runtime executive. This is most easily 
done using a "link file" that provides the linker with the 
necessary information. A link file is made by the precompiler 
system. If the simulation is performed on the mainframe the 
FORTRAN77 files are going to be compiled together with the run-
time executive FORTRAN77 files and the most convenient way to 
do that is to make a file which uses some compiler instructions 
that includes the PORTRAN77 files. This file is made by the 
precompiler system. 
In order to be able to use the precompiler system the user must 
know which syntax to use. If it is possible to avoid using FOR-
TRAN77 statements only the syntax of the precompiler system 
has to be learned. This syntax is quite simple, especially com-
pared to that of FORTRAN77, Of course, it is not necessary to 
be acquainted with all of the specialties of FORTRAN77, but it 
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is not really possible to say what subset of the FORTRAN77 
language will suffice, so most of the language must be learned. 
In Table 6.1 the major differences between DYSIM now, with the 
precompiler system, and then are listed. 
THEN MOW 
Usage of submodels 
Usage of symbolic 
names in the con-
necting system 
Transfer of 
variables at 
initialization 
and at accuracy 
control 
Preparation of a 
consistent set of 
compter, blocks 
Preparation of 
list file 
Preparation of 
link file 
User's responsibility 
Not possible 
User's responsibility 
User's responsibility 
By the user 
By the user 
Supported by the 
precompiler 
system 
Possible 
Automatically 
Automatically 
Automatically 
Automatically 
Table 6.1. The major differences between DYSIM without and with 
the precompiler system. 
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6»1.2« Pros and cons of modularity 
The modular concept of DYSIN86 has been extended with one more 
level in the concept of the precompiler system as has been de-
scribed earlier. The two levels are 
t) usage of submodule&> when constructing a module/ and 
2) usage of modules when constructing a model of 
the total process plant. 
The modular concept is seen in other simulation packages but 
mostly at the first of our two levels: usage of models of com-
ponents. This allows reuse of models, or rather submodels, at 
several places in a model of a process plant. 
The development of new ordinary programming languages all sup-
ports the concept of "structural programming" and a part of 
this concept is modularity. By modularity is not only meant 
usage of routines at several places in a programme, but equally 
important also the usage of routines for well-defined delimited 
purposes in the main programme. The reason for this is the pos-
sibility of individual testing of smaller units of the programme 
which of course is not as hard as having to consider svory part 
of the programme if an error has found its way into the pro-
gramme. This line of thought also applies for simulation pro-
grammes. 
It is an advantage to use submodules from a library when mod-
elling a plant because ultimately it is possible to construct 
a model without having to make one mathematical model oneself. 
This is the case if the library contains all the submodels one 
ca.> wish. Also, if a submodule is to be replaced by another 
model of the same component that is either more or less de-
tailed it is easily done merely by changing the library and 
then reprocessing the model. In some cases it may be necessary 
only to process the connecting system since it is only then 
that the submodules from the library are being picked out. 
On the second level of modularity it is also possible to use a 
more or less detailed model. In both of the examples in this 
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report feedwater was extracted from a process plant and the 
feedwater was evaporated and steam fed to the process plant. 
In both of the examples the boilers were not modelled, in fact 
there are no modules for them. If a more thorough study of the 
two process plants was necessary it would be possible to make a 
model of the boiler in a module and simply add it to the other 
module(s) since as input variables they already have those vari-
ables that the boiler module more realistically is calculating. 
The thought of reusing modules is not as obvious as for sub-
modules and therefore it is not felt to be a limitation that 
process plant specific parameters are part of the modules. 
The mathematical model of a process plant consists of a mixed 
system of coupled ordinary nonlinear differential equations and 
algebraic equations. Together these equations express the re-
lationships between the variables at any time. In other words 
they are all simultaneously true statements and as such should 
be solved simultaneously. In practice this will always mean the 
application of iteration, which of course is time-consuming. 
If iteration is found to be too time-consuming one can settle 
on an approximation where the equations are not solved simul-
taneously, but old values for sone of the variables are used. 
This is the case when there is an algebraic loop which is a 
series of algebraic equations that cannot be written in a se-
quence where each algebraic variable is calculated before it 
is being used. By sorting the statements the number of these 
kinds of variables should be reduced to a minimum. 
The way that the precompiler system uses modules and stibmodules, 
i.e. using FORTRAN77 CALL statements, make3 it impossible to 
sort statements across the two-level interfaces that are intro-
i 
duced by the two-level mociular approach. This problem is also 
recognized in other simulation packages (CROSBIE et al, 1985). 
i 
Working with two levels gives a better overview of a model that 
is of moderate size but it can be felt as an unnecessary com-
plication if the model is small. The submodules can presently 
be used only in the modules, so the model must be programmed 
using both levels if the submodule library is to be used. 
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6.2. What is missing? 
First let us specify what it is that is "missing something". 
Another way to put it is to say that it must be specified on 
which time scale the "missing things" should be expected to be 
implemented if so desired. It was chosen to focus here on the 
"things that are missing" in DYSIM and which can be implemented 
within one year. Next it is stressed that it is not necessarily 
so that everything here is going to be implemented. The experi-
ences gained from working with DYSIM will be used for develop-
ment of a more user friendly system with modern techniques. 
There are two versions of DYSIM, one for IBM PC or compatibles 
and one for Risø*s Burroughs mainframe computer. The precompiler 
system on the two different types of computers are very much 
alike, the only differences relate to file names and the size 
of the systems that can be simulated. The runtime executive 
DYSIM86 on the two computers are dissimilar. The more or less 
batch-oriented Burroughs version was modified to the interactive 
PC version which allows an integration stop at any time, moni-
toring values of output variables, change of parameters, con-
tinuation of simulation, etc. and which works with menus and 
different windows each being scrolled individually. This is 
presently the status. 
When the PC version of the runtime executive was made two re-
strictions were placed on it. Firstly, the size of the models 
that can be simulated was reduced by lowering the number of 
variables that are accessible to the user. Secondly, the choice 
of integration routines were reduced to the two Runge-Kutta 
methods with step size control (2,nd and 4.th order). On the 
mainframe version a library, ODEPACK (BYRNE and HINDMARSH, 
1975), is available with implicit multistep algorithms. It is 
necessary to be able to choose implicit integration routines 
on the PC also. 
During simulation of a transient the user may want tc ».now 
whether a new steady state has been reached to decide .o stop 
or go on with the integration. The most efficient way to do 
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this is to plot the time history so far for one or more of the 
output variables. This plotting facility during a stop in a 
transient calculation is desirable. 
When a parameter study must be made the same transients must be 
calculated over and over again only varying a parameter. It 
would be nice if it was not necessary to have to stop the simu-
lation programme to start a new transient with a new value for 
the parameter. It is already possible to change parameters at 
any time so it would be desirable to be able to run a transient, 
monitor the result, change a parameter and, as the new feature, 
to reinitialize and restart the programme. 
As was discussed in 6.1.2 "Pros and cons of modularity" sorting 
of statements in a two-level modular approach is not straight-
forward. If the statements were sorted and the programme halted 
due to a runtime error reported by the FORTRAN77 runtime system 
the user would have a hard time finding out where in his own 
source file the problem arose. There are two answers to this 
and each of them are desirable features of its own right. 
One way to handle the situation above would be to implement a 
routine in the precompiler system that suggests to the user a 
sequence to write the statements or MACRO commands. This would 
also detect algebraic loops which are potentially the cause of 
numerical instabilities. 
Also it would be nice to have a routine that will interpret the 
PORTRAN77 runtime error and report the trouble by referring to 
the user's source file instead of the FORTRAN77 file created by 
the precompiler system. 
On a longer term basis use of graphics for input of models and 
for debugging can be considered. These issues will be commented 
on later. 
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6.3. Comparison with some other simulation systems 
When comparing the simulation system DYSIM with CSSLs it must 
be noticed that DYSIM does not include a simulation language 
as such while a CSSL (Continuous System Simulation Language) 
does. Most CSSLs of today are developed from the CSSL67 pro-
posals (STRAUSS (editor)* 1967) which includes a couch of "old' 
fashioned" analogue simulation. Forgetting this for the moment 
the main points of the proposals are 
1} source files for a compiler are used for describing the 
model 
2) the runtime executive controls the independent variable 
(time), takes care of initialization, etc. 
3} the runtime executive terminates the simulation by 
applying decisions based on some logics being part 
of the model 
4) there must be a programme to document the results of a 
simulation run 
5) it must be possible to perform parameter studies 
6) statements are going to be sorted 
7) there must be means to indicate that a section of 
statements are not going to be sorted. 
Sorting of statements is the only thing that is not supported 
presently by DYSIM, 
One of the most widely used CSSLs is ACSL (MITCHELL and GAUTHICR, 
1986) and it meets all of the CSSL67 proposals and a few details 
have been clarified as for example the introduction of the DIS-
CRETE section for discrete events. In ACSL thy DISCRETE section 
is executed when an event has occurred and here the user pro-
grammes the actions to take at this event. ACSL's runtime execu-
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tiwe automatically adjusts the time step to "accurately" hit 
the tine of the event that has been programmed. To do the same 
in DYSIM a submodule is used to adjust the time step and the 
user will programme the actions to be taken. ACSL has an INITIAL 
and TERMINAL section that are used for programming, among other 
things, the experiments to perform while one has to manually 
perform the experiments in DYSIM. ACSL has a sorting routine 
which may be considered an advantage a? the other features 
above definitely are. 
Among the drawbacks are the facts that the choice of integra-
tion parameters can be made part of the programme and that the 
initial conditions must be part of the programme. We strongly 
feel that the programme shall have only the values for those 
parameters of the model that are truly constant. It is recog-
nized that in ACSL these parameters can be changed when start-
ing the simulation but it does not seem to be a practical way 
to work. For small models it seems that ACSL may look more in-
teractively controlled but for large systems one can fear that 
the overview is easily lost. The usage of the input file in 
DYSIM makes it easy for the user to specify initial conditions 
and choosing integration routine and plot variables and still 
it is possible to interactively change parameters during a 
simulation. 
It is possible to use several integration routines in ACSL and 
this includes routines suited for stiff systems. It is even 
possible to uca different integration routines on different 
parts of the model, but it is strongly advised against this not 
be done (MITCHELL and GAUTHIER, 1986) except for the advanced 
simulationist in special situations! Today stiff integration 
routines in DYSIM can be used only in the mainframe version and 
the same routine is applied for all of the model. This is not 
the whole truth since it is possible with the PC version of 
DYSIM to communicate with another PC at given "communication 
intervals" and it is therefore possible to perform parallel in-
tegration with all the implications that is introduced by that. 
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Both ACSL and DYSIM allow the usage of libraries but because 
of ACSL's sorting routine the statements with, for example, 
submodels are inserted each tine the submodel is being used. 
The submodels can use other submodels in ACSL, while this is 
prohibited in DYSIM where a strict two-level nodular approach 
is being applied. 
The general application of simulation systems seems to be sac-
rificed when greater ease and more elaborate features are im-
plemented. This is illustrated below for the case where graph-
ical input is used when a model is being set up. 
The first example is the Modular Modeling System, MMS, which 
can be used for simulation of power plants. The simulation 
system actually executing the user's model is ACSL but the 
input and analysis of the results are done by using the pre-
and post-processors of MMS (SCHAAK, BARTFLIS and LONG, 1986). 
Another example is DIVA (ROLL, MARQUARDT and GILLES, 1987) 
which is well suited ror chemical plants including columns. 
The graphical input is not yet implemented (spring T987) but 
graphics are being used for showing the results of the simula-
tion during execution of the simulation. 
SPEEDUP (PERKINS and SARGENT, 1982) is an example of a simula-
tion system that has been built for analysis of chemical plants. 
It applies the flowsheet concept which is wide spread in steady-
state simulation systems and uses it also for dynamic simula-
tion. This is an example of a simulation system that also ap-
plies two-level aporoach in the same sense as and for the same 
reasons that has been stated for DYSIM with precompilers. Sparse 
matrix techniques are beinq used for solvina simultaneously the 
system of differential and alqebraic equations. This is a huqe 
simulation system that is available only on mainframes. 
Before we proceed with proposals for future developments we 
shall conclude the assessment of the precompiler system inter-
face to simulation with DYSIM86 by repeating the major points 
scattered in the report. 
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First of all it is clear that simulation of process plants 
using DYSIH86 is greatly simplified by using the precompiler 
systen as an interface. The precompiler system manages most of 
the error prone programing as well as it provides the user 
with the possibility of avoidinq the usage of FORTRAN77 state-
ments (almost completely). 
The runtime executive alone as well as the Drecompiler system 
applies the modular concept which is rather new in connection 
with simulation systems as compared to ordinary programming 
languages. The modular concept as it is seen DYSIM with precom-
piler system is only applied in a few other simulation systems 
or languages. 
The modular concept introduced by the application of submodules 
taken from a library is shared with more simulation languages. 
This concept makes it possible to use a well-tested submodel. 
Very few other simulation languages are known to apply both 
levels of modularity. 
DYSIM with the precompiler system separates the model of the 
process plant from the data determininq the simulation experi-
ments to be performed on the model as it is proposed in the 
CSSL81 proposal. It seems that the only points where DYSIM with 
the precompiler system does not comply with the CSSL81 proposal 
are the points concerninq sorting of statements and seqmentation 
that allows parallel processing. 
The experiences we have had with the simulation system all in-
dicate a greater reliability in the process of performing simu-
lation experiments. We think that we have a modern and flexible 
simulation system that meets our present needs and since we 
have developed it ourselves/ we shall be able to modify it to 
meet new needs as they emerge. 
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t.4. Proposals for future developments 
In this section some proposals for future development in our 
simulation group are being presented. It is based on our own 
experiences, by reading about the developments going on else* 
where and listening to suggestions from users of simulation 
systems. These proposals are long-term based and as for the 
short-term based proposals in 6.2 they are not necessarily all 
going to be worked out. Also some of the proposals of other 
workers will be discussed. 
mien working with any programme« and therefore also with simu-
lation systems* there are (at least) two different types of 
considerations. There is the power of the system and there is 
the user interface. The system should be powerful, i.e. give 
the user extensive service which the user does not even have 
to know. The user interface is part of the service that the 
user will see and it includes ways of working with the system, 
the help that can be offered, explanation of detected errors, 
etc. 
Among the powers of the simulation system that the user should 
not be too concerned about is the choice of integration ee'thod. 
There has been done a lot of work on solving ordinary differen-
tial equations and there exists excellent routines to use, for 
example ODEPACK (BYRNE and HINDMARSH, 1975) that is being used 
on the Burroughs mainframe version of DYSIH. 
In the general situation though the model consists of a mixture 
of differential and algebraic equations and this type of prob-
lem is not solved as easily. Actually all the equations should 
be solved simultaneously, but since this is rather time-consum-
ing this is not always done« This problem can be solved by using 
the sequential modular approach, for example, known from steady 
state simulation packages (JØRGENSEN, 1985), in dynamic simula-
tion (HILLESTADT and HERTZBERG, 1986) as it has been done in 
DIVA (HOLL, KARQUARDT and GILLES, 1987). Here extrapolation of 
values for input variables are used as it is also suggested in 
future developments of other simulation systems (SKLAVER, 1986). 
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Another example (GAVI, 1987) avoids the proble« of extrapola-
tion by tearing streams as it is done in steady state simula-
tion packages. When tine delays are present in a recycle loop 
interpolation it used. This is possible by restricting the 
choice of integration steps. Algebraic equations are calculated 
separately fron differential equations. Here iterations are not 
necessary because algebraic variables are not allowed to depend 
on other algebraic variables. This restriction will not work« 
in general. The nodular approach of the reference is used for 
reducing of the site of the Jacoby natris by integrating each 
nodule separately, but with the sane tine step for every nodule. 
This is tine saving for the part of calculation of the matrix 
but sone nodules nay be integrated by tine steps that are nuch 
smaller than necessary considering stability. 
the ideas of using reduced Jacobians and interpolation of values 
for input variables should be studied in order to get a nore ef-
ficient integration method. When assessing integration nethods 
the benefits, i.e. higher accuracy, reduction of computer tine 
consumption, increase stability, etc. nust be compared with 
the drawbacks such as choosing parameters carefully which in 
the end may demand that the user be familiar with integration 
techniques. 
It is asen in all of the references above concerning integration 
as well as those where others (CROSBIE, 1986) risk predictions 
of future simulation systems that the modular concept is con-
sidered to offer several advantages. The concept has been seen 
as well to call for some problems to be solved (think of, for 
example, sorting of statements). Therefore the modularity, which 
furthermore seems natural, must also be applied in the future, 
but the problems must be addressed. These problems are thought 
to be so complex for the moment that the user nay have to be 
concerned with this when a model is being programmed. The sen-
sitivity of the efficiency of the "correct" choice of modular-
isation has been demonstrated (GONZALES et al, 1984). 
The user interface includes setting up the model, executing the 
simulation, post"processing to evaluate the results of the simu-
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lation and any help offered by the simulation system at any 
stage. The user interface cannot be discussed before it has been 
decided what kind of user one is interested in or rather what 
one expects fro« the user. It is today recognised that the user 
should be a doatain expert and not necessarily a computer ex-
pert. As far as possible the user must be able to execute a 
simulation without knowing anything else about the computer 
other than how to turn it on (and off!). The user must be a 
domain expert by which it is meant that the system which is 
going to be simulated must be well known by the user so that 
the simulation can be evaluated in a reasonable manner. 
So, the user is not expected to be too familiar with computers 
and computer or simulation languages. The simulation system 
must instead be a pleasant environment leading to the concept 
of Continuous System Simulation Environment, CSSB <LUK£R, 1986). 
The environment is established by a set of coherent programmes 
which share and exchange information. There is nothing new in 
this but the development is expected to lead to more coherent, 
•ore self-explanatory, etc. simulation systems. 
Ordinary programming languages and most simulation languages 
are based on a series of statements being executed sequentially. 
The trends today lead to systems where it is possible to write 
the programme just as the model builder wrote the model on the 
paper. The equations stating conservation of mass, energy, 
momentum, etc. are written directly and the simulation system 
will sort the equations and isolate the necessary variables, 
as for example SPEEDUP (PERKINS and SARGENT, 1982). If incon-
sistencies occur a warning is given before the model is exe-
cuted. SPEEDUP applies the concept of streams which is necess-
ary for using graphical input as SPESDUP also is going to use. 
Graphical input is already possible in some simulation systems 
but as discussed earlier this is only done in systems with a 
limited application area. The stream concept should be studied 
and used to connect submodels front a library using graphics and 
for example a "mouse". In this way it may be possible for users 
that are unfamiliar with computers to generate a model of a 
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process plant if the library is adequately well equipped with 
submodels to meet the needs. On the other hand it may greatly 
impede the construction of new submodels to the library which 
reduces the degree of openness of the library and thereby of 
the simulation system. 
In simulators used for training the results of the simulation 
are shown during execution of the simulation, and the programme 
runs in real tine. "Phis may also be desirable in simulation 
systems that are not used for training. This is seen in DIVA 
(HOLL, MARQUARDT and GILLES,1987) which serves a delimited 
area of applications and therefore can be made in a way that 
excellently matches the problem. An example is the evolution 
of concentration or temperature profiles in columns. It should 
be studied whether a general scheme can be developed to show 
the course of the simulation graphically. One way to do this 
is to complicate the extension of the submodel library further 
by including graphical directions for this purpose. 
All simulation systems allow graphical presentation of the re* 
suits after termination of the simulation. Today no radical im-
provements in this are foreseen. Movie-making where the course 
of the simulation is shown in real time may be needed in special 
situations, but this rather looks like something that is con-
nected to a simulator. 
An area which is surely going to have an impact on simulation 
in the future is the usage of databases. Databases are now prac-
ticable on even PCs and on mainframes they are accessible at 
central data banks. Databases can be used for storage of all 
the (important) results of the simulation experiments (BtRTA 
and SO, 1986) where they can be examined later. Databases in 
data banks can be used for extracting the latest version of a 
given thermodynamic function and exchanging results and sub-
models all of which will relieve users in their work. 
Some of the pcesent simulation languages of which BSL is an 
example (CR0S3IB et al, 1985) offer an interpreter that makes 
it possible to avoid compilations and linking to a runtime 
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executive whereby the user quickly can switch from model modi-
fication to simulation tests. The speed of the computers are 
increasing steadily so this line of development will probably 
not be beneficial even on shorter time horizons. The use of in-
terpreters also makes it impossible to use routines written in 
other languages, as for example FORTRAN. This possibility is 
essential (WOOD, 1986) since so much work has been done earlier 
which must be available in the future also. 
In any of the directions to be followed in future developments 
•debugging" aids must be considered. The debugging should begin 
already at the time of setting up the model. This is part of 
the idea of the envrironment in CSSEs (LUKER, 1986). At any 
step: pre-processing, compilation, execution, etc., the cause 
of errors must be clearly indicated and when the simulation 
system shows where the error was detected it must be made with 
reference to something that looks like what the user gave the 
simulation system as input. 
For many years steady state simulation packages have been used 
for optimization of, for example, chemical process plants. The 
simulation system SPEEDUP (PERKINS and SARGENT,1982) which runs 
on mainframes has this facility, but with a few modifications 
the user can go on to execute a dynamic simulation. This possi-
bility is desirable and a steady state finder should be devel-
oped. 
The rapid propagation of expert systems opens new application 
areas for simulation and this will also have an impact on the 
construction of simulation environments where expertise can 
be acquired from the system. 
The areas mentioned here represent many men working for many 
years and unfortunately we have to restrict our efforts to some 
of the topics only. Today and also in the future all of the 
areas are of interest and should be followed at least at a 
distance because some of the limitations that has been intro-
duced along the way may be removed as new computers and new 
software will be marketed. 
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APPENDIX A 
DESCRIPTION OF SUBMODULES USED FOR SIMULATION OF 
POWER PLANTS 
In this appendix the subnodules that are part o:" the library 
which was used in the simulation of a part of a power plant are 
described. These descriptions are revised versions of those ap-
pearing in another work (KOFOED, 1986). There has been found 
an error in the model of the Pi-controller which would occur 
only in situations where the output of the controller had to be 
limited. In the simulations in this project the system were 
never driven to such conditions so this error does not affect 
the results of the simulations. 
1. TIME DELAY 
1.1. Name 
TIDEL 
1.2. Description 
A property of a flow is being delayed in time. 
1.3. Characteristics 
This model was built to simulate the situation of a time-vary-
ing flow of water through a tube. The temperature (for example) 
of the water i* varyinq. The time history is recorded and it is 
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assumed that th« water in the tube does not mix, i.e. it is 
moving like a stick. Initially the tube is assumed to be filled 
with water at the initial temperature. Then it is possible at 
any time to calculate the amount of water leaving th« tube and, 
which is the purpose of the submodule, the temperature of the 
water that is leaving the tube. 
1.4. Prerequisites 
The time history is stored in some arrays that are managed by 
the runtime executive DYSIM86. Two functions in DYSIM86 must be 
available. The arrays are rather big and therefore it has been 
chosen to leave them out of DYSIM86 by default and it is the 
user's responsibility to include them in the simulation pro-
gramme. This is done by including the function DELAY. 
1.5. Symbols 
V Tj 
^T* 
1.6. Identifiers 
Name Type Dimension Description 
X 
V 
t 
Ti 
To 
L 
STV 
INP 
INP 
INP 
ALG 
PAR 
(e.g. m) Total amount of flow that has entered 
(e.g. m/s) Flow rate 
s Time 
(e.g. C) Attribute of flow being delayed 
(e.g. C) Value of delayed variable 
(e.g. m) Size of delaying device 
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1.7. Model 
This submodule can be used for simulation of the time delay of 
temperature fluctuations in a flow of water passing a tube but 
any Lime delay that can be transformed to a similar description 
can also be modelled with this submodule. 
The time delay is simulated by assuming that a water front flows 
undisturbed down the tube. The time at which this front leaves 
the tube is equal to the time it takes to fill the tube after 
the front has entered the tube. Let the linear flow rate be v 
and let the length of the tube be L. The position of the front 
entering initially in an infinitely long tube is described 
simply by 
x = v 
The water that is leaving the tube is located at the position 
x-L. A function, TRNSTM, which is part of the function DELAY« 
now gives the time delay. 
T = TRNSTM('TAU'rXfX-L) 
in units of timesteps. The string 'TAU* will be commented on 
shortly. The outlet temperature is then calculated by using 
another function in DELAT 
T 0 = DEADTM('TOOT*,TjfT) 
which also passes the inlet temperature to DYSIM86 for storage 
and later retrieval. 
The inlet temperatures are stored by DYSIrt86 and there must of 
course be one storage for each time delay. Each storage must be 
uniquely identified and this is done using the strings in the 
two functions above. These strings are constructed by the pre-
compiler system from the name of the module that is calling the 
submodule. This is done using the UNI command in the source 
file for the submodule. 
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2. STEAM COOLER, TYPE A AND B 
2.1. Names 
SCA and SCB 
2.2. Description 
A streaming fluid is heated by condensing steam. 
2.3. Characteristics 
The steam is saturated. A point model is used. The mean tempe-
rature of the fluid is calculated ignoring the tube. The mean 
temperature governs the heat transfer from the steam through 
the tube to the fluid. The fluid enters the steam cooler in an 
inlet chamber and leaves through an outlet chamber. The drain-
age is mixed with a flow of another drainage in a tank. The 
level of the tank is measured. The drainage leaves the tank 
with a certain flow rate. 
2.4. Prerequisites 
Functions TMA, HFSf HGS, and TSAT must be available. 
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2.S. Symbols 
" f T e l 
1 
». \ t 
• 
S b 
T t 
T l * f» T f 
H 
«
 T<N 
do 
fyp« A 
h 1 
T 
*o 
"«
 T f t , 
* . h , t ' . h , b 
T t 
T l T f » T f 
"d i Ta* 
"do] *a 
Typ« B 
. ' 
i . 
2.5. Identifiers 
Name Type Dimension Description 
Ps 
p s 
w s 
w s 
h s i 
hsb 
w f 
T f l 
* i 
T f 
T o 
Tfm 
T t 
Tdi 
w d i 
w do 
T d o 
h 
A:INP 
B:STV,ext 
A:STV,ext 
B:INP 
INP 
ALG,ext 
INP 
INP 
S T V , i n t 
S T V , i n t 
STV,ext 
ALG,int 
S T V , i n t 
INP 
INP 
INP 
STV,ext 
STV 
bar 
k g / s 
MJ/kg 
_ _ - _ 
kg/s 
°C 
— 
— 
— 
— 
- -
- -
kg/s 
• • < • • • # • » 
°C 
m 
Pressure of steam 
Steam flow into cooler 
Specific enthalpy of steam 
flow into cooler 
do, out of cooler 
Flow of fluid 
Inlet temperature of fluid 
Fluid temp, in inlet chamber 
— tube 
__ outlet chamber 
_. tube, mean 
Tube temp. 
Inlet temp, of drainage 
flow — 
Outlet — 
temp. — 
Height of drainage in tank 
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'st 
*tf 
PAR 
PAR 
HN/K 
c t 
Ci 
Co 
Cf 
Cpf 
Cpd 
pd 
Ad 
V 
p„ 
PAR 
PAR 
PAR 
PAR 
PAR 
PAR 
PAR 
PAR 
B:PAR 
B:PAR 
MJ/K 
MJAg K 
kg/m" 
kg/m bar 
Heat transf. coeff. 
outside tube 
Heat transf. coeff. 
inside tube 
Heat capacity of tube 
— fluid« inlet 
—
 1 outlet 
—
 r tube 
Spec, heat capacity of fluid 
- - — — — — drainage 
Density of drainage 
Tank area 
Gas volume. NB: only type a 
3Pg/3Ps 
2.7. Model 
Using conservation of energy the net flow of heat into the inlet 
chamber Wfcpf(Tfi-T^) is equal to the heat CjTi accumulated in 
the inlet chamber at the temperature rate T^. The same procedure 
is used for the outlet chamber giving 
*i - WfCpf (Tfi-Ti)/Ci 
To = WfCpf{Tf -To)/C0 
It is seen that a point model is used. 
(SC1) 
(SC2) 
For the heat transfer a point model is also used. Therefore a 
mean temperature of the fluid in the tube is needed. A weight 
factor B is calculated (see Appendix F). The total heat transfer 
coefficient kL is needed (L is the length of the cooler) 
1 1 -1 
kL * (r— + — ) kst 'tf 
(SC3) 
as well as the auxiliary variable H 
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H « WfCpf (SC4) 
where H is the heat Flow per degree through the tubes. 
Then B is calculated using the function TMA 
B = B(kL/H) * TMA(kL,H) (SC5) 
The mean temperature of the fluid in the tube is the weighted 
sum of the inlet and outlet temperature 
Tfm = B • Ti • (1-B) • Tf (SC6) 
The steam is assumed to be saturated and therefore the steam 
temperature T s can be determined by the saturation temperature 
at pressure Ps 
Ts « Taat(Pa) (SC7) 
where Tsat is a thermodynamic function that must be available. 
Now the heat transfer to and from the tube can be calculated. 
Qst * kst(Ts-Tt) (SC8) 
Qtf s ktf(Tt-Tfm) (SC9) 
where Qst is the heat flow from the steam to the tube and Q^f 
is the flow from the tube to the fluid. The net flow of heat 
(Qst~Qtf) to the tube causes a temperature change at rate 
T t - (Qst"Qtf)/Ct (SC10) 
see (SC1-2). Energy conservation applied on the fluid yields 
Tf * [*fCp£(Ti-Tf)+Qt£j/Cf (SC11) 
The drainage may be boiling due to heating by the drainage 
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(lowing into the tank from the outside. The amount of drainage 
N c that is evaporated, if superheating is present* is assumed 
to be proportional to the aitount M<j of drainage and the square 
of the degree of superheating (T<j-Ts). The proportionality 
constant chosen is 0.008. 
0 if Td<Ts 
W e » | (SC12J 
0.008 • Ma<Td-T8)2 if T d>T s 
M^ - hA«j Pd (SC13) 
The amount of energy Q e used to evaporate the steam is 
Qe * We(ngs-nfs) (SCI4) 
where hgs and hfs are the specific enthalpy of the steam and the 
drainage at saturation. These must be available as the thermo-
dynamic functions named HGS(T) and HPS(T). 
It is assumed thak the net flow of steam entering the cooler is 
all condensing 
Wc * Ws+We (SCI 5) 
Stating conservation of mass on the drainage in the tank you get 
h * (Wc+Wdi-wdo-we)/(Adpd) (SC16) 
Energy conservation is applied to yield the rate of change of 
drainage temperature T d (see Pig. A.1). It is assumed that the 
specific heat capacity cpd of the drainage is constant, and 
furthermore that the zero point of the thermodynamic functions 
are at t « 0°C, i.e. that HFS(O) « 0 or h f g * 0 at t * 0°C, and 
therefore the following relation holds true 
hfs * cpdT (SC17) 
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v. 
•«i T«|-w 
•- T
« 
Fig. A.I. The tank. 
The amount of energy in the condensate is CpdndTd> Application 
of energy conservation yields 
d 
^(Cp<jMdTd) - CpaWdiTdi+CpdWcTa-CpdWdoTd-Wengs (SOB) 
^(CpdMdTd) = CpdtMaTd+MjjTd) (SO 9) 
Md i s equal to hAd Pd ( s e e SC16J. This i s m u l t i p l i e d by cpdTd 
and subtracted on both s i d e s of (SC18) a f t e r using ( S 0 9 ) . You 
ge t 
cpdMdTd » c p d [ w d i ( T d i - T d > + w c ( T s - T d ) ] - w e ( n g s - c p d T d ) ( s c 2 ° ) 
Since CpdTd=hfs the last term is We(hgS-hfs) which is Qe (see 
SC14). Inserting and isolating you get 
Td - [Wdi(Tdi-Td)*Wc(T8-Td)-Qe/cpd]/Md (SC21) 
The way the steam flow Ws is handled makes the difference be-
tween the two types of steam coolers. Type A is characterized 
by the fact that the steam flow is determined by the amount of 
heat transferred from the steam to the tubes, while the steam 
flow is an input variable in type B. In type A energy conserva-
tion determines Wg while in type B mass conservation determines 
the steam pressure in the gas cooler. 
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Consider first type A. The net flew of energy Q s transferred 
into the steam volume is 
Qs s Qst-Qe <sc22> 
where the total amount Qst needed for heat transfer to the tube 
is reduced by the amount Qe released when the steam evaporated 
from the drainage, is condensed on the tubes. If Ws>0 there is 
a net flow into the steam cooler and the specific enthalpy hg 
of the steam is h s l. In this case the backward flow specific 
enthalpy hst, is zero. If Ws<0 you have backward flow, and the 
specific enthalpy hg of the steam as well as the backward flow 
specific enthalpy hso is hgs. In short, the cases are described 
by 
hsi if Ws>0 (forward flow) 
hg = | (SC23) 
hgS if Ws<0 (backward flow) 
The assumption that all the steam entering the volume is con-
densed determines the necessary flow Z of condensing steam ac-
cording to the following statement of energy conservation 
Qs - Z(hg-hfs) (SC24) 
If the needed flow Z differs from the actual flow Wg the inlet 
steam flow must be increased. This is approximated by a first-
order equation. In the case of forward flow you get 
• 
Ws » (Z-WS)/T {forward flow) (SC25) 
The time constant T reflects the acceleration time for the 
steam. The time constant T must be kept small compared with the 
thermal dynamics of the heater, but in order to get a reasonable 
timestep the value should not be chosen too small. 
In special cases more steam is generated in the tank than is 
condensed at the tubes, i.e. We>Z. For this to be consistent 
with the assumption of all steam entering the volume is con-
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densed a backward flow is established. This is also modelled 
by a first-order equation. The difference between the backward 
flow Ws (Ws<0) and the needed backward flow Z-We yields 
Ws * ((Z-We)-WsJ/x (backward flow) (SC26) 
In the steam cooler type B conservation of mass determines the 
pressure in the steam cooler. The inlet flow of steam Ws (input 
variable) as well as the condensation rate Wc (SC15) and evapor-
ation rate We (SC12) is known. Mass conservation yields 
M = Ws+We-Wc (SC27) 
where H » pgV is the mass of the steam. 
j dp,, 9p„ dP«» 
. a Kg Kg s •. 
M = — (PaV) = V — 2 = V — 2 * V p p (SC28) 
dx g dt 3PS dr g s 
introducing the notation Pg for 3pg/3Ps. Mow the differential 
equation describing Ps can be written. 
P3 * (Ws+We-Wc)/V pg (SC29) 
3. HEAT EXCHANGER 
3.1. Name 
HX 
3.2. Description 
Heat is transferred from one flow to another. This causes a 
temperature decrease in one flow and temperature increase in 
the other. 
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3.3. Characteristics 
The two flow directions are opposite, i.e. it is a countercur-
rer.t heat exchanger. A point model is used as an approximation 
for the distributed heat exchanger. The mean temperatures of 
the flows are calculated and used for heat transfer calculation. 
The flow inside the tube enters the heat exchanger in an inlet 
chamber and leaves through an outlet chamber. 
3.4. Prerequisites 
Function TMA must be available. 
3.5. Symbols 
Wc Tci 
3.6. Identifiers 
Name Type Dimension Description 
Ti STV,int °C Fluid temperature 
TQ STV,ext °C -
Tc STV,int °C -
Tw STV,ext °C -
Tt STV,int °C Tube temperature 
Tw T t 
T i Tcm T c 
T 
wm 
Ww 
* 
T 
T ° Awi 
in inlet chamber 
- outlet -
at outlet from tube 
- - volume 
outside tube 
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C l 
wi 
wc 
*cm 
T wm 
k c t 
kwt 
•ci 
'CO 
-pc 
;pw 
INP 
INP 
INP 
INP 
ALG,int 
ALG,ext 
PAR 
PAR 
PAR 
PAR 
PAR 
PAR 
PAF 
PAR 
PAR 
"C 
icg/s 
"c 
MW/K 
MW/K 
MJ/K 
MJ/K 
MJ/K 
MJ/K 
MJ/K 
MJ/K 
MJ/K 
Fluid temperature, e n t e r i n g i n l e t camber 
- - volume 
outside tube 
Plow of fluid in chambers and in tubes 
- entering volume 
outside tube 
Mean temperature of fluid in tube 
- - - outside tube 
Heat transfer coefficient inside tube 
- - outside tube 
Heat capacity of tube 
- - fluid inside tube 
- - - outside -
- - - in inlet chamber 
- - outlet -
Specific heat capacity of fluid in tube 
- - - outside 
tube 
3.7. Model 
The net energy flow into the inlet chamber Wccpc(TCj.-Tj,) is 
equal to the accumulation of heat T^C^ in the inlet chamber. 
Applying conservation of energy gives 
Ti - WcCpctTci-TiJ/Cci (HXt) 
A point model has been used assuming a well-stirred tank. The 
same procedure for the outlet chamber yields 
T0 * Wccpc(Tc-To)/Cc0 (HX2) 
Now attention is turned to the point model of the ordinary heat 
exchanger. A mean temperature of the fluid in the tube is 
needed. A weight factor B is calculated (see Appendix P). The 
total heat transfer coefficient kL is needed (L is the length 
of the heat exchanger) 
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1 1 -1 
kL = (r— • — ) (HX3) 
Kst ktf 
The auxiliary variable 
Wwcpw*Wccpc 
H
 * wc -Wc" {HX4) 
wwcpw "ccpc 
is ensured to be limited even though the denominater approaches 
zero. Using kL and H a weight factor B is calculated (see Ap-
pendix F) 
B * B(kL/H) = TMA(kL,H) (HX5) 
where TMA is a real function that roust be available. The mean 
temperatures can now be calculated 
Tcm " B'Ti + (1-B>'TC ( H X 6 ) 
Twm * H-B)-Twi + B'TW (HX7) 
The heat flow from outside the tube to the tube is 
Qwt ' *wt(Twm-Tt> (HX8> 
and from the tube to the fluid inside the tube 
Qtc = ^tc(Tt-Tcm) (HX9) 
By stating energy conservation around the tube the rate of 
change of tube temperature Tt can be calculated. The net flow 
of energy to the tube (Qwt~Qtc' is s e t ®^ual to the accumulated 
heat (TtCt). Isolating Tfc you get 
T t " (Qwt"Qtc>/ct <HX10> 
Energy conservation applied to the two fluids yield 
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tc = [WgCpctTi -Tc)+Qtc]/Cc 
Tw = [WwCpwtT^i-Tvl-Q^tl/Cw 
(HX11) 
(HX12) 
4. MIXER 
4.1. Name 
MIX 
4.2. Description 
Two flows of fluids are entering a volume where they mix and 
heat or cool the content. A flow, equal to the sum of the two 
incoming flows, leaves the volume. 
4.3. Characteristics 
A point model of the volume (tank) is used leading to a first 
order system. The fluid is considered incompressible. 
4.4. Prerequisites 
None. 
4.5. Symbols 
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4.6. Identifiers 
Name Type Dimension Description 
T 
Wo 
*1 
*2 
T1 
T2 
P 
V 
STV, 
ALG, 
INP 
INP 
INP 
INP 
INP 
PAR 
ext 
ext 
°C 
kg/s 
kg/s 
kg/s 
°C 
°C 
kg/m3 
m3 
Temperature of fluid in tank and 
of outlet flow 
Outlet flow of fluid 
Inlet flow 1 
2 
Temperature of inlet flow 1 
- - - 2 
Density of fluid in tank 
Volume of tank 
4.7. Model 
Since the fluid is considered incompressible the outlet flow w 0 
is equal to the sura of the two inlet flows 
W0 - WT+W 2 (MIX1) 
Stating energy conservation you get 
T * (W1T1+W2T2-WQT)/Vp (MIX2) 
by assuming that the specific heat capacity of the three flows 
are equal. 
5. PI CONTROLLER 
5.1. Name 
PI 
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5.2. Description 
Output is proportional to the sura of the error and the errors 
integrated, where the error is the difference between the input 
and the set point. 
5.3. Characteristics 
Input and set point are limited to the measuring range of the 
measuring device. The output of the controller is limited to 
the unit range: 0-1. If the output is in either limit and the 
error will push the output beyond the limit, the rate of change 
of output is set to zero. Besides the amplification in the 
standard controller, the proportional band, a gain factor is 
used for the output. It is the output of the composite con-
troller that is limited to the unit range. 
5.4. Prerequisites 
The limiting functions ALIM and ALIMD. 
5.4. Symbols 
x 
s 
y 
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5.6« Identifiers 
Name Type 
X 
*s 
*o 
*st 
z 
Pb 
TI 
G 
y 
INP 
INP 
PAR 
PAR 
STV,int 
PAR 
PAR 
PAR 
ALG,ext 
5.7. Model 
The signal x and the sot point x9 are limited to the measuring 
range x0 to xm. 
The error e is given by 
e ' x-x8 (PIT) 
where x and xs are in the measuring range. The error is divided 
by the proportional band P&. Note that PD is the error required 
to change the output from just closed to just fully open. This 
is contrary to the usual terminology where P^ is given as the 
percentage of the measuring range (COUGHANOWR and KOPPEL, 1985). 
This is simply written 
e « §- (PI2) 
pb 
e is the normalized error and z is the integral of this divided 
by the reset time Tj 
Dimension Description 
anything Input signal 
Set point 
Lower limit in measuring range 
Upper - - -
Integral of error 
anything Proportional band. Notice dim. 
s Reset time 
Gain. Standard controller: G«1 
Output signal 
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e 
x - — (PI3) 
TI 
z is limited to the interval [0r1/GJ (see below) and if z is in 
either limit and 1 has a sign that would force z outside the 
interval then z is set equal to zero. .?or example, if z = 1/G 
and i > 0 then the value of i is changed to 0 keeping z at 1/G. 
The output of a standard controller is z + e, but in this com-
posite controller this sunt is multiplied by the gain G 
y = G(z • £) (PI4) 
The output y is limited to the unit interval. 
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APPENDIX B 
LIBRARY WITH FUNCTIONS AND SUBMODULES 
USED FOR SIMULATION OF POWER PLANTS 
This appendix contains a listing of the library that was used 
for the simulation of a part of a power plant. This includes 
the functions that are specially designed for the submodules, 
some "water functions" (thermodynamic functions) and the sub-
modules. The submodule PI that models the Pl-controller is the 
one that was used in the simulations but as it was described 
in Appendix A it is in error. This error never had any influ-
ence on the results. For a correct, standard Pl-controller use 
the submodule in the other library, Appendix G. 
C * 
C 
C FUNCTIONS 
C =«=«=== 
C 
FUNCTION ALIM(XMIN,X,XMAX) 
C 
C CAN BE MADE AN INTERNAL FUNCTION. 
C 
REAL ALIM,X,XMAX,XMIN 
C 
ALIM=AMAX1(XMIN,AMIN1(X,XMAX)) 
RETURN 
END 
CCCCCC ====== 
FUNCTION AL1MD(¥,XMIN,X,XMAX) 
C 
REAL ALIMD,Y,XMIN,X,XMAX,Z 
C 
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IF((X.GT.XMIN) .AND. (X.LT.XMAX)) THEN 
Z=Y 
ELSE IF(((X.LE.XMIN) .AND. (Y.LT.O.)) .OR. 
£ ((X.GE.XMAX) .AND. (Y.GT.0.) ) ) THEN 
Z=0. 
ELSE 
Z*Y 
END IF 
ALIMD=Z 
C 
RETURN 
END 
CCCCCC ==«== 
FUNCTION HFS(T) 
HFS=(((.208812E-10*T-,532844E-8)*T+.898397E-6)*T 
£ +.412051E-2)*T+.135802E-2 
RETURN 
END 
CCCCCC * « « = 
FUNCTION HGS(T) 
HGS = (((-.30054 5E-10*T+.262449E-8)*T-.171730E-5)*T 
£ +.193629E-2)*T+2.49979 
RETURN 
END 
CCCCCC ««*»«s 
PUNCTION TMA(X,W) 
* ABSOLUTE PRECISSION BETTER THAN 1.E-b 
REAL X,W,E,Z,B 
IF(ABS(W).GT.1.E-10*X) THEN 
Z«X/W 
ELSE 
Z*SIGN(1.E-10,W) 
END IF 
IF(<1.E-3.LE.ABS(Z)> .AND. (ABS(Z ) .LE.1,E2)) THEN 
B»L/Z-H./(1.-EXP{Z)) 
ELSE IF(ABS(Z).LE.1.E-3) THEN 
B-.5-Z/12. 
ELSE 1F(1.E2.LE.Z) THEN 
B»1./Z 
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ELSE IF(Z.LE.-1.E2) THEN 
B»1.+1./Z 
END IP 
TMA=B 
RETURN 
END 
CCCCCC ====== 
FUNCTION TSAT(P) 
IF(P.GT.11.) GOTO 3 
IF(P.GT.1.1) GOTO 2 
1 TSAT=((((21.0001*P-124.324)*P+281.872)*P-315.384)*P+207.750)*P 
£ +28.5272 
RETURN 
2 TSAT=( ( ( ( . 1 4 2 5 0 2 E - 2 * P - . 5 7 9 2 6 1 E - 1 ) * P + . 9 1 8 8 6 9 ) * P - 7 . 3 8 8 4 8 ) * P 
£ + 3 6 . 7 1 2 3 ) * P + 6 9 . 7 4 7 7 
RETURN 
3 T S A T = ( ( ( ( ( - . 4 3 5 5 3 3 E - 9 * P + . 1 9 3 4 8 l E - 6 ) * P - . 3 4 8 3 7 6 E - 4 ) * P + . 3 2 9 4 9 0 E - 2 ) * 
£ - , 1 8 0 9 1 6 ) * P + 6 . 8 2 7 0 6 ) * P + 1 2 6 . 8 8 8 
RETURN 
END 
CCCCCC ====== 
& 
& 
& 
& NOW THE SUBMODULES FOLLOW 
& 
5 =========== 
& 
& 
i SUBMO HX 
6 -«-«= 
6 HEAT EXCHANGER 
: = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = :•: 
& 
!FUN TMA; 
iUNI 
JSTV TT ,TW ,TI ,TC ,TO ; 
!INP WW,WC, 
I TWI,TC1; 
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KWT,KTC,CT,CW,CCI,CC,CCO,CPW,CPC; 
TWM,TCM; 
TEMPERATURE OF TUBE 
TEMPERATURE OF WARM FLUID, AT OUTLET AND IN HX 
TEMPERATURE OF COLD FLUID, IN INLET CHAMBER 
TEMPERATURE OF COLD FLUID, IN HX 
TEMPERATURE OF COLD FLUID, IN OUTLET CHAMBER 
FLOW OF WARM FLUID 
FLOW OF COLD FLUID 
TEMPERATURE OP WARM FLUID AT INLET 
TEMPERATURE OF COLD FLUID AT INLET 
HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT; WARM FLUID TO TUBES 
HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT; TUBES TO COLD FLUID 
HEAT CAPACITY OF TUBES 
HEAT CAPACITY OF WARM FLUID 
HEAT CAPACITY OF COLD FLUID IN INLET CHAMBER 
HEAT CAPACITY OF COLD FLUID IN TUBES 
HEAT CAPACITY OF COLD FLUID IN OUTLET CHAMBER 
SPECIFIC HEAT CAPACITY OF WARM FLUID 
SPECIFIC HEAT CAPACITY OF COLD FLUID 
MEAN TEMPERATURE OF WARM FLUID. 
MEAN TEMPERATURE OF COLD FLUID. 
REAL KL,B,QWT,QTC,HW,HC,HWC 
REAL H,K 
C * 
DATA K/1.E20/ 
C * NON-VANISHING FLOWS ASSUMED IN THIS MODEL. 
C * TOTAL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS FOR 
C * HEAT TRANSFER FROM WARM FLUID TO TUBES / TUBES TO COLD FLUID 
KL«1./(1./KMT+1./KTC) 
HW=WW*CPW 
HC«WC*CPC 
HWC-HW-HC 
IF(K*ABS(HWC).GT,ABS(HW*HC)) THEN 
1PAR 
JALG 
& 
& 
& 
6 
fc 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
C * 
TT 
TW 
TI 
TC 
TO 
WW 
wc 
TWI 
TCI 
KWT 
KTC 
CT 
CW 
CCI 
CC 
CCO 
CPW 
CPC 
TWM 
TCM 
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H*HW*HC/HWC 
ELSE 
H=SIGN(K,HWC)*SIGN(1.,HW*HC} 
END IF 
C * USER MUST GUARANTEE THAT NEITHER IS ZERO : NON-VANISHING FLOWS 
C * WEIGHT-FACTOR 
B»TMA(RL,H) 
C * MEAN TEMPERATURE OF WARM FLUID / COLD FLUID 
TWM=(1.-B)*TWI + B*TW 
TCM=B*TI + (1.-B)*TC 
C * HEAT TRANSFER FROM WARM FLUID TO TUBES / TUBES TO COLD FLUID 
QWT=KWT*(TWM-TT) 
QTC=RTC*(TT-TCM) 
C * ENERGY BALANCE 
TT :(QWT-QTC)/CT 
TW :(WW*CPW*(TWI-TW)-QWT)/CW 
TI :WC*CPC*(TCI-TI)/CCI 
TC :(WC*CPC*(TI-TC)+QTC)/CC 
TO :WC*CPC*(TC-TO)/CCO 
RETURN 
END 
* 
! 
& 
& 
iSTV 
IINP 
!PAR 
IALG 
* 
SUBMO MIX 
zsxss 
TWO PLOWS ARE MIXED TO ONE 
T; 
W1,T1,W2,T2,RH0; 
V? 
WO; 
WO-WT+W2 
T :(W1*T1+W2*T2-W0*T}/(V*RH0) 
RETURN 
END 
& 
j 
C * 
! SUBMO PI 
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& 
& 
& 
& 
•FUN 
I TXT 
ISTV 
IINP 
: = ss s 
PI-
ALIM,ALIMD; 
REPORT; 
Z; 
X 
1 PAR XO 
•ALG 
& 
& 
& 
C * 
C * 
c * 
c * 
c * 
c * 
Y; 
REAL 
,XS; 
,XM 
Z 
X 
XS 
X0,XM 
PB 
TAU 
G 
Y 
-REGULATOR 
rPB,TAU,G j 
INTEGRAL OF ERROR 
INPUT SIGNAL 
SET POINT 
RANGE OF INPUT 
PROPORTIONAL BAND 
TIME CONSTANT 
GAIN 
OUTPUT SIGNAL 
SIGNAL,SETPNTrEPSLON 
PI-CONTROLLER 
SIGNAL'ALIM(XO,X,XM) 
IF(SIGNAL.NE.X) REPORT='INPUT OUT OF MEASURING RANGE.' 
SETPNT=ALIM(XO,XS,XM) 
IF(SETPNT.NE.XS) REPORT(30:)='SETPOINT OUT OF MEASURING RANGE.' 
EPSLON-(SIGNAL-SETPNT)/PB 
Z-ALIK(0.,Z,1.) 
Z :ALIMD{EPSLON/TAU,0.,Z,1.) 
Y»ALIK(0.,G*(EPSLON+Z),1. ) 
RETURN 
END 
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& 
C * 
! 
6 
& 
& 
& 
I FUN 
ISTV 
1INP 
i PAR 
!ALG 
6 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
SUBHO 
ws 
H 
TD 
TT 
TI 
TF 
TO 
PS 
HSI 
TDI 
WDI 
WDO 
WF 
TFI 
TAU 
KST 
KTF 
CT 
CI 
CF 
CO 
CPF 
CPD 
SCA 
STEAM COOLER (TYPE A) WITH A DRAIN TANK 
HFS,HGS,TMA,TSAT? 
WS ,H
 fTD rTT ,TI rTF ,TO ; 
PSrHSI,TDI,WDI,WDO,WF rTFI; 
TAU,KST,KTF,CT,CI,CF,CO,CPF,CPD,RHOD,AD; 
HSB,TFM; 
FLOW OF STEAM INTO STEAM COOLER 
HEIGHT OF DRAINAGE IN TANK 
TEMPERATURE OF DRAINAGE 
TEMPERATURE OF TUBES 
TEMPERATURE OF FEEDWATER IN INLET CHAMBER 
TEMPERATURE OF FEEDWATER IN TUBES 
TEMPERATURE OF PEEDWATER IN OUTLET CHAMBER 
PRESSURE OF STEAM 
ENTHALPI OF STEAM AT INLET 
TEMPERATURE OF DRINAGE AT INLET 
FLOW OF DRAINAGE AT INLET 
FLOW OF DRAINAGE AT OUTLET 
FLOW OF FEEDWATER 
TEMPERATURE OF PEEDWATER AT INLET 
TIME CONSTANT 
HEAT TRANSFER 
HEAT TRANSFER 
HEAT CAPACITY 
HEAT CAPACITY 
HEAT CAPACITY 
HEAT CAPACITY 
SPECIFIC HEAT 
SPECIFIC HEAT 
FOR RATE OP CHANGE OP STEAM FLOW 
COEFFICIENT; STEAM TO TUBES 
COEFFICIENT; TUBES TO PEEDWATER 
OF TUBES 
OF FEEDWATER IN INLET CHAMBER 
OP FEEDWATER IN STEAM COOLER 
OF FEEDWATER IN OUTLET CHAMBER 
CAPACITY OF FEEDWATER 
CAPACITY OF DRAINAGE 
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b RHOD DENSITY OF DRAINAGE 
& AD AREA OF DRAINAGE TANK 
& 
& HSB ENTHALPI AF STEAM IN BACKWARD FLOW 
6 TFM MEAN TEMPERATURE OF FEEDWATER. 
C * 
REAL WSP,HP,TS,MD,WE,HS,HSA,HD,QE,QST,QS,Z,WC,KL,B 
C * 
TS=TSAT(PS) 
IF(H.LT.1.E-5) H=1.E-5 
MD*H*AD*RHOD 
IF(TD-TS.GT.O.) THEN 
C * SUPER-HEATING -> EVAPORATION AT RATE 
WE=.008*MD*(TD-TS)**2. 
ELSE 
WE=0. 
END IF 
C * ENTHALPY OF H20 AS STEAM AND AS WATER AT TEMPERATURE TSAT 
HS=HGS(TS) 
HD=HFS(TS) 
QE»WE*(HS-HD) 
QST=KST*(TS-TT) 
QS=QST-QE 
IF(WS.GE..O) THEN 
C * (NORMAL) FORWARD FLOW 
HSA=HSI 
HSB=0. 
C * Z IS THE NECASSARY INPUT FLOW OF STEAM 
Z-QS/(HSA-HD) 
WSP*(Z-WS)/TAU 
ELSE 
C * BACKWARD FLOW 
HSA'HS 
HSB-HSA 
C * Z IS THE NECESSARY "FLOW" OF CONDENSING STEAM 
C * THE NET PRODUCTION OF STEAM IS (WE-Z) 
C * THE FLOW OF STEAM IN(1) IS -(WE-Z) 
Z»QS/(HSA-HD) 
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C * 
6 
& 
C * 
! 
& 
& 
& 
& 
1FUN 
(STV 
1INP 
•PAR 
!ALG 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
END IF 
WS :WSP 
WC=WS+WE 
HP*(WC+WDI-WDO-WE)/(AD*RHOD) 
IF((HP.LT.O.) .AND. (H.LE.1.E-5)) HP=0. 
H :HP 
TD :(WDI*(TDI-TD)+WC*(TS-TD)-QE/CPD)/MD 
TI :WP*CPF*(TFI-TI)/CI 
TO :WP*CPP*(TF~TO)/CO 
KL=1./(1./KST+1,/KTF) 
B»TMA(KL,WF*CPF) 
TFM=B*TI+(1.-B)*TF 
QTF«KTF*(TT-TFM) 
TF :(QTP-WF *CPP *(TF-TI))/CF 
TT :(QST-QTF)/CT 
RETURN 
END 
SUBMO SCB 
STEAM COOLER (TYPE B) WITH A DRAIN TANK 
HFS,HGS,TMA,TSAT; 
PS ,H ,TD ,TT ,TI ,TF ,TO ; 
WS,HSI,TDI,WDI,WDO,WF,TFI; 
KST,KTF,CT,CI,CF,CO,CPF,CPD,RHOD,AD,V,RG; 
HSB,TFM; 
PS PRESSURE OF STEAM 
H HEIGHT OF DRAINAGE IN TANK 
TD TEMPERATURE OF DRAINAGE 
TT TEMPERATURE OF TUBES 
TI TEMPERATURE OF FEEDWATER IN INLET CHAMBER 
TF TEMPERATURE OF FEEDWATER IN TUBES 
TO TEMPERATURE OF FEEDWATER IN OUTLET CHAMBER 
ID / 
WS FLOW OF STEA* INTO STEAM COOLER 
HSI ENTHALPI OF STEAM A~ ULET 
TDI TEMPERATURE OF DRAINAGE AT INLET 
WDI FLOW OF DRAINAGE AT INLET 
WDO FLOW OF DRAINAGE AT OUTLET 
WF FLOW OF FEEDWATER 
TFI TEMPERATURE OF FEEDWATER AT INLET 
KST HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT; STEAM TO TUBES 
KTF HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT: TUBES TO FEEDWATER 
CT HEAT CAPACITY OF TUBES 
CI HEAT CAPACITY OF FEEDWATER IN INLET CHAMBER 
CF HEAT CAPACITY OF FEEDWATER IN STEAM COOLER 
CO HEAT CAPACITY OF FEBDWATER IN OUTLET CHAMBER 
CPF SPECIFIC HEAT CAPACITY OF FEEDWATER 
CPD SPECIFIC HEAT CAPACITY OF DRAINAGE 
RHOD DENSITY OF DRAINAGE 
AD AREA OF DRAINAGE TANK 
V STEAM VOLUME 
RG DIFF. QUOTIENT OF RHO WITH RESPECT TO PRESSURE 
HSB ENTHALPI AF STEAM IN BACKWARD FLOW 
TFM MEAN TEMPERATURE OP FEEDWATER. 
REAL HP,TS,MD,W£,HS,HSA,HD,QE,Q3T,WC,KL,B 
TS»TSAT(PS) 
IF(H.LT.1.E-5) H=T.E-5 
MD»H*AD*RHOD 
IF(TD-TS.GT.O.) THEN 
SUPER-HEATING -> EVAPORATION AT RATE 
WE=.008*MD*(TD-TS)**2. 
ELSE 
WE-0. 
END IF 
ENTHALPY OF H20 AS STEAM AND AS WATER AT TEMPERATURE TSAT 
HS-HGS(TS) 
HD-HPS(TS) 
QE»WE*(HS-HD) 
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QST*KST*(TS-TT) 
IF(WS.GB..O) THEN 
C * (NORMAL) FORWARD FLOW 
HSA-HSI 
HSB-0. 
ELSE 
C * BACKWARD FLOW 
HSA-HS 
HSB*HSA 
END IF 
WC-(QST+WS*(HS-HSA))/(HS-flD) 
PS :<WS+WE-WC)/{V*RG) 
BP» (WC+WDI-WDO-WE )/(AD*RHOD) 
IF((HP.LT.O.) .AND. (H.LE.1.E-5 )) HP«0. 
H :HP 
TD :(WDI*(TDI-TD)+WC*(TS-TD)-QE/CPD)/MD 
TI :WF*CPF*(TFI-TI)/CI 
TO :WP*CPF*(TF-TO)/CO 
KL=1./<1./KST+t./KTF) 
B»TMA(KL,WF*CPF) 
TFM*B*TI+(1.-B)*TP 
QTP*KTF*(TT-TFM> 
TF :(QTF-WF*CPF*(TF-TI))/CF 
TT :(QST-QTF)/CT 
C * 
RETURN 
END 
A 
* 
! SUBMO TIDEL 
& 
& TIME DELAY 
& 
i UNI 
ISTV X; 
IINP T,V,TI; 
•PAR L; 
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IALG TO; 
ft 
ft Because of UNI-command a string variable 6 characters long 
ft will be transferred. This will uniquely identify the 
6 place in users programme where this subroutine was 
ft called. 
ft 1) running character , start 'A* 
ft 2) naote of :;ubmodule (TIDEL) , 5 c h a r a c t e r s l o n g . 
ft 
REAL TAU 
CHARACTER*7 TTrDT 
t 
IFCT.LT.O.) THEN 
STEADY STATE RUS 
XP=0. 
ELSE 
XP«V 
END IF 
X :XP 
TT»'TV/IDENT 
DT« lDV/InENT 
1000 P0RHAT<A1,I5.5) 
TAU»TRN£TM(TT,X,X-L) 
TOeDEADTM(DT,TI,TAU) 
r 
RETURN 
END 
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APPENDIX C 
LISTIMG OP SOURCE FILES THAT ARE BEING USED 
FOR SIMULATION OF A PART OF A POWER PLANT 
Here the source files to the precompiler system are listed. 
These source files were used for simulation of a part of a 
power plant. The simulation was performed at a time where only 
a preliminary version of the precompiler system had been de-
veloped and the source file with the present version of the 
precompiler system. 
The use of text variables (strings) has been demonstrated but 
it is not safe to use them as it was done in this example. 
The submodules that was used in this simulation are described 
in Appendix A and the library that was used is listed in Ap-
pendix B. 
The list file, that was manually written because the prelimi-
nary version of the precompiler system did not include this 
facility, is listed in Appendix 0 and one of the input files 
that was used is listed in Appendix E. 
Turbine Module, Listing 
* 
* %%%%%%%%%%«%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
* %%%%%%%%%%%%mtt%t%%%! %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%*% 
* %%%%%%%%%%%%«% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
* %%%%%%%%%% TURBINE SECTION %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
* %«%%%«%%%%«%%% %%m%%%%t%%%%%%%!%%* 
* %%%%%%%%t%%%%%%%%%%%%%% %%%%%Mtt^mt%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
* %%%%»»%%!%%%%*%%%%%%%%*%%%%%%%!%%%%%%%%%%%%m%%%%%i%%%%%%%*%%% 
* 
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C * 
i 
& 
i 
IALG 
& 
* 
C * 
* 
MODUL TU 
HGS ,HFS ,TSAT ,TMA 
& 
!FUN 
& 
ISTV PV ,PH ,HHP 
PT
 rHRTV ,HRHV ,PM ,TTR , 
PL ,HLP , 
TOON ,TCO ,MAC ; 
>IHP PE , WS(5) ,XV , 
! ALTV ,AHDV , 
INPUT VARIABLES TO LP-TORBINE : H 5 ( 1 - 3 ) 
WOGN ,WCW
 r T Q ,HSB(3) 
i 
! 
1 PC ,TCM 
WSL ,wv ,m ,wr ,SH ,HV ,HH ,XBO , 
w n ,wro ,WBD
 rtnr ,HTO ,HPD ,TBO ,TBM ,WH ,www , 
! PS(5),HSI(5) ,BT ,EH ,EL
 rWRH(2) ,THH(2) 
& 
INTEGER NP 
PARAMETER (NP=14) 
REAL KE ,KV ,KH ,VH ,HGH ,GH , 
£ KHL
 rKVM ,VR ,VT ,VMD ,RGR ,CKQR ,KQT ,CTR , 
£ KL ,VL ,HGL
 rGL , 
£ BC ,NCW
 rCPC , C W fCCT , 
E PTVKO) , M 2 ) ,HFVR(3) ,HFVR5 
REAL AV,KLP,KgR,CPR,PR,HFSPH,HFSPT /HGSPT,SFSPTrSFSPC 
REAL S,TM fHHOrTTO,XH,»1 fHL fQCTrQCW,TE,TH,TrrTL,YV,yH,YL 
INTEGER IrJ 
REAL VSL,RGV,QTR,QRR,H,E 
REAL AVX(NP),AVY(NP) 
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C * HP-VALVE CHARACTERISTICS 
DATA. AVV.OO0,.200,.2SOf.3OO,.35O,.5QQ,.55Q, 
£ . 6 0 0 , . 6 5 0 , . 7 0 0 , . 7 5 0 , . 8 0 0 , . 9 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 / 
DATA AVY/.000, .055, .110, .195, .295, .635, .740, 
E . 8 2 5 , . 8 8 3 , . 9 2 7 , . 9 5 5 , . 9 7 5 , . 9 9 0 , 1 . 0 0 / 
C * STEAM LINE VOLUME AM> D(RHD)/tt> 
DATA VSL,RStf/100.,.54/ 
* VSL = 79.08 -> 100 TO REDUCE DYNAMICS 
C * 
C * 
c * 
C * FLOM COEFFICIENTS 
DKTA KE,KV,KH,KHL,K\M,KL / .3306671E-5,24.86 ,13 . ,1630. ,150. ,121.35/ 
C * VOLUMES 
DATA VH,VR,VT,VK>,VL / 1 0 . , 2 4 0 . , 2 8 4 . , 1 8 . 6 , 1 5 6 . / 
C * RHO DIPFEFWPIATED HTSfl RESPECT TO PRESSURE 
DATA RGH,RGR,RGL / . 5 1 , . 4 7 , . 4 2 5 / 
C * TURBINE EFFICIENCIES 
DATA GH,6L / . 781 , .87867 / 
C * HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS AND CALCULATION OP 
DATA KQ?,RCW,CKQR / 4 . 5 4 , 5 0 . , 2 9 4 . / 
C * HEAT CAPACITY, SPEC. HEAT CAP. 
DATA CTOfCOf,CCT,CPC / 5 . 3 1 5 , 4 4 6 . , 7 3 . , 4 . 2 E - 3 / 
C * EXTRACTION PRESSURE CALCULATIONS 
DATA PFVR,A / .0379 , .171 , .32 , .1235 , -1 .225E-5 / 
C * EXTRACTION ENTHALPY CALCULATIONS 
DATA HFVR,HPVR5 / . 2 9 9 , . 5 6 3 , . 6 9 1 , . 2 9 3 / 
C * MEAN TEMPERATURE CALCULATION 
DATA BC / .455 / 
C * 
C * 
C * 
* 
DATA 1 / 1 / 
t 
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* STATEMENT FUNCTIONS 
* 
SGS(T)«< ((.»92112E-9*r-.223860E-6) *Pf .967903E-4) *T 
£ -,254W6B-1)*T*9.t3«96 
SFS<T)»(((-.119848B-t0*TK3«973«E-7)*r-.242318B-4)*r 
t •.15»2aB-1)«T+.449447E-2 
SGSU(P,!i >«(2.748?*V-.0720765*P> «H 
£ +{-1.01€91-.303783*P+.0452131*P**2)^**2 
CPLF(P,T)«< ((-.46981 ie-7«TO45247E-5*P*.»3806B-4)*T 
£ -.107Ot6E-4*F*P-.19534<*-2*P-.492290e-2)*T 
£ +,32645*-2«P«P*.292m*P+2.16220)/1000. 
PSJtt(T)«( (.649403E-6«T+.8831?9£-6>*T+.629256E-? )*r+. 522211E-2 
# 
* — . . — . . . . . . . » . . . . , • . . , • • • . . . . , . - - , . - . . . . . . . . . . , . . . 
* BIOS PRESSURE TURBINE M U H VALVE 
* 
* FUNCTIONS 
* HGS,HPS,SGS,SFS 
• 
* STATE VARIABLES 
* PV STEAM P R E S S U S BEFORE VALVE (NB REHEATER) 
* PH S I E M PRESSURE I N TURBINE INLET CUMBER 
* IBP ENTHALPY OP WET STEW IN : ~ 
* 
* INPUT VARIABLES 
* PE STEM! PRESSURE BEFORE STEAM LINE 
* PT I S REHEATER 
* tft PLOW THROUGH VALVE : STEM* LINE TO REHEATER 
* WB(4-5) LOAD BY STEAM COOLER 4 AND 5 
* XV VALVE OPENING 
* 
* PARAMETERS 
* KE PLOW COEPPICIENT FOR STEAM LINE 
* KV VALVE 
* KH TURBINE 
* VH VOLUME OF TURBINE INLET CHAMBER 
" RGH DIFFERENTIAL QUOTIENT OF RHD WITH R E S P . TO PRESSUR2 
* GH EFFICIENCY OF TURBINE 
t /4 -
* ALGEBRAIC VARIABLES 
* NSL STEAM aOW IN STEAM LINE 
* W FLOW THROUGH VALVE (CBO) 
* Wi — TURBINE (CBO) 
* W TO BEHEATER (NB REHEATER) 
* SH ENTROPI OP S I E M W INLET CHAMBER (CBO) 
* UV SPECIFIC ENTHALPY OP STEAM FLOW INTO INLET OWCEE 
* HB OUT OF INLBT CHAMB 
* BBO — — — TURBINE (ME 
* »0 STEAM QUALITY 
* 
T E T S K r ø ) 
KV-.9*5*HGB(TE)-K0O5*HFS(TE) 
AREA OP VALVE OPENING IS CALCULATED 
10 IF(AVX(I).LE.XV) THEN 
IF(I.LT.NP) THEN 
IP(AVX(I+1).GE.XV) THEN 
AV*(XV-«nt(I))/(AVX(I+!)-AVX(I)) *(AVY(I+1)-AVY(I)> + AVYU 
ELSE 
I«I+1 
GOTO 10 
END IP 
OSE 
AV-1. 
END IP 
ELSE 
IF(I.OT.I) THEN 
1*1-1 
GOTO 10 
ELSE 
AV-O. 
END IF 
END IF 
PR-PH/PV 
I P ( P R . L T . . 5 7 7 ) THEN 
YV-1 . 
ELSE 
YV»SQRT( 1. -5.5888* (<PR- .577) * *2 . ) ) 
END IP 
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PR«PT/PH 
IP(PR.LT..7) THEN 
ELSE 
YB*l.-(100./9.)*((PR-.7)**2. > 
HO IP 
w«cv*pv*mAV 
*H=*H*PH«YH 
PH :(W-*B)/(\H*HCH) 
tB*Off/rVH«IGB«PH) 
HIP :*r*HV-W*t« 
TH-TSAT(PH) 
TT*rSKT(PT) 
HP5PH'4IFS(TH) 
Jm«(HHHffSPH)/(HGS(TH)-HPSPH) 
SH*XH*9GS(Tfl)+(1.-XH)*SPS(TH> 
ASSUME GR*1. 
SPSFT*SP5(Tr) 
HGSPT=HGS(TT) 
«P5PT»KFS(TT) 
JHO-(SH-SfSPT)/(SGB(TT)-SFSPri 
»»»»»•HGBPT+(l.-)WO)niFSPT 
CORRECT FOR EFFICIENCY 
HHO-HH-GH*(HH-HBO) 
JWt>{HHCMffSPr)/(HGSPT-«FSPT) 
Mr-W~(VS (4)416(5)) 
REHEATER WITH TO VALVES 
FUNCTIONS 
HGS , HP5 , TSAT 
STATE VARIABLES 
PT STEAK PRESSURE IN REHEATER 
HFT1V ENTHALPY OF STEAM BEPORE SUPER HEATER 
HBHV jjf 
PN STEAK PRESSORE IN TUBES 
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TTR TUBS TEMPERKXT8B 
OfOrwOMLES 
wr som ttat FROM TURBINE 
mo QUALITY OF SIEJW n m TURBINE 
HK> SPECIFIC ENTHALPY OP S I E M PROM TURBINE 
PV SIEM PRESSURE BEFORE VfcLVE 
PL IH JXimWhEK 
AWV VALVE 0PE9XH5 : U W C l i O W TO LW PRESSURE TURMW 
. STEM L B B 
FLOW COEFFICIENT FOR \ * L W : 0UMCC1EOM LF^CUMD* 
EM : — stem LINE 
\fc VOLUME OF 
VT 
\*D — — 9IEMI Di TUBBS 
RGR DIFFERENTIAL QJUOTUMT OP RHO K U B K S P . TO PRESSUE 
ODØR OONSTMT POR OBTAINING H E « iwwsim COEFFICIENT 
RQT HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT : CONDENSING S T E M - T H 
CTR CAPACITY OP TUBE 
ALGEBRAIC VMtlf lLES 
U R PLOW OP 'DRIED' STEAK IMO MOISTURE SEPARATORS 
WID OUT OP 
M B SUPERHEATED S I E M OUT OF REHEftTER 
RTi SPECIFIC ENTHALPY OP DRIED STEM « INTO PC 
ifJQ _ — ; OOT OP ~ 
trø SUPERHEATED StetM AT OUTLET 
TTO TBNPERKIURE OP S T E M OUT OP MS M D OF MOISTURE 
tro REHEATER 
THM MEAN TEMPERATURE OP S I E M I N SUFERHEATER 
TM TEMPERATURE OP CONDENSED S I E M 
til FLOM OP CONDENSING S I E M THROUGH VALVE 
MHC CONDENSED OUT OP TUBE 
IMII rorøt REMOVED FROM MET S T E M 
FURTHERMORE HGSPT M D KFSPT ARE USED 
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im«.9»s««sm.oo5 ,wFSpr 
WD»IHL*(PT-PL) *ALTV 
•#K>»{VR^in4vr^iD)/(vr«R) 
PT :(*ffI-**D)/(K»*{Vr»VR)) 
ino-anv/(vrn«am>T) 
HH>*WHV/(VR*fCR*PT) 
IF(HTO.LE.MBSPT) THEN 
TKMT 
ELSE 
rKMT+CffKMKSPT )/ZM 
EK> IP 
* OH SPECIFIC HEAT CARAC!« OP SS&K IN REfffiftSfcR 
CPR«CPLFtPr,(TlO*HO)/2.) 
TKHnO^dfiD-flQSPDASft 
RQP-MRD/3QR 
• 
B*MMKLIt,HRO*CPR) 
HRTV :wn*tfn-wro*mD 
HPBV :WTO*inO*<2RR-*K>*HRD 
HMSHT(IW) 
WMffS<TK) 
QTRHBQT* CW-TIR) 
»«-KNW*(PV-PW )*«EV 
WHC^»R/(HV-WI) 
WSL»9QOT( (PE-PV)/IE) 
PV :(W5L-(WVH«))/(VSL*HGV) 
PH :(»W#IC)/<RGR*WO) 
TIR s ({/TR-OjMO/CTR 
VftMsMVWn 
* 
* WW-PRESSURE TURBINE 
* 
* FUNCTIONS 
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* SGS , SGSU , HGS , HFS 
* ( PSAT t PREMATURELY ) 
* 
* STATE VARIABLES 
* PL STEAM PRESSURE IN INLET CHAMBER 
* HLP ENTHALPY OF STEAM IN INLET CHAMBER 
* 
* INPUT VARIABLES 
* PC PRESSURE IN CONDENSER 
* WRO STEAM FLOW INTO INLET CHAMBER 
* WS(t-3) LOAD BY STEAM COOLER 1,2 AND 3 
* TOON TEMPERATURE OF STEAM IN CONDBSER 
* 
* PARAMETERS 
* KL PLOW COEFFICIENT FOR TURBINE 
* VL VOLUME OP TORBINE INLET CHAMBER 
* RGL DIFFERENTIAL QUOTIENT OF RHO WITH RESP. TO PRESSUl 
* GL EFFICIENCY OF TURBINE 
* 
* ALGEBRAIC VARIABLES 
* WL STEAM FLOW OUT OF INLET CHAMBER 
* WLO TURBINE 
* SL ENTROPY OF STEAM IN INLET CHAMBER 
* HC SPECIFIC ENTHALPY OF STEAM OUT OF TURBINE 
* 
* THE INPUT VARIABLE PC IS CALCUIATED ,PREMATURELY, 
PC*PSAT(TCON) 
* 
PR-PC/PL 
IF(PR.LT. .7) THEN 
YL*1. 
ELSE 
Y L * 1 . - ( 1 0 0 . / 9 . )*( ( P R - . 7 ) * * 2 . ) 
END IF 
WL«KL*PL*YL 
PL : (WRO-WL)/(RGL*VL) 
HL-HLP/(VL*R3L*PL) 
HLP :WRO*HRO-WL*HL 
TWPSAT(PL) 
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SL»SGS(TL)+SGSU<PL,HL-HGS (TL)) 
SFSPC=SFS(TCON) 
XC-(SL-SFSPC )/(SGS(TOON)-SPSPC) 
HC=XC*HGS {TOON)+(1. -XC) *HFS (TOON) 
HC»flL-<;L*(HL-HC) 
WLO=WL-(WS(1)-»WS(2)4WS(3)> 
* 
* CONDENSER 
* 
* FUNCTIONS 
* HFS 
* ( PSAT : HAS BEEN USED PREMATURELY ) 
* STATE VARIABLES 
* TCON TEMPERATURE OF TUBE AND OF STEAM AND CONDENSATE 
* TOO WATER AT OUTLET 
* MAC MASS OF ACCUMULATED CONDENSATE 
* 
* INPUT VARIABLES 
* WLO STEAM FLOW FROM TURBINE 
* WCON FLOW OF CONDENSATE OUT OF CONDENSER 
* WCW WATER IN TUBE 
* TCI TEMPERATURE OF WATER AT INLET 
* PARAMETERS 
* BC WEIGHT FACTOR AT CALCULATION OF MEAN TEMPERATURE 
* KCW HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT, FROM TUBES TO WATER 
* CPC SPECIFIC HEAT CAPACITY OF WATER 
* CCW TOTAL 
* OCT TUBE 
* 
* ALGEBRAIC VARIABLES 
* PC STEAM PRESSURE IN CONDENSER 
* TCM MEAN TEMPERATURE OF WATER 
* 
* PC»PSAT<TCON) HAS ALREADY BEEN CALCULATED 
* 
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TCM«BC*PCH-< I . - B C )*TCO 
QCT=WLO*{HC-HFS(TCON}) 
QCW=*CW* (TCON-TCM} 
TCON : (QCT-CjCW)/CCT 
TCO :(CPWCW*(TCI-TCO)*CPC)/CCW 
MAC :WLO-WCON 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
ALGEBRAIC VARIABLES FOR THE TURBINE SECTION 
EXTRACTION PRESSURES AND ENTHALPIES 
POWER PRODUCTION 
HATER FLOWS FROM REHEATER 
STATE VARIABLES 
NONE 
INPUT VARIABLES 
PC 
PL 
PT 
PH 
WH 
WS{5) 
HC 
HL 
HH 
HHO 
HSB(3) 
WT 
WTI 
WMC 
TT 
TM 
PARAMETERS 
PFVR{3) 
A(2) 
HFVR(3) 
STEAM PRESSURE IN CONDENSER 
LP INLET CHAMBER 
REHEATER 
HP
 INLET CHAMBER 
FLOW THROUGH HP TUR3INE 
PLOWS, EXTRACTION 
SPEC. ENTHALPY OF STEAM OUT OF LP TURBINE 
A T LP INLET CHAMBER 
Hp 
OUT OF HP TURBINE 
f EXTRACTION 
FLOW OF WET STEAM TO REHEATER 
DRIED MS 
CONDENSED STEAM 
TEMPERATURE OF STEAM IN MS 
CONDENSED STEAM 
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* HFVR5 
* 
* ALGEBRAIC VARIABLES 
* PS(5) STEAM PRESSURE 
* HSI(5) SPEC. ENTHALPY OF STEAM 
* ET POWER PRODUCTION, TOTAL 
* EH , HP-TURBINE 
* EL , LP-TURBINE 
* WRH(2) FLOW OF WATER FROM REHEATER 
* TRH(2) TEMP. 
* DO 200 J=1,3 
PS (J)=PC+PFVR(J)*(PL-PC) 
HSI (J )»HCiHFVR(J )* (HL-HC) 
200 CONTINUE 
PS (4)=PT 
HSI(4)=HHO 
PS (5)=PT+(A(1)+A(2)*WH)*(PH-PT} 
HSI (5)=HHCHHFVR5*(HH-HHO) 
EH=Wi*(HH-HHO)-WS (5)*(HSI(5)-HH0) 
E=0. 
DO 300 J=T,3 
IF(WS(J).GT.0.) THEN 
H=HSI(J) 
ELSE 
H=HSB(J) 
END IF 
E=E+WS(J)*(H-HC) 
300 CONTINUE 
EL=WL*(HL-HC)-E 
BT=EH+EL 
* 
WRH(i)=wr-wri 
TRH(1)*TT 
WRH(2)=^ MC 
TRH(2)*TM 
* 
RETURN 
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ENTR? TOUT 
* 
WRITE(10,MA)') T 
WRITB( 10,1000) ,PErPVrFMrPHfPTrPL,PC, ,PE.PV,PW,PH,PY,PL,PC 
WRITE110,1000) 'HHP,HlW,HRf!V,HIJ>^HHPfHRTV,HBHV,HLP 
WRITE( 10,1000) 'HVrHH/HBO,HM,,HV^H,HHO,HM 
WRITE(10,1000) ,HTI,HTO,HRD/HC,rHTI,tfro,HHD,HC 
WRITE( 10,1000) 'H«H{2),TRH(2),,WRHrTFH 
WRHE( 10,1000) ,TErTM,T^rTTR,,raW,TOO, ,TErTMrTTrTTRrTGONrTCO 
WRITBt 10,1000) 'THrTRDrT!W,TCM,rTH,THDfT»lrTCH 
WRITE( 10,1000) ,wv,wH,wr,wn,wro,wRO'rwv,wH,v«n,,«Ti,>rro,vKO 
WRITE( 10,1000) 't6L,W(,VlfC,WHH,HL,)CiO' ,WSL,»!,V«C,WWW,WL,WLO 
WRITE (10,1000) ,»CfSHrSLrM^O• ,MAC,SH,SL,XHO 
WRITE( 10,1000) ,KLR,KCP,CPR*1000rB,,KLR,KQR,1000*CPR,B 
WRITE(10,1000) ,Br,EL,EH*rErfEL,EH 
WRITE( 10,1000) »EXTRACTION : P AND H» ,PS,HSI 
WRITE(10,*) 
WRITE(10r*) 
WRITE(10,*) 
1000 FORMAT(X,A22,10(F11.5)) 
RETURN 
END 
Feedwater Preheater Chain. Listing 
& * 
& 
& %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
& %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
& %%%%%%%%%%%%%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%$%%%%% 
& %%%%%%%%%% PREHEATER CHAIN %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
& %%*%%%%%%%%%%% %%%%%!%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
& %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
& 
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& * 
• MODUL CH 
& 
& 
!STV pm,PFV5fW5(3)fH(5),TD(5),TTS(5),TIS(5),TF(5),TOS(5), 
2(5), 
TW(3), 
X{5), 
TTB(4},TH(4),TIH(4),TC(4),T0H{4); 
INP PS(5)rKSI(5), 
WEOTIN, 
TPI, 
WRH(2),TRH(2); 
PAR HSET(5); 
TXT REPORT; 
ALG WFI, 
TFM(5),WDO(5),HSB(3), 
Y(5), 
WK(3), 
TOD(5)f 
TWM(4),TCM(4), 
WFV4,WFV5; 
& 
REAL WV(5),W51,W52,DUMMY 
REAL CV(5),RHOF(5),s>PLIT 
C * 
C * 
C * 
c * 
C * FLOW COEFFICIENTS 
DATA CV /630.,630.,800.,400.,210./ 
C * FEED WATER DENSITY, IN DELAY TUBES 
DATA RHOF /982.6,965.8,952.2,920.2,888.7/ 
C * RATIO OF WATER FROM SCB.4 FLOWING THROUGH HX.4 
DATA SPLIT /.145/ 
C * 
C * 
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* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
FLOK INK) THE CHAIN ( N F I ) I S DETERMINED BY THE FLOW OP DRAINAGE 
OUT OP THE FIRST STEAM COOLER (WDO(l ) ) AND THE FLOW OF HATER 
EXTRACTED FROM THE CHAIN (WIOTIN^JOTJXTT) 
WFI-WTOTIN-WDO( 1 ) 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * STAGE 1 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
OUTPUT VALVE CONTROII£D BY PI-REGULATOR 
WDO(1)=CV(l)*Y(l) 
* 
* 
* > » 
* 
! 
& 
& 
STEAM COOLER NO 1 
MACRO SCA 
•STV 
i 
! 
»INP 
•PAR 
I 
JAUG 
& 
* 
END 
WS : 
TD 
TI 
PS 
TDI 
WF 
TAU 
CT 
CI 
CPP 
RHOD 
HSB 
WB(D 
: TD(1) 
: TISO) 
: PS(1) 
: TW(1) 
: WFI 
= .25 
= 3.02 
=• 1 
» 4.2E-3 
= 982 
: HSB(1) 
* >» CONTROL OF WATER LEVEL 
* 
* 
1 
& 
& 
ISTV 
MACRO 
1339 13 
Z:Z(1 
PI 
)t 
H : 
, TT 
, TF 
, KSI 
, HDI 
, TFI 
, KST 
f 
, CF 
, CPD 
, AD 
, TFM 
- HO) 
: TTS<1) 
: TF(1) 
: HSI(1) 
: V©0(2) 
: TFI 
= 11.55 
= 10 
» .418E-2 
= 6.28 
: TFM(1) 
t 
t 
, TO 
r 
, WDO 
• 
, KTF 
, CO 
t 
9 
1 
9 
1 
: TOS(1) 
: WDO(1) 
= 5.775 
= 1 
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•INP X:H(1),XS:BSST(1)j 
iPAR XQ«.9,XM-2.6 rPB=0.5 fTAD»360.,G«1.25; 
IALG Y:Y{1); 
»TXT REPORT:REPORT; 
! END 
*• 
* >» TUBES TO DRAIN COOLER 
! MACRO MIX 
& ===== 
«r 
iSTV TlTM(1)| 
1INP Wl:VCO(l),T1:TD(l),W2:WFIrT2:1DS(1),RHO:RHOF(1); 
IPAR V=3; 
IALG WD:WM(1); 
! END 
C * 
* VOLUME PLOW THROUGH "DELAY TUBE" 
WV(1)=WM(1)/fcHOF(1) 
* 
! MACRO TIDEL 
& ===== 
& 
ISTV X;X(1); 
IINP T:TIME,V:WV(1),TI:TM(1)? 
IPAR L=26.8; 
IAL3 TO:TOD(1); 
! END 
C * 
* ***************** STAGE 2 ********************** 
* 
* >» DRAIN COOLER NO 1 
* 
! MACRO HX 
& ====» 
& 
ISTV TT:TTH(1),TW:TW(1)/TI:TIH(1),TC:TC(1)/TO:TOH(1); 
IINP WW:WDO(2),WC:WM(1),TWI:TD(2),TCT.:TCO(1); 
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!Wtt IWP«3.74,Rrc«3.7«,(^=2.8fC»-«4,CX:i-0.922,CC-9.22,COO-.922, 
i CPW*4.19E-3,CPC»42E-4? 
!ALG TOM : TOH(l) , TQ4 :TCH(1) 
* OD 
6 
* 
* > » STEAM COOLER NO 2 
* 
* OUTPUT VALVE CONTROLLED BY PI-REGULATOR 
HDO(2)»CV<2)*Y(2) 
! MACRO SCA 
& 3 S S S S 
& 
!STV WS:WS(2)^:H(2),TD:TD(2)rTT:TTS{2)r 
I TI:TIS(2),TF:TP(2),TO:TOS(2); 
»INP PS:PS(2)rHSI:HSI(2)rTDI:TW(2>,V©I:WDO(3)rV©0:WDO(2)f 
! WF:*M(1),TFI:T0H(1); 
»PAR TAU=.25,KST*15,KTP-7.5,CT»6.12,CI=2#CF=20rCO=2f 
• CPF=4.2E-3,CPD=.4l9E-2,RHOD=962fAD«4.,54; 
»ALG HSB:HSB(2),TFM:TFM<2); 
1 END 
& 
* > » CONTROL OP WVTER LEVEL 
* 
* 
1 
& 
»STV 
IINP 
iPAR 
iALG 
1TXT 
• 
if 
MACRO PI 
s s s s s 
Z:Z(2) ; 
X:H(2),XS:HSET(2); 
X0=.0,XM*1.4,PB=0.7,TAU«38.4,G=2. 
YsY(2); 
REPORT:REPORT; 
END 
* > » TUBES TO DRAIN COOLER 
ft 
C * 
,50; 
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* VOLUME FLOW THROUGH "DELAY TUBE" 
WV(2)-W(1)/RHOF{2) 
* 
> HACK) TXDSL 
ISTV X : X ( 2 ) ; 
!INP T:TIME,V:WV(2),TI:TOS(2); 
»EAR L*9.84; 
!AI£ TO:TOD(2); 
! END 
* 
* ***************** STAGE 3 ********************** 
* 
* > » DRAIN COOLER NO 2 
& 
! MACRO HX 
£ » a s s « 
ISTV TT:TrH(2),TW:TW(2),TI:TIH(2},TC:TC(2),TO:TOH(2); 
IINP VM:WDO(.?),WC:WM(1),TWI:TD(3),TCI:TOD(2); 
IPAR K W T » 4 . 2 4 r K K > 4 . 2 4 , C T » 1 . 5 6 , O J = 4 8 , C C l » 0 . 5 0 6 f a > 5 . 0 6 , C C O = . 5 0 6 , 
* CPW=4.21E-3,CPC=42E-4; 
IALG TWM : TWM<2) , TCM : TCM(2) ; 
! END 
& 
* 
* >» STEAM COOLER NO 3 
C * 
* OUTPUT VALVE CONTROLLED BY PI-REGULATOR 
WDO(3)*CV(3)*Y(3) 
* 
! MACRO SCA 
& = S = 3 S 
JSTV W5:WS<3),H:H(3)rTDlTD(3),TT:TrS(3), 
! TI:TIS(3)fTF:TF(3),TO;TOS(3); 
IMP PS:PS{3)/Hai:HSI(3)/TDI:TW(3),MDI:WDO(4),VCO:MDO(3)f 
! WFJWM(1),TFI:T0H(2); 
1PAR TAU*.25,KST=15.45,KTF»7.725,CT«7.26,CI-2.34,CF*23.4,CO=2.34, 
I CPF»4.2E-3,CPD*.42lE~2,RHOD»949,AD*9.04j 
!ALG HSB : HSB(3) , TFM : TFM(3) ; 
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! END 
& 
* 
* > » CONTROL OP WOBR LEVEL 
* 
* 
* MACRO PI 
S * = = 
!STV Z : Z ( 3 ) ; 
!INP X:H(3),XS:HSET(3)y 
!PAR X0».0,XM=1.35,PB«0.5,TAU«90.0,G=1.25; 
!ALG Y:Y(3) ; 
•TXT REPORP:REPORT; 
I END 
* 
& 
* » > TUBES TO DRAIN COOLER 
* 
C * 
* TOLUME FLOW THROUGH "DELAY TUBE" 
WV(3)=«M(1) /RH0F(3 ) 
* 
! MACRO TIDEL 
!STV X : X ( 3 ) ; 
!INP T : T I M E , V : W V ( 3 ) , T I : T O S ( 3 ) ; 
IPAR L=16.74? 
!ALG TO:T0D(3); 
! END 
* 
* ***************** STAGE 4 *********************** 
* 
* > » DRAIN COOLER NO 3 
* 
& 
! MACRO HX 
1STV TT:TTH(3),TW:TW(3)rTI:TIH(3),TC:TC(3),TO:TOH(3)f 
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!INP *«iWO(4)rWC:»«(1)rTWI:TD(4),TCI:T0D(3); 
•FAR »»M.!4rRICM.14rCT=3.M,a»-52rCX^-0.800,CC*8.00,COO«.800, 
! CPW-4.29E-3,CPC-42E-4; 
!AI£ TWK : T l« (3 ) , TQt : TCM{3) ; 
! END 
fc 
* MIX SOME WATER FROM PREHEATER INTO DRAIN FROM DRAIN COOLER 4 
* THIS I S PART OP STAGE 5 BUT BECAUSE OF ORDER OP CALCULATIGN 
* IT MUST BE DONE HERE. 
C * 
* 
I MACRO MIX 
!SW T:TM(2); 
IINP W1:WX)(5),T1:TW(4),W2:WRH(1),T2:TPH(1),RH0:RH0F(4); 
!PAR V=3; 
•ALG WD:WM(2); 
! END 
* 
* 
* >» STEAM COOLER NO 4 
* 
* OUTPUT VALVE CONTROLLED BY PI-REGULATOR 
WDO(4)=CV<4)**(4) 
* 
* VALVE CALCULATION 
WFV4-AMAX1(400.*(PS(4)-PFV4),0,) 
* 
1 MACRO SCB 
£ 3 3 = = = 
& 
!STV PS:PFV4fH:H(4),TD:TD{4),TT:TTS(4), 
! TI;TIS(4),TF:TF(4),TO:TOS(4); 
IINP WS;WFV4,HSI:HSI(4),TDI:TM(2),MDI:l#l(2),WDOjWDO(4), 
I WF:WM(1),TFI:TOH(3); 
IPAR KST-19.56fKrF=9.780,CT*8.47,CI=2.14rCF»21.4fCO=2.14f 
I CPF»4,22E-3,CPD«.425E-2,RHOD=916,AD*4.02, 
I RG*0.47,V*80? 
1ALG HSB : DUMMY , TFM : TFM(4) 
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! END 
* 
* » > CONTROL OP VATER LEVEL 
* 
I MACRO PI 
!STV Z:Z(4)j 
!INP X:H(4),XS:HSET(4); 
!PAR X0».394,XK*1.194,PB=1.0,TAU=180.,G=2.50; 
1ALG Y : Y ( 4 ) ; 
ITXT REPORT tREPORT; 
! END 
* 
* > » TUBES TO DRAIN COOLER 
* 
C * 
* VOLUME FLOW THROUGH "DELAY TUBE" 
KV{4)=«M(1) /RHOF(4) 
* 
1 MACRO TIDEL 
S, ===== 
!STV X : X ( 4 ) ; 
JINP T s T I M E , V : W V ( 4 ) r T I : T O S { 4 ) ? 
»PAR L-3.66; 
1ALG T0:T0D(4); 
! END 
* 
* ***************** STAGE 5 ********************** 
* 
* FLOW I S SPLIT INTO TWO FLOWS : ONE GOES DIRECTLY TO STEAM 
* COOLER AND ONE TO DRAIN COOLER 
* 
W51=SP-If*WM(1) 
W52*(1-SPLIT)*WM(1) 
* 
* > » DRAIN COOLER NO 4 
* 
1 MACRO HX 
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!STV TT:TTH(4) rW:TW(4),TI:TIB(4),TC:TC(4) fTO:T0H(4); 
»INP W:WX>(5)rWC:W51r,IWI:TO(5)rTCI:TQD(4); 
!EAR IWr=2.08rKIC=2.08rCT=1.29rCW=28,CCI=0.312 fCC=3.12,COO=.312r 
t CPW«4.34E-3,CPC=42.2E-4; 
!ALG TWM : TOM(4) , TCM : TCM(4) ; 
! END 
* 
* REMIX THE TWO FLOWS 
* 
! MACRO MIX 
ISTV T : T M ( 3 ) ; 
!INP Wl:W51,Tl :TOH(4) f W2:W52,T2:TOD(4) f RHO:RHOF(4) j 
IPAR V » 3 ; 
!ALG WO:WM(3); 
! END 
* 
* >» STEAM COOLER NO 5 
C * 
* OUTPUT VALVE CONTROLLED BY PI-REGULATOR 
WDO(5)=CV(5)*Y(5) 
* VALVE CALCULATION 
W P V 5 = A M A X 1 ( 4 0 0 . * ( P S ( 5 ) - P F V 5 ) , 0 . ) 
I MACRO SCB 
& — = = = 
STV PS:PFV5,H:H(5),TD:TD(5),TT:TTS(5) r 
TI:TIS(5) ,TF:TF(5) ,TO:TOS(5); 
UNP WS:WEV5,HSI:HSI(5),TDI:TRH(2)/HDI:WRH(2),WDO:WDO(5)/ 
WF:W1<3),TFI:TM(3); 
PAR KST»18.66,KTF=9.33 ,CT«8 .47 ,CI«2 .05 ,CF»20 .5 ,00=2 .05 , 
CPF=4.28E-3,CPD=.434E-2,RHOD»862,/.D=4.02, 
RG*0.47,V=80; 
IALG HSB:DUMMY , TFM : TFM(5) ; 
END 
* > » CONTROL OF WATER LEVEL 
* 
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! MACRO PI 
!STV Z:Z(5); 
1INP X:H(5),XS:HSET(5); 
IEAR X0=.394,XM»1.194rPB-1.0,TAU«19.2,G-1.25 ; 
•ALS Y:Y(S); 
ITXT REPORTiREPORT; 
! END 
C * 
* » > TUBES OUT OF CHAIN 
* 
* VOLUME FLOW THROUGH "DELAY TUBE" 
WV(5HM(3)/RHOF(5) 
* 
! MACRO TIDEL 
»STV X:X(5); 
IINP T:TTME,V:WV(5)rTI:TOS(5); 
!PAR L=15.6; 
!ALG TO:TOD(5); 
I END 
& 
RETURN 
* 
ENTRY COOT 
* 
* PROFILE 
WRITE(10r1000) 'WFI,WM(1-3),WRH(1-2)»,WFI,WM,WRH 
WRITE(10,1000) 'TFI/EM(1-3),Tffi(1-2)STFI/IM,TlW 
WRITE(10,1000) 'H',H 
WRITE(10,1000) 'STEAM FLOW',WS,WFV4,WFV5 
WRITE(10,1000) 'STEAM PRESSURE' ,PS(1 ),PS(2),PS(3),PFV4,PFV5 
WRITE(IOJOOO) 'STEAM TEMP.',TSAT(PS(1 )),TSAT(PS(2)), 
£ TSAT(PS(3)),TSAT(PFV4),TSAT(PFV5) 
WRITE(10,1000) 'TTS'rTrS 
WRITE(10,1000) 'TIS1,TIS 
WRITE{10,1000) 'TFM',TFM 
WRITE(l0,t000) 'TF'/TF 
WRITE(10,*000) 'TOS',TOS 
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WRITE(10,1000) 'TDMD 
WRITE(10,1000) 'TNM',TNM 
WRITE(10,1000) "Bi'/TW 
WRITE(10,1000) 'TIH'/riH 
WRITB(10r1000) "KM'/rCM 
WRITE(10,1000) 'TCTC 
WRITE(10,1000) 'TCH'/FOB 
WRITE(10r1000) ,TTB,,TTH 
WRITE(10r1000) •WDO'fWOO 
WRITE(10r1000) 'TOD',TOD 
WRITE (10,1000 ) 'WFV4 ,WFV5,PFV4 ,PFV5 • ,WEV4 ,WFV5 ,PFV4 ,PFV5 
WRITE(10,*) ' ' 
RETURN 
1000 FORMAT(X,A22,10(F11.5)) 
END 
Connecting System, Listing 
1SYS TST, 3 
»SYS TU,CH, 
I CON; 
I DCL 
REALTAU 
LOGICAL AABNET 
DATA TAU / 1 0 . / 
i END 
* 
* 
I MOD TU 
PE-PE.CON 
WS1**S1.CH 
W52^«S2.CH 
WS3-WS3.CH 
WS4^PV4.CH 
WB5-WPV5.CH 
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XV^XV.OTHAHINl ( 1 . ,T/MSET1 .OON)*(3WP.O0N-XV.C3OH) 
AL3V-ALIV.O0N 
AMDV=AMDV.O0N 
HOGN-MPI.CH 
WCW=*CW.CON+AMJN1 ( 1 . ,T/RISET2.CON) * (WCWF.OON-WCW.CON) 
TCI-TCI.OON 
HSB1-HSB1.CH 
HS32==«SB2.CH 
HSB3-HSB3.CH 
! END 
* 
WODCH 
PS1»PS1.TU 
PS2=PS2.TO 
PS3=PS3.TU 
PS4-PS4.TO 
PS5-PS5.TU 
HSI1*HSI1.TU 
HSI2*HSI2.TU 
HSI3=HSI3.TU 
HSI4=HSI4.TU 
HSI5=HSI5.TU 
WEOTIN^ WTOTIN.OON 
TFI=TCON.TU 
WRH1=WRHUTU 
WRH2-WRH2.TO 
TRH1*TRH1.TU 
TRH2=TRH2.TU 
(END 
IF(REPORT.NE.' ' ) THEN 
INQUIRE (98 ,OPENBD»AABNET) 
IF (.MOT. AABNET) OPEN (98 ^STATUS«' SCRATCH') 
WRITE(98f'(A)M REPORT 
WRITE(98,6000) T,NR 
6000 FORMATtSX/T-'^.S,* NR*'rI10) 
REPORT«' • 
END IF 
WTCTIN : (WSL.TU-WIOTIN.CON)AAU 
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!OUT 
CALL TOUT 
CALL COOT 
WRITE(10,9000) 'XV,WOTIN ' ,XV.CON,WPOTIN.CON 
INQUIRE (98 ,OPENED-AA8NET) 
IF(AAENET) THEN 
ENDFILE(98) 
REWIND(98) 
7000 CONTINUE 
READ(98r ,(A) , rEND«8000) REPORT 
WRITE(1<V(XrA)') REPORT 
GOTO 7000 
8000 CONTINUE 
CLOSE(98) 
END IF 
* 
9000 FORMAT(X,A22,10F11.5) 
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APPENDIX D 
LISTING OF THE LIST PILE THAT WAS USED FOR 
SIMULATION OF A PART OP A POWER PLANT 
List f i l e 
MODULE: TU 
STATE VARIABLES 13 
TURBINES, SUPERHEATER AND CONDENSER 
NAME 
PV 
PH 
HHP 
PT 
HRIV 
HRHV 
PM 
TTR 
PL 
HLP 
TOON 
TOO 
MAC 
STU DIMENSION TEXT 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
BAR 
BAR 
MJ 
BAR 
MJ 
MJ 
BAR 
C 
BAR 
MJ 
C 
C 
KG 
PRESSURE BEFORE VALVE 
IN HP-TURBINE INLET CHAMBER 
ENTHALPY OF WET STEAM IN 
PRESSURE IN LP-TURBINE INLET CHAMBER 
ENTHALPY OF STEAM BEFORE SUPER HEATER 
I N 
STEAM PRESSURE IN TUBES 
TEMPERATURE OF TUBES IN REHEATER 
PRESSURE IN LP-TURBINE INLET CHAMBER 
ENTHALPY OF STEAM IN INLET CHAMBER 
TEMPERATURE IN CONDENSER 
WATER AT OUTLET (COOLANT) 
MASS OF ACCUMULATED CONDENSATE 
ALGEBRAIC VARIABLES 41 
NAME ATO DIMENSION TEXT 
WSL 
WV 
WH 
WT 
SH 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
KG/S 
KG/S 
KG/S 
KG/S 
MJ 
STEAM FLOW IN STEAM LINE 
FLOW THROUGH HP-VALVE 
HP-TURBINE 
— TO REHEATER 
ENTROPY OF STEAM IN INLET CHAMBER (HP) 
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HV 
HH 
XHO 
wn 
wro 
WRO 
HTl 
HID 
HRO 
TRO 
TRM 
WM 
fWWV 
ML 
WLO 
SL 
HC 
PC 
TCM 
PS(5) 
HSI(5) 
ET 
BH 
EL 
WRH(2) 
TRH(2) 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25-29 
30-34 
35 
36 
37 
38-39 
40-41 
MJ/KG 
KJ/RS 
KG/S 
KG/S 
KG/5 
MJ/KG 
MJ/KG 
MJ/KG 
C 
C 
KG/S 
KG/S 
KG/5 
KG/5 
MJ 
MJ/KG 
BAR 
C 
BAR 
MJ/KG 
MJ/5 
MJ/S 
MJ/S 
KG/S 
C 
SPECIFIC ENTHALPY OP STEAM THROUGH VALVE 
! N
 I N L B T Qffffi 
STEAM QUALITY 
FLOW OF DRIED STEAM INTO MOISTURE SEP. 
OUT OF 
SUPER HEATED STEAM OUT OF REHEAT 
SPEC. ENTHALPY OF DRIED STEAM INTO MS 
OUT OF MS 
SUPER HEATED STEAM ,OUT 
OUT OF REHEATBR 
MEAN TEMPERATURE OF STEAM .N REHEATER 
FLOW OP CONDENSING STEAM THROUGH VALVE 
WATER REMOVED FROM WET STEAM 
STEAM FLOW OUT OP INLET CHAMBER 
TURBINE 
ENTROPY OF STEAM IN INLET CHAMBER 
SPEC. ENTHALPY OF STEAM OUT OF LP-TURBIN 
STEAM PRESSURE IN CONDENSER 
MEAN TEMPERATURE OF WATER (COOLANT) 
PRESSURE OF STEAM AT LOAD TUBES 
SPEC. ENTHALPY OF STEAM AT LOAD TUBES 
POWER PRODUCTION, TOTAL 
f HP-TURBINE 
f LP-TURBINE 
FLOW OF WATER FROM REHEATER 
TEMPERATURE OF WATER FHOM REHEATER 
INPUT VARIABLES 
NAME xru 
15 
DIMENSION TEXT 
PE 
WS(5) 
XV 
ALTV 
AMOV 
WCON 
1 
2-6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
BAR 
KG/S 
KG/S 
STEAM PRESSURE BEFORE STEAM LINE 
LOAD 
VALVE OPENING, HP-VALVE 
, REHEATER TO LP-TURBINE 
, STEAM LINE TO REHEATER 
FLOW LOAD OF CONDENSATE 
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wow 
Ta 
HSB(3) 
11 
12 
13-15 
KG/S 
C 
KJ/KG 
FLOW OF HATER IN TUBE (COOLANT) 
TEMPERATURE OF WATER AT INLET (COOLANT) 
SPEC. ENTHALPY OP STEAM IP BACKWARD PLOW 
PARAMETERS 
MODULE: CH PRE-HEATER CHAIN 
STATE VARIABLES 68 
NAME SCH DIMENSION TEXT 
PFV4 
PFV5 
WS(3) 
H(5) 
TD(5) 
TTS(5) 
TIS(5) 
TF(5) 
TOS(5) 
Z(5) 
TM(3) 
X(5) 
TTH(4) 
TW(4) 
TIH(4) 
TC(4) 
TOH(4) 
1 
2 
3-5 
6-10 
11-15 
16-20 
21-25 
26-30 
31-35 
36-40 
41-43 
44-48 
49-52 
53-56 
57-60 
61-64 
65-68 
BAR 
BAR 
KG/5 
M 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
M**3 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
STEAM PRESSURE IN STEAM COOLER 4 
LOAD 
HEIGHT OF DRAINAGE IN TANKS 
TEMPERATURE OF DRAINAGE 
TUBES nj STEAM COOLERS 
WATER IN INLET CHAMBER 
OUT OF TUBES 
I N OUTLET CHAMBER 
ERROR INTEGRAL, PI-REGULATOR 
TEMPERATURE OP MATER OUT OF MIXERS 
TOTAL VOLUME THROUGH DELAY TUBES 
TEMPERATURE OF TUBES IN HEAT EXCHANGERS 
WARM WATER IN HX 
WATER IN INLET CHAMBER 
COLD WATER, OUT OF TUBES 
— WATER IN OUTLET CHAMBER 
ALGEBRAIC VARIABLES 
NAME AGH 
37 
DIMENSION TEXT 
WFI 
TFM(5) 
WDO(5) 
1 
2-6 
7 - 1 1 
KG/B 
C 
KG/S 
FEED WATER LOAD, FROM CONDENSER 
MEAN TEMPERATURE OF FEED WATER, ST-CCOL 
FLOW OF DRAINAGE OUT OF TANKS 
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HSB(3) 
Y(5) 
»1(3) 
T0D(5) 
TOM (4) 
TCM(4) 
WFV4 
WFV5 
12-14 
15-19 
20-22 
23-27 
28-31 
32-35 
36 
37 
MJ/KJ 
KG/S 
C 
C 
C 
KG/S 
KG/S 
SPECIFIC ENTHALPY OF STEAM, BACKW. FLOW 
OUTPUT FROM PI-REGULATORS 
FLOW OUT OF MIXERS 
TEMPERATURE OF WATER LEAVING MIXERS 
MEAN TEMPERATURE OF WARM WATER, HX 
COLD , — 
STEAM FLOW THROUGH VALVE 
STEAM FLOW THROUGH VALVE 
INPUT VARIABLES 
NAME XCH 
16 
DIMENSION TEXT 
PS(5) 
HSI(5) 
WTOTIN 
TFI 
WRH(2) 
TRH(2) 
PARAMETERS 
1-5 
6-10 
11 
12 
13-14 
15-16 
5 
BAR 
MJ/KG 
KG/5 
C 
KG/5 
C 
STEAM PRESSURE IN STEAM COOLERS 
SPECIFIC ENTHALPY OF STEAM FROM TURBINES 
FEED WATER FLOW TO REACTOR 
TEMPERATURE OF WATER FROM CONDENSER 
FLOW OF WATER TO DRAINAGE TANKS 4 AND 5 
TEMPERATURE OF WATER TO DRAINAGE TANKS 
NAME XCH DIMENSION TEXT 
HSET(5) 1-5 M SET POINT TO PI-REGULATORS, TANK-LEVELS 
MODULE: CON TURBINE SECTION CONNECTED TO PREHEATER CHAIN 
n » 1 3 i S 3 » » X 3 > t l 3 » X U l S H U S l 
STATE VARIABLES 1 
NAME SCON DIMENSION TEXT 
WTOTIN KG/S FEED WATER FLOW TO REACTOR 
ALGEBRAIC VARIABLES 0 
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INPUT VARIABLES 
PARAMETERS 10 
NAME PCON DIMENSION TEXT 
PE 
XV 
ALTV 
AMOV 
wcw 
TCI 
XVP 
WCWP 
RISET(2) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9-10 
BAR 
KG/5 
C 
S 
STEAM PRESSURE IN REACTOR 
VALVE OPENINGr HP»VALVE 
, REHEATBR TO LP-TURBINE 
r ffTEM LINE TO REHEATBR 
PLOW OP OCOLANT IN CONDENSER 
TEMP. 
XV, FINAL VALUE AFTER RISE TIME ELAPSE 
WCW, PINAL VALUE AFTER RISE TIME ELAPSE 
RISE TIMES, FOR XV AND WCW 
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APPENDIX E 
LISTING OF THE INPUT FILE THAT WAS USED FOR 
SIMULATION OF A PART Or A POWER PLANT 
Input File 
6 TURBINE SECTION CONNECTED TO PREHEATER CHAIN 
fc 
6 
*SYST 
TST 3 
TO CH OON 
*INPT 
TRANS/3 FLOW OF SEAWATER DECREASED 50% 
*INCO 
TO 13 41 
6.76920E+01 5.86109E+O1 8.26789E+02 5.08102E+00 1.85655E+03 1.67998E+03 
6.72018E+01 2.58673E+02 4.72896E+0O 9.19015E+O2 3.64166E+01 1.97921E+01 
0.0 
8.35460E+02 7.61941E+02 7.61941E+02 6.70375E+02 5.86353E+00 2.76596E+00 
2.76596E+00 8.51744E-01 5.73859E+02 5.73859E+02 5.73859E+02 2.73741E+00 
2.73741E+00 2.93119E+00 2.36184E+02 2.01704E+02 7.35192E+01 9.65183E+01 
5.73859E+02 5.08372E+02 7.23665E+00 2.31516E+00 6.06714E-02 1.44267E+01 
2.37600E-01 8.58949E-01 1.55452E+00 5.08102E+00 1.11923E+01 2.49935E+00 
2.66198E+00 2.74083E+00 2.43574E+00 2.53249E+00 0.0 0.0 
0.0 9.65183E+01 7.35192E+01 1.52288E+02 2.83166E+02 
CH 68 37 
4.95237E+00 1.10921E+01 1.74899E+01 3.00759E+01 1.79212E+01 1.75000E+00 
4.20000E-01 4.05000E-01 7.94000E-01 7.940OOE-O1 6.36974E+01 9.42445E+01 
1.12385E+02 1.51627E+02 1.85187E+02 5.93052E+O1 9.05211E+01 1.09108E+02 
1.46450E+02 1.78930E+02 3.64166E+01 6.95126E+01 9.50283E+01 1.19036E+02 
1.50010E+02 5.90242E+01 8.89151E+01 1.08158E+02 1.46274E+02 1.78325E+02 
5.90242E+01 8.89151E+01 1.08158E+02 1.46274E+02 1.78325E+02 4.15348E-01 
1.96570E-01 2.79522E-01 2.61601E-01 4.32837E-01 6.08538E+01 1.55632E+02 
1.50010E+02 O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOQOE+00 0.O00OOE+O0 O.00OO0E+OO 0.OOOOOE+00 
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7.26602B+01 9.64349E+01 1.21694E+02 1.65330E+02 7.08227E+0* 9.41567E+01 
1.17293E+02 1.58473E+02 6.08538E+01 8.89151E+01 1.08158E+02 1.46274E+02 
6.95126E+01 9.50282E+Q1 1.19037E+02 1.72042E+02 6.95126E+01 9,50283E+O1 
1.19036E+02 1.72042E+02 
5.08372E+02 5.09466E+01 8.14434E+01 1.03144E+02 1.36631E+02 1.68079E+02 
3.27088E+02 3.09597E+02 2.79522E+02 2.61601E+02 1.1362QE+02 0.000OOE+OO 
0.00000E+00 0.0O0OOE+O0 5.19187E-01 4.91425E-01 3.49404E-01 6.54002E-01 
5.41047E-01 8.35460E+02 2.10138E+02 8.35460E+02 6.08538E+01 8.89151E+01 
1.08158E+02 1.46274E+02 1.78325E+02 8.07841E+01 1.01494E+02 1.30915E+02 
1.71664E+02 6.45364E+01 9.13758E+01 1.12474E+02 1.58997E+02 5.14628E+0T 
4.01006E+01 
O0N 1 
8.35460E+02 
*snc 
•DATA 
HSET1.CH 
HSET4.CH 
XV.OON 
PE.CCN 
WCW.CON 
TCI.CON 
DATA. END 
*CHCK 
0.001 
& 
*TIME 
298 
*REFV 
MAC.TU 
REFV.END 
*PRNT 
.500000 
WSL.TU 
WS1.CH 
TOS1.CH 
PRNT.EM) 
•PLOT 
*DELY 
*INPD 
* 1.75000 
» .794000 
* 0.49328 
= 70.0000 
= 22200.0 
= 8.00000 
0.050 
MAC.TU 
20.0000 
WTOTIN.CCN 
WS2.CH 
TOS2.CH 
0 
HSET2.CH 
HSET5.CH 
XVF.CCN 
ALTV.QON 
WCWF.CON 
0.06000 
= .420000 
* .794000 
» 0.49328 
= 1.00000 
= 11100.0 
0.001000 
HSET3.CH - .405000 
RISET1.CON = 1 0 . 
AMOV.CCN = 1.00000 
RISET2.CON = 5. 
200 HEUN 
DT-1/16 WAS OBSERVED AS MAXIMUM STEP LENGTH 
1000. 
1.00000 
ET.TU 
WS3.CH 
TOS3.CH 
50.0000 
TOD5.CH 
WFV4.CH 
TOS4.CH 
2.00000 
WSV5.CH 
TOS5.CH 
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&STST 
&1000 
frJACO 
610 
*EtDE 
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APPENDIX P 
DESCRIPTION OP FUNCTIONS AND SUBMODULES USED FOR 
SIMULATION OP A SUGAR FACTORY 
In this appendix the functions and the submodules that are part 
of the library which was used in the simulation of a part of a 
sugar factory are described. The functions in this appendix in-
clude a library of water functions, i.e. functions describing 
the thermodynamic properties of water and steam. When this li-
brary is used it will be indicated in the prerequisites by 
writing the name of the library: H20FUNCTION. These functions 
will not be described here. There are a few functions that are 
being used also by the library with submodules used for simula-
tion of power plants which will be described here, finally the 
functions to be described here include some sugar functions, 
i.e. functions describing the thermodynamic properties of sugar. 
The description of the functions will follow the description of 
the submodules. 
1. PLASH DRUM 
1.1 Name 
APSP 
1.2. Description 
The flash drum is a tank with condensate which is being super-
heated by an inlet flow of condensate from steam at a higher 
pressure than in the flash drum. The superheating results in 
• * * * 05 -
evaporation and this steam is leaving the Clash drum, i.e. a 
dynamic calculation of the pressure is not made . The level of 
condensate is controlled ideally so the volume of condensate 
is constant. 
1.3. Characteristics 
The evaporation rate is calculated using an empirical relation 
including the degree of superheating and the mass of conden-
sate* If there are more than one inlet flow of condensate the 
total flow and the total enthalpy must be calculated in advance. 
1.4. Prerequisites 
The library H20FUNCTIONS must be available. 
1.5. Symbols 
rwci zwciHci 
PG WG 
> 
WC 
o HC 
o 
t 
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1.6. Identifiers 
Name Type Dimension Description 
SHCi 
SWCHCi 
PG 
WG 
KC0 
HC0 
V 
INP 
INP 
INP 
ALG 
ALG 
STV 
PAR 
kg / s 
MW 
bar 
* 9 / s 
k g / s 
MJAg 
m3 
IWCi, sum of inlet flows 
rwCiHCi, sum of inlet enthalpies 
Steam pressure 
Evaporation rate 
Outlet flow of condensate 
Specific enthalpy of condensate 
Volume of condensate 
1.7. Model 
The steam is saturated at pressure PG, so 
TG=TSAF(PG) 
HG«HGSF(TG) 
are the temperature and the specific enthalpy of the steam. By 
assuming that the specific heat capacity of the condensate does 
not depend on the temperature the following expression is found 
for the temperature of the condensate 
HC, 
TC, 
where 
cp * CPPSP(TG)/1000. 
is the specific heat capacity of the condensate. The following 
empirical expression is used for calculation of the evaporation 
rate 
WG » 0.008 H (TC--TG) 
where 
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M = V«RFSP(TG) 
RFSF is the density of the condensate. 
The evaporation rate is zero if the condensate is not super-
heated, i.e. if (TCo-TG)<0. 
Since the level of condensate is ideally controlled the outlet 
flow of condensate is 
WC0 » SWC^-WG 
Applying conservation of energy on the condensate the following 
expression is found 
SWCHCJ^-WCQ »HC0-«G «HG 
HC0 = 
M 
2. PREHEATER 
2.1. Name 
W 
2.2« Description 
A flow of water with sugar, sugar liquor, is heated by condens-
ing steam. The liquor is flowing inside tubes and the steam is 
condensing outside. The condensate is flowing out of the pre-
heater. 
2.3. Characteristics 
The pressure dynamics is ignored j.n this model. The sugar liquor 
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is lumped to one compartment the temperature of which is being 
calculated as a weighted sum of inlet and outlet temperature. 
2.4. Prerequisites 
The library H20FUNCTIONS must be available. The sugar functions 
TSAPTH and CPSAPT must be available and the function TMA for 
calculation of a weight factor must be available. 
2.5. Symbols 
± 
HFrt WF, x TF o i o o 
WC 
HC 
V 
BF. WF. x, TF. i 1 i 1 
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2.6. Identifiers 
Name Type Disension Description 
WFi 
HFi 
HF0 
*i 
*o 
TFA 
TF0 
TPM 
WG^ 
P6 
HC 
HC 
TT 
FVOL 
CT 
*GT 
kTP 
INP 
INP 
STV 
INP 
STV 
INP 
AL6 
ALG 
ALG 
INP 
ALG 
ALG 
STV 
PAR 
PAR 
PAR 
PAR 
kg/s 
HJAg 
« A g 
'Kg/kg 
kg/kg 
C 
C 
c 
kg/s 
bar 
kg/s 
MJ A g 
C 
ro3 
MJ/K 
MW/K 
MW/K 
Flow of sugar liquor, in 
Specific enthalpy of sugar liquor, in 
Specific enthalpy of sugar liquor, out 
Solute mass fraction, in 
Solute mass fraction, out 
Temperature of sugar liquor, in 
Temperature of sugar liquor, out 
Weighted mean temperature of liquor 
Steam flow, in 
Steam pressure 
Flow of condensate, out 
Specific enthalpy of condensate 
Tube temperature 
Volume of sugar liquor in the tubes 
Heat capacity of the tubes 
Heat transfer coeff., steam to tubes 
Heat transfer coeff., tubes to liquor 
2.7. Model 
It is assumed that the steam is saturated 
TG = TSAF(PG) 
HG0 * HGSF(TG)/1000. 
HC - HFSF(TG)/1000. 
where HG0 is the specific enthalpy of the steam. The heat flow 
and the flow of condensate is calculated 
QGT » kGT-(TG-TT) 
WC 
QGT 
HG0-HC 
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Applying conservation of mass the inlet flow of steam is 
WG^ s WC 
Using sugar functions the temperature and the specific heat 
capacity of the sugar liquor can be calculated. 
TF0 - TSAFTH(HF0,X0) 
Cpf « CPSAFTH(HP0,x0) 
The total heat transfer coefficient UA is given by 
1 1 1 
UA )CQ«P ^TP 
The function THA gives weight factor B 
* 
B * TMA(UA,4IPi*Cp£) 
which is being used for calculation of the mean temperature 
TPH of the sugar liquor 
TFM • B»TFi + (1-BJ»TP0 
Now the heat flow from the tubes to the liquor can be found 
QTP » JcTF'(TT-TFM) 
The mass of sugar liquor is calculated by first finding the 
density: 
0 * RFSF(TFM) 
rtass • PVOL-p 
Conservation of mass applied on the sugar in the tubes leads to 
*FV<*i-*o> 
x0 -
Mass 
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because the outlet flow is the same as the inlet flow. The sane 
argument and application of energy conservation on the sugar 
liquor gives 
WFi'tHFi-HFoJ+QTP 
HF0 « 
Mass 
and application of energy conservation on the tubes yields 
QGT-OTP 
TT = — — — 
CT 
3. ROBERT EVAPORATOR 
There are two different models for a Robert evaporator. The 
first one, ROBERT, can be used in models where the pressure 
dynamics is Included while the other, ROQSTA, can be used in 
models where a quasi-stationary expression is being used for 
the pressure calculation. 
3.1.1. Name 
ROBERT 
3.1.2. Description 
A flow of water with sugar, sugar liquor, is entering the evap-
orator at the bottom volume (see Fig. Pi). From there it can 
enter a section with tubes. On the outside of the tubes steam 
is being condensed and the heat of condensation is used for 
evaporation of water from the sugar liquor. When the water 
evaporates some of the sugar liquor is dragged up out of the 
tubes and some of it drops into a center tube from where it 
leaves the evaporator. 
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vapour out vapour out 
staam out 
COftdvAMt«, 
oat 
sugar liquor. 
oat 
Pig. PI. Schematic presentation of a Robert evaporator. 
The condensed steam flows out of the evaporator, and also come 
steam can be drawn from the other side. 
The amount of steam evaporated from the sugar liquor is deter-
mined from the degree of superheating. The pressure of the 
vapour above the sugar liquor is calculated dynamically by lump-
ing this volume together with other volumes at approximately the 
same pressure and applying conservation of mass. These volumes 
will be in components to which the connecting tubes have no 
valves. The reason for not making a dynamic pressure calculation 
in the evaporator is that it may introduce a very stiff system 
of differential equations. 
It will be assumed that the sugar liquor is well stirred so 
there are no gradients of temperature, concentration, etc. in 
the liquor. Furthermore it will be assumed that there is a well 
defined level of sugar liquor. This level can be used for con-
trol of the outlet flow of sugar liquor. 
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3.1.3. Characteristics 
This evaporator with external dynamic pressure calculation may 
result in a stiff system and should be used only in models 
where pressure dynamics is important. The model of the sugar 
liquor is rather simple as it is lumped to only one lump and a 
well-defined level is being assumed. The heat transfer resist-
ance over the tubes is approximated by two resistances on the 
outside and on the inside of the tubes. It is split equally. 
3.t.4. Prerequisites 
The library H20PUKCTI0NS must be available. The sugar Eunctions 
ERP and HSAFTT must be available and the function UAFH for cal-
culation of the heat transfer efficiency dependence on sugar 
level must be available. 
3.1.5. Symbols 
S\ 
/ 
/ 
K 
/ 
^ H 
a 
\ 
\ 
/ 
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3.1.6. Identifiers 
Ni Type Diaension Description 
VFi 
WPQ 
" i 
H F 0 
* i 
»O 
PG 
PV 
«
Co 
HC 
RV 
WGi 
WGQ 
HC 
WE 
TP 
TT 
h 
h o p t 
A 
CT 
AUHAX 
v.. 
IMP 
IMP 
INP 
ALG 
INP 
STV 
IMP 
INP 
ALG 
ALG 
ALG 
ALG 
INP 
ALG 
ALG 
STV 
STV 
STV 
PAR 
PAR 
PAR 
PAR 
PAR 
k g / s 
k g / s 
M J A g 
M J A g 
k g / k g 
k g A g 
bar 
b a r 
wAg 
M J A g 
M J A g 
k g / s 
k g / s 
k g / s 
k g / s 
c 
c 
m 
m 
«2 
MJ/C 
MW/C 
»3 
Inlet flow of sugar liquor 
Outlet flow of sugar liquor 
Specific enthalpy of sugar liquor, in 
Specific enthalpy of sugar liquor, out 
Solute mass fraction, in 
Solute miss fraction, out 
Steaa pressure 
Vapour pressure 
Specific enthalpy of stea*, out 
Specific enthalpy of condensate 
Specific enthalpy of vapour 
Steaa flow, in 
Stean flow, out 
Condensate flow 
Evaporation rate 
Teaperatuce of sugar liquor 
Tenperature of tubes 
Level of sugar liquor 
Optimal height for heat transfer 
Surface area of sugar liquor 
Heat capacity of tubes 
Maximal heat transfer coefficient 
Volume of sugar liquor under the tubes 
3.1.7. Model 
The function UAFH gives the heat transfer efficiency as a func-
tion of both the level and optical level. This fraction multi-
plied on the maximal heat transfer coefficient gives the actual 
coefficient. The heat transfer resistance on the inside and out 
side of the tubes and acroas the tube is split into two resist-
ances, one on the inside and the other on the outside of the 
tubes in equal proportions. The the heat transfer coefficients 
can now be calculated 
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k C T = U A r B ( h r h o p t ) «A0KAX*2 
kTF » kor 
Since the steam is condensing the steam temperature is found 
using the saturation temperature 
TG » TSAP(PG) 
and now the heat flow from the steam to the tubes and from the 
tubes to the sugar liquor can be calculated 
QGT s k(5f(TG-TT) 
QTP » k<rp*(TT-TP) 
Again because of saturation the specific enthalpies of conden-
sate and of steam can be found 
HC » HFSP(TG)/1000. 
HG0 ' HGSP(TG)/100Q. 
and the flow of condensate can be found by applying conservation 
of energy 
QGT 
WC * 
HGo-HC 
Using mass conservation, the inlet flow of steam is 
WGi = VfG0+WC 
The suqar function EBP gives the elevation of the boiling point 
of suqar liauor due to the sugar 
DT - EBP(TP,x0) 
The vapour is at saturation and therefore the temperature and 
specific enthalpy can be found 
TV - TSAP(PV) 
HV * HGSP(TV)/1000. 
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The degree of superheating is found by assuming that the water 
is evaporating from pure water at the temperature of the sugar 
liquor reduced by the elevation of the boiling point. The de-
gree of superheating is then 
Tsuper = (TP-DT)-TV 
The mass of the sugar liquor is calculated by assuming that the 
density of the liquor is the same as that of pure water. 
0 * HFSF(TF) 
Mass = (A«h+vu) »p 
The evaporation rate is approximated by 
WE 
• • { 
0 . 0 0 8 - M a s s . T | u p e r T s u p e r > 0 
0 T s u p e r < 0 
The specific enthalpy of the sugar liquor is calculated by 
using a sugar function 
HF0 = HSAPTT(TF,x0) 
Applying conservat ion of mass on the sugar l iquor g i v e s 
WFiHWE+WPo) 
n = 
A » p 
3y denoting the mess of sugar in the sugar liquor Mt the fol-
lowing expression can be written 
Ht a (Vu+A#n> •'»•»o 
which by differentiation gives 
ftt * (A»p»n»x0 + Mass»x0) 
Mt is the accumulation rate and applying mass conservation of 
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sugar on the sugar liquor the following expression is found 
Mt = WFi.Xi-WFQ.XQ 
Manipulation of these expressions for Mt gives 
Wi»Xi-WF0»x0-h»p »n»x0 iQ = 
Mass 
Using the expression for h one gets after some manipulations 
WFi«(Xi-x0)+we,Xo 
X Q = 
Hass 
Derivation of the expression for the temperature of the sugar 
liquor follows the same line. Assuming thac h = cp»T where Cp 
is the specific heat capacity the time derivative of the en-
thalpy of the sugar liquor E is 
E * Cp»p*(V»TF+V»TF) 
where V is the total volume of sugar liquor. Applying energy 
conservation the accumulation of energy can be found 
E = WFi»HFi+QTF-WE'HV-WF0*HP0 
Manipulations of these two expressions give 
WF
 x *HF i+QTF-WE »HV-WF0 *HF0 
Cp»P »V 
Using 
V - A»h 
and the expression for h some further manipulations give 
V Cp«p 
V cp.p 
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WPi»HPi+OTF-WE«HV-WP0-HF0-(A»p«h)»Cp«TF 
TF , 
Mass »Cp 
By the assumption above 
hf0 « Cp»TF 
which upon insertion and reorganization gives 
WFj/tHFi-HFoJ-WEMHV-HFoJ+QTF 
TF » 
Mass *Cp 
Conservation of energy applied to the tubes gives 
QGT-QTF 
TT » 
CT 
3.2.1. Name 
ROQSTA 
3.2.2. Description 
A flow of fater containing sugar, sugar liquor, enters the evap' 
orator at the bottom volume (see Fig. F1). From there it can 
enter a section with tubes. On the outside of the tubes steam 
is condensed and the heat of condensation is used for evapora-
tion of water from the sugar liquor. When the water evaporates 
some of the sugar liquor is draggad up out of the tubes and 
some of it drops into a center tv'oe from where it leaves the 
evaporator. 
The steam that is condensed flows out of the evaporator and also 
some steam can be drawn from the other side. 
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The pressure calculation is made by assuming that the vapour 
above the liquor is at saturation. In this way a stiff system 
of differential equations is avoided by using this model. 
It will be assumed that the sugar liquor is well stirred so 
there are no gradients of temperature, concentration, etc. in 
the liquor. Furthermore, it will be assumed that there is a 
well-defined level of sugar liquor. This level can be used for 
control of the outlet flow of sugar liquor. 
3.2.3. Characteristics 
This model *ill not introduce a stiff system of differential 
equations due to dynamic pressure calculations. The model of 
the sugar liquor is rather simple as it is lumped to only one 
lump and a well-defined level is being assumed. The heat trans-
fer resistance over the tubes is approximated by two resist-
ances on the outside and on the inside of the tubes. It is 
split equally. 
3.2.4. Prerequisites 
The library H20FUNCTIONS must be available. The sugar functions 
EBP and HSAFTT must be available and the function UAFH for cal-
cu?ation of the heat transfer efficiency dependence on sugar 
level must be available. 
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3 . 2 . S . Sywbols 
loxt HVO 
3.2.6. Identifiers 
Name Type Dimension Description 
WFi 
WP0 
HFi 
HF0 
xi 
xo 
PG 
PV 
INP 
INP 
INP 
ALG 
INP 
STV 
INP 
ALG 
kg/s 
kg/s 
MJ/kg 
MJ/kg 
kg/kg 
kg/kg 
bar 
bar 
Inlet flow of sugar liquor 
Outlet flow of sugar liquor 
Specific enthalpy of sugar liquor, in 
Specific enthalpy of sugar liquor, out 
Solute mass fraction, in 
Solute mass fraction, out 
Steam pressure 
Vapour pressure 
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HC0 
HC 
HV 
WGi 
WG0 
WC 
"load 
WV0 
TP 
TT 
h 
nopt 
A 
CT 
AUMAX 
vu 
ALG 
ALG 
ALG 
ALG 
INP 
ALG 
INP 
INP 
STV 
STV 
STV 
PAR 
PAR 
PAR 
PAR 
PAR 
MJ A g 
«JAg 
MJ/kg 
kg/s 
kg/s 
kg/s 
kg/s 
kg/s 
C 
C 
m 
m 
m2 
MJ/C 
MW/C 
m3 
Specific enthalpy of steam« out 
Specific enthalpy of condensate 
Specific enthalpy of vapour 
Steam flow, in 
Steam flow, out 
Condensate flow 
Extraction of vapour, external 
Extraction of vapour, internal 
Temperature of sugar liquor 
Temperature of tubes 
Level of sugar liquor 
Optimal height for heat transfer 
Surface area of sugar liquor 
Heat capacity of tubes 
Maximal heat transfer coefficient 
Volume of sugar liquor under the tubes 
3.2,7. Model 
This model differs only from the model of the evaporator pre-
pared for dynamic calculations of vapour pressure in a few 
expressions. Where the expressions are the same they will be 
copied from 3.1.7 in this section. 
kGT * UAPH(h,hopt}'AUMAX-2 
k<pp * kGT 
TG = TSAP(PG) 
QGT * kcT'fTG-TT) 
QTF * kTP»(TT-TF) 
HC * HPSP(TG)/1000. 
HG0 * HGSF'{TG)/1000. 
WC 
OGT 
HG0-HC 
WGi B WG0+WC 
DT * EPB(TF,X0) 
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The vapour is assumed to be at saturation above pure water at a 
temperature which is that of the sugar liquor but reduced with 
the elevation of boiling point 
TV = TF-DT 
HV « HFSF(TV)/1000. 
P « RPSF(TF) 
Mass = (A-h+Vu) »P 
HF0 » HSAFTT(TF,x0) 
WE * wload + WVo 
WFi-{WB+WF0) 
n a 
A 
WFi-(xi-X0)*WE*x0 
x o . 
Mass 
WFi »(HFi-HFoJ-WB »(HV-HP0)+QTF 
Tp -
Mass cp 
OGT-OTP 
TT * 
PV = PSAF(TV) 
4. RAMP SWITCH 
4.1. Name 
RAMPSW 
4.2. Description 
This switch is designed to be used when a ramp must change a 
value of a variable. The ramp is programmed with a set of par-
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•Meters. The switch is activated by changing the values of the 
set of parameters from one state to another and the switch is 
activated when a signal crosses some levels except if the set 
of parameters already has the right set of values. The time 
step is controlled to activate the switch at the signal levels 
within a given accuracy. 
s 
s, 
s 
t j t 2 t 3 t 4 -t 
Fig. F2. Example of a switch event. 
There are two levels for the signal (see Fig. F2) and two sets 
of values for the set of parameters. The description of the 
ramp switch is going to be made by looking at an example where 
the set of parameters initially is in state 1. When the signal 
crosses the value Sj at time tj nothing happens because entering 
the center interval [sj,S2] does not give rise to any changes. 
At t2 the signal leaves this interval and enters one where the 
set of parameters must switch to state 2. At time t3 the signal 
again enters the center interval and no change occurs. When the 
signal at t4 leaves the center interval and enters the interval 
where the set of parameters must be at state 2 the switch will 
not be activated because it is already in this state. 
This switch is programmed to fit the runtime executive DYSIK86 
(CHRISTENSEN, KOFOED and LARSEN, 1986) since the integer NR is 
being used to consider only a switch at the last call of a time 
step. The size of the time step can be reduced by using the 
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REPET feature of DYSIHtf which also handles the insertion of 
the old values for output variables if a time step is rejected. 
The switch cannot be activated in a steady-state simulation. 
4.3. Characteristics 
The set of parameters that can be used to program* the switch 
constitutes of the times at which to initiate and terminate the 
ramp, TI and TT, and the initial and the final value* PI and 
PT, of the variable that is going to be changed between state 1 
and 2 or vice versa. The ramp can then, for example, be pro-
grammed by using the following expression 
P * PI+M!IMHt.,{T-TI)/(TT-TI))*(PT-Pl) 
where 
P is the variable following the ramp 
T is the time 
AMINT is a FORTRAN function returning the value of the 
least of the arguments 
4.4. Prerequisites 
None 
4.5. Symbols 
t 
s n 
P > 
s o 
up 
3own 
f > 
op 
f 
fci fco 
y l »o 
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4.6. Identifiers 
Mas* Type Disension Description 
t 
*n 
P 
*i 
tt 
Pi 
Pt 
«© 
op 
ei 
C2 
»1 
«2 
ds 
PI 
P2 
dpdt 
IMP 
INP 
IMP 
XLS 
ALG 
ALG 
ALG 
ALG 
ALG 
ALG 
ALG 
PAK 
PAR 
PAR 
PAR 
PAR 
PAR 
S 
anything 
anything 
s 
s 
anything 
anything 
anything 
anything 
anything 
anything 
anything 
anything 
anything 
Tis* 
Present signal 
Present value of the variable 
Initiation tiae for raap, if activated 
Termination tis* for raap, if activated 
Initial value for variable in rastp 
Pinal value for variable in raap 
Old value of signal 
Old parameter set, 1 or 2 
Nuaber of tiaes switching to state 1 
Nuaber of tiaes switching to state 2 
Lower level for switch 
Upper level for switch 
Accuracy for state event 
Value of variable in state 1 
Value of variable in state 2 
Rate of change of variable in lin. raap 
4.7. Model 
• • • ' i" • • • 
The switch can only be activated in transients and only at the 
final calculation in a time step because at this time the value 
of the state variables, which is going to determine whether a 
state event has occurred, has got the values that are going to 
be used at the beginning of the next time step, that is if this 
time step is not rejected. The time step can be rejected because 
the state event is not detected with adequate accuracy. 
A state event is detected if the new value of the signal is out-
side the center interval [s^,S2J and if the old value was not 
also outside the center interval and to the same side. 
In this case the switch can be considered only if the set of 
parameters is not already in the correct state. If it is not in 
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the right state it must be checked whether the state event has 
been detected within the desired accuracy which veans that the 
absolute difference betwwen the actual state and the signal 
value being croeied does not exceed da. IE it does exceed ds 
the tiae step Bust be reduced in order to detect the state 
event with greater accuracy* This is accomplished by calling a 
subroutine, REPET, in the runtime executive DTSIH66 (CHRISTEN-
SEN, KOPCEO and LARSEH, 198(1. 
The reap switch is being activated by changing the set of par-
ameters in such a way that a linear ramp is starting to change 
the value of the variable immediately, i.e. tj is equal to the 
present tine t. Tne start value pt for the variable in the ra*p 
is the present value p and the final value is either state 1 or 
state 2f pi or P2. The termination tine for the ramp is calcu-
lated by letting the variable value change with a constant rate 
independent of the amount that the variable has to be changed. 
There is also a variable that indicates the present state of 
the variable, i.e. which state it is at or is approaching. Also 
two counters have been made part of the model. They keep track 
of the number of times the state has been switched to state 1 
and to state 2. The following equations describe the model in 
the case when a state event has been detected with adequate 
accuracy. 
Pi * P 
Pt ' PI *P2> 
fci * t 
tt - tl+ABS(pt-pi)/dpdt 
op * 1 (2) 
c\ (C2) = cj(c2) + 1 
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S . P-CONTftOLLER 
5 . 1 . Maag 
PCOW 
5.2. Description 
The P-controller output has an offset. The output differs fro« 
this offset with an asount that is proportional to the differ-
ence between the two input signals. The offset should be close 
to the working point because in this case the P-controller can 
•ake the difference between the input signals vanish. 
5.3. Characteristics 
The input signals are liaiited to a Measuring range and the out-
put signal is limited to an output range. 
5.4. Prerequisites 
The function ALIM that limits the values of a variable to a 
given range must be available. 
5.5. Symbols 
X 
m 
i • 
V > 
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S.ft. Identifiers 
Raa* Type Dieension Description 
*p 
* » 
Hin 
H a s 
»b 
y a i n 
Yaax 
Y% 
y 
IBP 
IMP 
FA* 
PJUt 
nut 
PAR 
not 
PA* 
ALG 
anything 
anything 
anything 
anything 
{Positive) input 
(Negative) input 
Lower liait in Measuring range 
Upper liait in Measuring range 
Proportional band 
Lower liait in output range 
Opper liait in output range 
Offset for output 
Output 
S.7. nodal 
Tne input range and trie liaitation of the input signals are 
calculated 
W « 6 8 * *«ax-*»in 
u * AUHlXaunrXprSaa«) 
v « AL"M*«in'*«r*»ax> 
The unit error signal is 
IJ-V 
RANGE 
and the output is calculated and subjected to the limits 
y = ALlH(ymin,<c/PDtya),yBaK) 
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6. PI-CONTROLLER 
j.I. Hate 
PICON 
6.2» Description 
The Pi-controller output is proportional to the sun of the er-
ror mnå integrated error where the error is the difference be-
tween the two input signals. 
6.3. Characteristics 
The input signals are United to a measuring range and the out-
put signal is limited to an output range. If the output is lim-
ited by this model so is the value of the integrated error as 
well as the derivative of this state variable. 
6.4. Prerequisites 
The function ALIH that limits the values of a variable to a 
given range and the function ALIMD that limits the derivative 
of a state variable must be available. 
6.5. Symbols 
X P , 
xm 
< ' 
y > 
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6.6. Identifiers 
Name Type Dimension Description 
*p 
*» 
xmin 
xmax 
z 
T 
Pb 
/min 
/max 
y 
INP 
INP 
PAR 
PAR 
STY 
PAR 
PAR 
PAR 
PAR 
ALG 
anything 
anything 
anything 
anything 
anything 
s 
(Positive) input 
(Negative) input 
Lower limit in measuring range 
Upper limit in measuring range 
Integrated error (proportional to) 
Reset time 
Proportional band 
Lower limit in output range 
Upper limit in output range 
Output 
6.7. Model 
The input range and the limitation of the input signals are 
calculated 
RANGE = xmax-xmin 
u 
V 
* ALIMUro i f t,Xp,Xraax) 
= ALIMfXjninfXm,xmax) 
The unit error signal is 
e * 
u-v 
RANGE 
The following auxiliary variable is defined 
e = 
*b 
and then the following expression for the state variable that 
is related to the integrated error is written 
e/t 
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z is limited to the interval [ymin»ymax] and if z is in either 
limit and the sign of the derivative is such that the integra-
tion routine will make 2 leave the interval then the value of 
the derivative is made equal to zero. 
The output of the Pi-controller is 
y - z+e 
The output y is limited to the interval [ymin»ymaxJ' When the 
controller has succeeded in making the two input signals equal 
c becomes zero and y * z. Therefore z is subjected to the same 
limits as y. 
7. DELIMITER FUNCTIONS 
The controllers may use these functions to restrict the input 
signals to the measuring range and the output signals to the 
output range. The function ALIM restricts the value to a g-iven 
range and ALIMD changes the value of the corresponding deriva-
tive to zero if the state variable has been limited to the out-
put range. Examples of the use of the functions is found in the 
submodule PICON (see Appendix G). These functions return values 
of the type REAL. 
7,1. ALIM 
The argument list is 
(VmintyfYmax) 
where (ymin^ymaxi iB t n e r a n 9 e that the values of y is restric-
ted to. The values in the argument list must be REAL. 
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The function returns the value y if it is in the range [ymj.n, 
y m a xj. If y is outside the range the function returns the value 
in the range that is closest to y. 
The function is programmed as follows 
ALIM » AMAXHyjninfAMINKyjymax)) 
and it can be seen that it is possible to use a statement func-
tion instead of the library. Statement functions are executed 
faster than ordinary functions. 
7.2. ALIMP 
The argument list is 
(Xrymin'y'Ymax) 
where [ymin'ymax] is the range that the values of the state 
variable y is restricted to and x is the value of the deriva-
tive. The values in the argument list must be REAL. 
If the user has limited a state variable with for example ALIM 
it would be proper to ai.so change the value of the derivative, 
at least in some cases. If the state variable ha3 a value that 
is equal to, for example, the upper limit in the range, and the 
value of the derivative is positive, then the integration rou-
tine will change the value of the state variable to one outside 
the range. This is undesirable and therefore the function ALIMD 
should be used when calculating the derivative. 
If the value of y is on the boundary of the range i.ymin'vmaxJ 
and the value of x has a sign such that the integration routine 
will make y leave this range then the function will return the 
value zero. In any other case the function returns the value x. 
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8. WEIGHT FACTOR FOR CALCULATION OF THE MEAN TEMPERATURE 
The function TMA returns a value of the type REAL. The argument 
list is 
<x,w> 
where X is the heat transfer rate across the boundary separ-
ating two compartments and W is a measure of a heat transport 
rate through a compartment. These values must be REAL. 
When the temperature of water flowing through a heat exchanger 
(fluid to fluid)f or a preheater (gas to fluid), the component 
should be modelled as a distributed system to get a model that 
is "accurate". In static situations the model can be solved 
analytically by solving a coupled set of partial differential 
equations. This makes it possible to fina the mean temperature 
as a weighted sum of the inlet and outlet temperatures. The 
idea then is to use this weight factor to calculate the mean 
temperature in a dynamic simulation also. This mean temperature 
is used in the calculation of the heat transfer rate. 
The function depends on the ratio z of the heat transfer rate 
across the boundary and the heat transport through the tube. 
The heat transfer rate is kL while the heat transport rate is 
either 
W»cp (preheater) 
1 1 -1 
( - •••---) (heat exchanger) 
Wicpi »2CP2 
In the preheater case z is calculated as 
kL 
z * • "• 
W'Cp 
The weight factor B is then given by 
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1 exp(-z) 
B * - - — — — — — -
2 l-exp(-z) 
The derivation of these expressions as well as of the approxi-
mations for small and large values of z is given elsewhere 
(KOFOED, 1986). 
9. HEAT TRANSFER EFFICIENCY ON A ROBERT EVAPORATOR, UA?H 
The function UAFH returns a value of the type REAL. The argument 
list is 
(hrh0pt) 
where h is the sugar liquor level and hopt is the optimal level 
for hest transfer. 
The heat transfer in a Robert evaporator depends on several par-
ameters including the solute mass fraction, sugar liquor flow 
rate, temperature difference and sugar liquor level (JØRGENSEN, 
1986). From these data the dependence on the level for a speci-
fic set of tests performed on the multiple effect evaporator 
being modelled has been approximated. 
The efficiency has a maximum (*1) at the level hopt. On either 
side of this level the efficiency drops linearly, most steeply 
for levels below hopt. For the actual expression the reader is 
referred to Appendix H with a listing of the library source 
file. 
4 
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10. SUGAR FUNCTIONS 
Pour sugar functions were needed in the study of the multiple 
effect evaporator. These are all of the type REAL. The values 
in their argument list are of type REAL as well. 
10.1. Elevation of boiling point, EBP 
The content of sugar causes an elevation of the boiling point 
of the sugar liquor. The argument list is 
(T,x) 
where T is the temperature and x is the solute mass fraction. 
The expression for EBP was taken from (JØRGENSEN, 1985), notice 
the difference between the unit used for the solute mass frac-
tion in the two works: 3=100»x. 
The function is a rather complicated expression involving the 
exponential function. For the actual expression the reader is 
referred to Appendix H with a listing of the library source 
file. 
10.2. Specific enthalpy, HSAFTT 
The argument list is 
(T,x) 
where T is the temperature and x the solute mass fraction. The 
expression for HSAPTT was taken from (JØRGENSEN, 1985), notice 
the difference between the units used for both the specific 
enthalpy and solute mass fraction. 
The expression being used for HSAFTT is 
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H » <A(x)»T2+B(x)»T-H.5)/1000 
where 
A(x) - 5.5«-10~3+3.75«10~3-x 
.B(X) = 4.122-2.51-x 
10.3. Sugar liquor temperature, TSAFTH 
In some of the calculations it is necessary to know the tempe-
rature of the sugar liquor in a model where the "primary" vari-
able is the specific enthalpy. This is possible by finding the 
inverse of HSAFTT. 
The argument list is 
(T,x) 
where T is the temperature and x is solute mass fraction. 
Let C(H) * 1.5-1000-H, then the following quadratic expression 
is found from Section 10.2. 
A(x)»T2+B(x)•T+CtH) = 0 
which is solved for T 
B(x) / B(x) 2 C(H) 
T « ± y ( ) 
2 A(x) 2 A(x) A(x) 
This is the expression that is used for the calculation of 
TSAPTH. 
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10.4. Specific heat capacity, CPSAFT 
The specific heat capacity cp is defined by (SMITH and VAN 
NESS,1975) 
dH 
cD * — (constant pressure) 
* dT 
i.e. an expression that can be derived from HSAFTT. 
The argument list is 
(T,x) 
where T is the temperature and x is the solute mass fraction. 
The expression becomes 
CPSAFT = ((4.122-2.51*X)+(l1.E-4+7.5E-3*x)*T)/1000. 
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APPENDIX 6 
LIBRARY NITB PONCTIONS AND SUBHODULES USED FOR 
SIMULATION OP A SUGAR FACTORY 
I? 
> « . • • • • • • * 
S 
t 
is 
I 
mv •> 1:1-" 
II!-1 
> « • • • t i 
i 
>!i 
i" 
ft • • • 
I m 
% , m 
i ffii 
I 
. S S 5 
5 _ « f 
.5 
St 
i i i
z
* i tt « *» 
nil ,l!i u; 
81 
c 3 
S s: 
I * i ilt i I f i 
> V V O U V W V 
. : 
i i 
• r 
i-i 
ni 
m 
ur 
l .«t« |lf 
uiii! i' i i 
! 
; * 
• H H 
# « • # « « 
I 9 • • « • • « 
i ' 
1:1 t 
iff 
lilii 
I 
• • « • # • # • • 
H 3 ! 
a * • • 
• « M m 
• A M t 
i! 
* « » • • • * • 
li 
! 
i 
t u i 
m i 
i • 
11!" * 
Hin ! p i ih«- > l«ni ! 
' » • f # 4 l > t > > > l » l l f l l « k t > * « l l l l r > l < » t sssst^s»smuftsitøsmmM3wmfif888S8»MS 
»• \v*»«nwv9\auonv4.ta.»v« 
121 »"• * " 
l-.'.1 ELSE 
I .' > '-I 
124 »MO ti 
u-\ AiiMh ;• 
l ? h • 
i.-7 ht'l'UkN 
l.M END 
»29 • 
130 CCCCCC = = = = =-; 
131 FUNCTION UAFHiM.HOPT) 
132 REAL H.HOPT.ALFA.UAFH 
133 iFiH.LE.HOPT> THEN 
134 ALFA<2.B31E-3 
135 ELSE 
13* A L F A > - 7 9 . 7 E * 
137 END IF 
138 UAFH*:i«<H-HOPT>«ALFA 
139 RETURN 
140 END 
»•41 CCCCCC =***«* 
14Z • 
l « • 
14« CCCCCC «»«•». 
14S FUNCTION TN*<X.U> 
14b - ABSOLUTE PRECISS10N BETTER THAN l.E-o 
147 REAL THA.X.R.Z.B 
14B 1 F ( A B S < M > . G T . l . E l O . A B S t X ) > THEN 
149 Z»X/W 
150 IFC(I.E-3.LE.ABSt?)J .AND. <»BS(Z).LE.1.E2>> THIN 
isi 8=i./z-i./ii.:»P(in 
152 ELSE IF<ABS<Z).LE.1.E-3) THE« 
153 »=.S-2/l2. 
154 ELSE IF<1.C2.LE.Z> THEN 
155 B=l./Z 
156 ELSE 1FCZ.LE.-l.E2> THEN 
1*7 B^l.'l.'Z 
ise END IF 
1V» ELSE 1F<M.NE.0.> THEN 
ItO B«l,-3tCB<l..*> 
IH ELSE 
1*2 • N*0 IS NOT DEFINED 
1*3 »»-1. 
1*4 END IF 
1*S TMA-k 
16« RETURN 
1*7 ENO 
1*8 CCCCCC =.=»== 
1»» • 
170 * 
171 « 
» 7 J 6 -•»- • «• • .• 
»73 t 
174 S. 
175 fc 
176 fc • NO« THE SUNHODULES FOLLOW 
177 A 
17« « 
17« t 
I H C 
1 fl \ VU« Mi U »HOL 1R-. SOU • 4-
iUNNi' Ffi'iN 
a = « ^ = • . = >. . 
4 
» P-CONTROLLER 
» 
!FUN ALIH; 
!INP XP.XN: 
IPAR XHIN.XHAX.YHIN.YS.YHAX.PB: 
!ALC V; 
XP poaitiv« Input 
XM nag«tv« InpuC 
XH1N.XHAX RANGE OF INPUT 
YH1R.YHAX RANGE OF O ITPUT 
YS offaat (or output 
PB PROPORTIONAL BAND 
Y OUTPUT SIGNAL 
C • 
C • I 
REAL EPSLON,RANGE.U.V.ALIH 
C • • > J 
RANCE'XHAX-XHIN , 
U<AL1N<XH1N.XP.XNAX> | 
V<AL1N(XHIN.XH.KNAX) 
EPSLONMU-VI/BANGE 
Y-AI . IN IYH1N. (EPSLOR/PB'YS) . YNAX) 
RETURN 
END 
& 
• - - -
C • 
! SUBMO PICON 
£ i m * i > : * « • • 
IFUN ALIH.ALIr tD; 
ISTV Z) 
IINP XP.XHj 
IPAR XMIN.KIIAK.PB.TAV.YNIN.YHAX; 
!ALG Y; 
REAL VP.VH.EPSLON.RANGE.»LIN,ALI HD 
C • 
C - PI-CONTROLLER 
C • 
RANGE«XN*X-XHIN 
VP.ALI«(XNIN,XP,XNAX> 
VN-»LIN(XHIH.XN,XHAX) 
EPSLON«< VP-VH >/< PB•RANGE> 
Z>ALIN(YHtN.Z.YHAX> 
ZtALIND<EPSLON/TAU.YHlH,Z.YHAX> 
Y>ALIH(YNIN.EPSL0N*2.YMAX) 
iSTURB 
CND 
A:\DTSlH\'DDS'vSUBI»OLlB.SOU - i -
J41 
i « 
• i « ! 
2 « « 
.J4S 
. ! • « * 
2 4 7 
i « a 
-?«» 
-i«> 
2S1 
2 S 2 
2 5 3 
as« 
2S5 
as* J S 7 
2 so 
I S 9 
2 * 0 
» i 
2*2 
2 * 3 
2*4 
2* i 
2 « * 
2 4 ? 
1*9 
2 * 9 
2 7 0 
271 
2 7 2 
2 7 3 
2 7 4 
2 7 5 
2 7 6 
2 7 7 
2 7 8 
2 7 9 
2 * 0 
2*1 
2 * 2 
2 * 3 
2*4 
2 * 5 
2 M 
2 9 7 
2 * 4 
2 9 9 
2 9 0 
291 
292 
293 
2 9 4 
2 9 5 
2 9 6 
2 9 7 
2 9 9 
2 9 9 
2 0 0 
.\ 
a. 
1 
& 
. 
• 
fi 
4 
SUBHv. kJlllKT 
--.
 3 -. - - -
& ( > i » « « u r r i ) y n « » l c a ntt:iu4ltt<l i n »odult* 
* 
!FUN 
& 
!STV 
;ALG 
1 IMP 
!P»R 
& 
4 
• 
• 
6 
4 
1 
« 
6 
HSAFTT.EBP.UAFH: 
TF.TT.XO.H; 
«CI.WC.WE.HCO.HV.HC.HrO; 
PG.FV.WGO.tfFI .WFO.NFI.Xl; 
A.CT.VU.AUHAX.HOPT; 
REAL TG.TV.TSUPER,DT.0GT.0TF.MAS5,VOLUME.KGT.KTF.»HO 
REAL HSAFTT.EBP.UAFH 
TG>TSAF<PG> 
BGO«»GSF(TG > / 1 0 0 0 . 
MC » A F S F t T C > / 1 0 0 0 . 
KGT=«AFHCM.HOPT:*AUMAX«2. 
CTF'IGT 
QGT=ICGr*<TG-Tr» 
WC =0GT/«HC0-HC> 
WGI'WOWGO 
TV <TSAF<PV> 
HV »HGSF<TV)/lO0O. 
OT *EBP<TF.XO> 
TSUPER»<TF-OT>-TV 
VOLJHE«A«H 
RHO»RFSfITF> 
H.ASS« < VOLUBE*VU I«RHO 
IFKTSUPER.CE.O) THEN 
SUPERHEATED FLUID 
WE>0.0OB«NASS«TSUPER"2 
ELSE 
(*E«0. 
END IF 
MFO-HSAFTT<TF.X0> 
OTF-rTF«ITT-TF) 
TF :<VF1*<MF1-HFO>»OTF-VE*<HV-HFO>>/<HASS»ICPFSF<7FW1000.>> 
XO t (NFl*<XI-XO>*VE*XO>/*ASS 
H :(VFl-<VE-WFO>>/<»*RHO> 
TT :tOCT-OTF»/CT 
RETURN 
END 
SUBMO ROOSTA 
* q u u i a i a t l o n a r y p r M a u r * c a l c u l a t i o n 
4 
IFU* 
* 
HSAFTT. EBP. UAFMj 
MAODSXSUBMOLIB.SOU 
- * 
!ST» T F . T T . X O . M ; 
! *LG WO I . WC.TG.TV.F-V.NGO.NV.HC.MFO; 
! I HP PG.UCO.Vir i . MFO.MFl . X I . VVO.HLOAl«: 
•PAR A.CT.VU.AUHAX.HOPT: 
& 
HEAL 01. OGT.OTF . BASS, VOLUME . KGT.KTF,VK . XMH 
REAL HSAFTT.EBP.UAFH 
TG»AMAXUTSAFtPCI . TT I 
HCO-HCSFITG >/IOOO. 
MC »MFSF<TG>/1000. 
KCT'UAFHIH.HOPTI•AUHAX-2. 
KTF'KCT 
OCT«KOT«ITC-TT> 
WC •OGT/ IHGOHC) 
VGI'WOWGO 
VE>HLOA0<WVO 
DT »EBP«TF.XOi 
TV«TF-PT 
HV >HCSF(TV)/1000. 
PV^PSATFtTV) 
HFO«HSAFTT(TF,XO) 
VOLUHE«A«H 
RHO*RFSF<TF> 
MASS«<VOLUME«VU>*RHO 
0TF«KTF*(TT-7F) I 
TF :CWFI«<HFJ-HFOi*OTF-»E«<NV-Hron/<l»*SS«<CPFSF<TF>/1000. >) 
XO !<WF1'(KI-X0».WE-X0I/MASS •** 
H i<UFl-<WE>HF0>t/<A«RKO> * 
TT :IOGT-OTF>/CT ^ 
I 
RETURN 
END 
A 
C - - - -
4 
* 
4 
I SUBHO VV 
A ..... .. 
4 
I FUN TSAFTH.CPSAFT.TNA; 
I STV XO.HFO.TTj 
t 'ALO V O l . H C H C . T F O . T F H i 
I IMP P G . H F I . H F I . X I . T F I i 
I PAR FVOL.KGT.XrF.CT; 
4 REAL TG.HC,OCT.OTF.MASS.UA.CPF,» 
REAL rSAFTH.CPSAFT.THA 
TO •AHAXl ( rSAF(PC) .TT> 
HO •HC8F<TQ) /1000 . 
HC aMFSFITO/ lOOO. 
OGT»KCT«(TG-TT) 
HC •OGT/IRG»HCI 
WGLHC 
TF0<T6ArrV<HF0.*0> 
HASI*FVOt*9FSFITFH > 
»0 >Wri*<Kl-XO>'MASS 
U A « I , J ( \ . / E O T « I . /KTP» 
A: \DYSIM\60S\SUBI tOLl t .S0U 
jfci > : iF -o i 'SAJTiT»n . xu i 
yhi f :THAlUA.WKl»CPF) 
36 5 r H 1 = 8 > T l ' l < l ! » l ' T F i 
Ib« <JTK=»TTF. (TT TF«i 
J6S HF1>: <WF! - (HFI HK'l - oT i > MASS 
Jafc TT : iQtiT-OTF > OT 
3 * 7 .-. 
166 MCTUKN 
1 6 9 F«D 
3 7 0 & 
3 7 1 & 
j 7 2
 4 . . . . - - - - -
37 3 i, 
3 7 4 A 
ars & 
3 7 6 ! SUBNO AfSP 
3 7 7 i = .- . = = . s •, 
37a & 
379 .« S7V HCO; 
34© ! »LG VG.HCO; 
3*2 ! 1HP SWC1.SHCHC1.PG; 
3*2 I PAR V; 
3*3 4 
3R4 • 
385 *E»L TG.HG.TCO.TEUPER.H 
344 • 
347 T"G*TSAFiPC> 
3S4 H>V*RFSF(TG> 
3 6 9 HC-HCSF<TGW10O0. 
J 9 0 TC0=MCO/(CPFSFtTGI/ lOO0.> 
391 TSUPEB=TC0-1G 
392 IFtTSUPER.GT.O.J THEH 
393 WG*O.O08«n«TSUPER«-2 
39« ELSE 
345 »G«0. 
39« EMO IF 
397 WCD«SW<I-WG 
39* HCO:CS»CHCI-tlCO.HCO-WG-HG>/M 
» 9 -
400 RETURN 
401 EHO 
« M a 
403 6 -
444 * 
4»S C, 
•O* « 
407 ! SUBHO RAHPSW 
•O« 1*LC S0.0P.Cl.C2.TI.TT.PI.Pr: 
40« !IHP R.SH.T; 
410 !PAR DS.S1.S2.P1.P2.DP0T; 
411 S 
413 IF<T.L7.0.) THEH 
433 * ataadt atat* 
434 COMTIMC 
41} ELSE 
43.4 4 txanalanl 
417 lF«Ht.HS.4l THEN 
414 * aot »C *l»a tAa and of • atap 
439 COinilUt 
4 2 0 CLSC 
inVDOSVSVatlOLia.SOU 
- «• 
» 41 t h « txiJ of i • ( • ! > 
4 « » n c h a l i o u l d l>s c o n a i d a o i d i t n e v H a m I S N I i» n o l i « C l i x i l 
A l o g i o i i : I I I , S i ) -*•><!_ o l d a c a t a «** n « i t n » i .»n<f_ «»id » t a t a 
1 waa o g t t i d « t o t l i a **•» a n l i i 
[Fi .HOT. < i ( S N . U T . S 1 I . AHD. . HOT . I SO . I.T . S l ) i . 0 « . 
• . ( S H . G T S2> AHt>. . H O T . I S 0 . C T . S 2 > » > i THEH 
CONTINUE 
ELSE 
» a a t a t a a v * n ( haa o c c u r r a d 
I F I S N . L T . S I ) THEN 
I F ( O P . E O . l ) THEN 
* o l d p a r a a a t a r a » I r a a d y i n a t a t a 1 
COMTIH'E 
ELSE 
[ F < S N . L T . S l ' 0 S > tHEH 
CALL REPET 
ELSE 
0 » » l 
C I - . C W 
» l » P 
PT«Pl 
TI"T 
TT»T I -ABS I P T - P I ) / tPOT 
EHO IF 
EHO IT 
ELSE . 
* SM>S2 
!F<0P.EQ.2) THEN »o 
* old p»raaatar» »Iraadj in atata 2 a> 
COHTIHUE r-
ELS* 
ir<*H.GT.S2*DS> THEI < 
CALL REPCT 
ELSE 
OP« 2 
C2«C2«1 
PI.P 
PT.P2 
TI »7 
TT»7I«»»5«PT-Pn''»PDT 
EHO ir 
EHO IF 
ENO IF 
END IF 
EHO IF 
• 
ircNR.EQ.ll 30«SM 
* 
END ir 
a 
RETURN 
ENP 
a 
C .... _ .. 
å 
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AprntDXX H 
LISTING OF SOURCE PILES THAT ARE BEIKG USED FOft 
SIROLATZOB OF A PART OP A SUGAR PACTOftT 
: i 
fid 
rv i t i * m 
tt* 
£ : : 
!i 
it »*»>£ 
Hit** 
igfiii 
i 
M M M • » ii 
B8HRB 
• • • • » • * 
S P i 
M> 
JC A W * 
t ; t : s 5
 H E : 
•*- * i. 
'Mi i 
* * * 
i!i 
Itff 
» * » 
iii 
I S I 
t 
I «• • 
:s: 
• s: 
i 
i 
S 
l 
l 
I 
£ • i 
s « 
M « * 
iii il: 
S" :«s 
ssasif 
Hs|z£-
»Kir! 
Hilti: 
i 
* is 
f Ti 
^ «it|fl i ii 
ih« s? l i ' « V r* f f t » 
**!?*i i i ftii2 
i § ! 2g ! §63 I !t i |E2 ! !s ! I ; igl I it 
» • 
r g 
• • • 
i li 
! i m 
«*«>« » 
§ | site i 
s! i m m •» 
fcKKtftV 
M M M 
* # * * m 
•*• «r M W 
{ii- -
tiii>é i 
i 
ft 
il i •s 
iilllillUlf mi >II\\ åi i \ 
i i } i.l!!J.!i.lj!!.!.!i.i.l! 
—-"^•*i2:c::;c8!«fiS3XCU*SJia*3XSffc«»t$;??isi6itJts?ax 
A:\mrsiN\Dos\n?*. sou • 3-
II« 
111 
11 i 
111 
114 
tis 
11« 
117 
n» 
120 
121 
122 
(23 
12« 
125. 
12a 
« T 
12« 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
13« 
13S 
13*. 
117 
1)8 
119 
1*0 
141 
1*2 
1*3 
1«« 
H 5 
I«« 
147 
1«« 
!«• 
ISO 
1*3 
112 
1J3 
1S4 
133 
13« 
137 
1 M 
15* 
1*0 
141 
3*2 
1-wl/Vl« i PCR«< 
T A > : K 
PklK>V>VCt WW l « • • • . ' » K i l 
Fi.A:.H l ik l lH ANl' ko l iKKT fV/AI ' i .WAT«* 
K!_«:>H LlKUW I 
SMC I > » C S O t 1 ) 
SWCHCI-WCAO< t > »HCROf 1 > 
HACHO AFSP 
STV H C 0 : H C 0 A F < 1 > ; 
ALC W G : V G A F l I ) 
IMF- S W C I : S U C 1 
PAH V = 1 6 ; 
END 
WCO:UCOAF<1> : 
SWCKC1 :SWCHCt . P C : KJAJ-< I 
V F E E D l - A M I N K 
HCOAFl=WCOAF! 
VALVE 
V 2 < 2 > ! ( * 1 2 » - V 
WFOBO< ? > « VC< 2 
a a o u n t o t C a a d u a t a r Co ba d r * « n ( t o « f i r « t i t * q « 
VCQAFI 1 > . W G I R O < l > > 
l > ~ W f E E I H 
2 < 2 > W l 
> « V Z < 2 > 
•MACRO ROuKTA 
! STV rF:TF»OI2» 
! ALC WG1:HC1B0(2> 
t 
. TT:TTROl?) . X0;XOHOt2> H:HfcOCi> 
! I N P f C : P C K O ( 2 > 
! K F I 
I VAN A U H A X M ? . 8 « > 
'END 
t p t u n i r « c a l c u l 
BHO.RCSFCTVRO 
RHO* 1 . 3 3 9 6 9 
U a o t l n U G I D O l 
P C R 0 < 3 > * P V R 0 ( 
PGAF<2>*PGBO< 
P « V V < 3 > ' P G R 0 < 
. W C : U C R 0 « 2 > . T G s T G H O t Z I . T V ; T V I 0 I 2 > . 
HGO:HGORO<2> . H V : H V R O t 2 l , P V : P v R O I 2 > . 
H r O : H F O R O ( 2 > . H C : M C R O ( 2 1 ; 
, W G 0 : W Q | V V < « > . w r i : W F 0 f ) 0 i 1 > .WFO:WFOROc 2> , 
: H F O B O ( l ) . X l : K 0 R O ( l > . W L O A D : U L O A O C 2 ) . U N O : W O I { > ; 
H O P T M . S . C T ' 3 0 . 2 , * ' 1 0 . 2 7 . V U » 1 7 . 2 
• t l o c i j 
<2>> f o l l o w i n g a t t t M i n t >• t ru« tor F> 12a. 102 
21-HGAFll) 
2 > - P R H O V * U V O ( 2 ) * « 2 / N H O 
3 > ' P R H O W « W G A F ( 2 > « » 2 / n H O 
3> - P R M O V - V G l VV I 3 ) • • 2 / ' R H 0 
STAGE 3 
FLASH DR9H 2 
S V C l » M C R f t < 2 > « 
S« iCWCI*WCR0(2 
F L A S H ORPM AMD I O B I R T EVA»OBAT0B 
WCOAF1•WCVVtS > <MCVV < t ) 
) - H C R O I 2 ) - k C O A F I « H C O A F ( 1 ) ' V C V V K b ) «HCVV<S> 
• t f C V V M 4 > « K X U U t 4 > 
! MAC BO AFSP 
> STV H C 0 : H C 0 A F ( 2 > 
I A t C VG-.WCAT(2> 
! IMF- S W C I s S V C t 
! PAR V > 1 . 8 : 
!ENX> 
A calculat« tha 
•FCED2-MGIRO< 
V C O : M C O A F < 2 l ; 
S W C H C I : S W C I C I . P « ; P G A F < 2 ' ; 
aaount of fatadaatar to ba drawn frea aacc*>4 ataga 
1>-MF«ED1 
M \ f t O » \ r r * - » O U - • -
w r u A F . ' 'WCOAI'1 .' > VFCEI ' . ' 
A 
A V A I . W 
V£< 1 > : l "•• I I \if. i i , i ,. | . 
WKiROI I 1 -• Vi I '<> •V/- t i 
\ 
HAXku BOgitTA 
KTV T K : T F ' R 0 « J I . T T > T T k v < l> . »U.HOHm 3> . « : N * < M J I j 
ALC V C l i M G t H O I J ) . V C : W C B Q ( J ) . T G i r O M O ) . I V i T V f l O O I . 
HGO- .MCONOl l ) . H V - . M V R O O ) . PV i PWRCM 1 1 , 
H F 0 i H F 0 R O I 3 > . H C ; M C t O < l > ; 
INF- P C ; P 0 » 0 < 1 J , VCO.WGI W O J . V r i i B P O A O I K . V K>AD : WLOAO < 3 > . 
« F 0 - . M F O R 0 t 3 ) , U W 0 : M V O t l l , M a [ « H W t O 121 . K l i M » 0 « 2 « j 
»AH A U H A X < 7 . » 7 2 . H0PT> J . 4 . C T i U . 2 , A » 7 . 1 J 4 . W H O . I 
EBP 
i p r a a a u r « c a l c u l a t i o n « 
• » H O - R « J f < T Y « o n > i ( o l l f w t r w j a t A C a a a n t t « * r g a f o r T ' l l a . M « 
H M O « i . 0 1 * 2 1 
M V O < 2 l < N a i B O < 3 l - « G A r i 2 l 
» G i O ( 4 ) - P V » 0 ( 3 l - F R H O « . t l V O I . 1 ) » ' t / » M O 
P G A F < » > « P G R O < * I - M * O V . * - O A F < 1 > "ifftHO 
P G V V « t ) « P 0 R 0 < 4 I M H O V . W C I W < I t • • t / « H O 
& 
4 - - - • 
A STAGE 4 FLASH »RUM A i d JIOBffrT E V A « I A I M 
A 
« FLASH DRUM 3 
S W C ! * V C * 0 < 3 > • V C 0 A F 2 « K U V < : t I 
$WCHCI -UCROt 3 ) > H C N O < 3 l - M C O A F 2 * M C O A F ( 2 > > a C V « ( J»«HCVi>< l > 
!MACR0 AFSP 
.' S TV H C P : H C O A F ( 3 > ; 
I ALG B G . W O A P O ) . a C O i W C O A P O ) i 
! I HP B H C I : B M « I . SMCHCI tSHCHC I . P C i P G A m i I 
I PAR V*\.« ; 
!END 
A 
A VALVE 
U Z < « ) j < i l 4 l ~ Y 3 t * > > / ' l . a 
HF0t0<4>»VCl«>«VZ<4> 
a 
IHACBO BOOSTA 
I STV T F : T F H 0 < * l . T T : T T R O < 4 > , 3 0 i X 0 F K ) ( 4 > , H t l M « ( 4 > ; 
I ALG W G l i M Q I I M X « ) . M C t V C l O < 4 > . 1 0 i T « R 0 t « » , T V i f V » O I 4 > . 
I K C O i f W a i O < 4 > . H V i M P R O I « ) , P V i * V » O I 4 > . 
! N P O i H r O R O I « ) - H C < H C H P I « > ; 
I I N P P G : P C « 0 ( « ) . V ) G O i M O I « V < I ) , « r i i N f ' 0 » a O ) , WUJAOl V L 0 A D I O , 
t H r O : V F O R O ( 4 > . KF I l HFOROC 3 ) . H I H 0 M O < 3 ) , M V 0 : WWOt 4 1 I 
I »AH A U H « N « a . 3 < t , H O P T - l . J i , C 7 ' l ) . Q , A > » . 2 1 ? . V U < * . 4 > 
t E H D 
(> p r a a a w r a c a l c u l a t i o n « 
• H 0 * R 0 s r « r v R O i 4 > ) r o l t o a l n « a t a c a a a n t l a t r w » t o e 1 » » 0 4 . » | T 
R H O « . 7 0 t > J » 3 
V , V 0 « 3 ) - W » l R 0 < * l - V G A r ( I > 
» O f t O < S ) > » V I K ) < 4 ) - P « H O « * a v O ( 4 ) < > 2 / R H O 
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-z x X X 
A V 
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i t 
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'J -
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1 !MODUL REC 
2 ISTV Z(4).S2; 
3 IALO t(5).*LOAOt4),«FI. 
4 t PV0(4>.0P(4).D0WN(4).UP(4i .TI 14).TTC4 > . PI (41,PT<4),HLOADS14i; 
5 ttMP MRO(S).HSET(S),HL0A0(4).PV<4); 
6 & 
7 HEAL VAC 
S « 
9 (MACRO RAHPStf 
XO IALS S O t P V O U ) , QP-.OPC1), C l :DOWN(l i , C 2 : t r r t l > , 
H I T I i T I t l ) - TT:TT<1>. P I ; P K 1 > , P T : P T f l > ; 
12 !IHP P:KLO*DS(l), SNiPV(l), TiT; 
13 [PAR DC-.Ol. Si«1.5. S2-1.6, Pl-O., P2»41.S82. OPOT-100; 
14 !EKD 
15 iHACRO RAMPSK 
It IAL« SO:PVO<2>, OPtOP(2), Cl:DOWN(2l. C2:UP(2). 
17 I ri:TI(2> . TT:TT(2), P!:Pi(2> . PT:PT(2): 
I« I IMP P:HLOADS<2>, SM:PV<2>, T:T. 
19 (PAR DS«.Ol. Sl*1.3. S2*1.4. P1»0.. P2-41.212. BP&T-l.OOj 
20 l»D 
21 IRACRO RAHPSV 
22 tALO SOiPVOO), OP:OP<3), C1:D0WN<3>. C2:UP(3>. 
23 t TIsTIO) , TT»TT<3>. PIrPt(3) , PT:PT<3>; 
2 4 i m P P:HLOADSC3>. S M : P V ( 3 ) . T:T: 
2 5 IPAR 0 S - . 0 1 . S 1 - 0 . J . S 2 » 1 . 0 . P l ' O . , P 2 * 7 . 3 3 6 2 , D P D T ' 0 . 5 0 ; 
26 HM 
27 IHACRO RAHPSV 
2B IALG S0:PV0(4). OP:OP(4). C1:D0WNC4>. C2:UP:4>, 
2 9 I T I l T I ( 4 ) , TTiTT<4>, P t : P I ! 4 i , P T : P T ( 4 > ; 
30 IIMP P:HL0ADS(4) . 3K:fVC4>, T:T; 
31 IPAR D S - . 0 1 , S l - 0 . 2 . S 2 « 0 . 3 . P l ' O . . P 2 « 1 4 . S 4 4 , D P D 7 = 0 . 5 0 ; 
32 IEKD 
33 £ 
34 HLOADS<l>«Pr<l>-AMII»l<l . . (< T-TI ( 11 ) / (TT i l ) - I K 11 ) i ) • ( PTi t ) - PI ( 1 ) i 
33 HL0ADS(2)«PK2)«A»IIK1 C 1 . , C C T - T ! ( 2 ) ) / ( T T ( 2 ) - T I I 2 > > : > > ( P T ( 2 1 - P I ( 2 > > 
36 H L 0 A D S < 3 > * P ! O > - A » I H K l . , f ( T - T I O M / M T T O i - T I < 3) ) > > • ( PT( 3 J -PI ( 3 i ) 
37 HU>ADS(4>-PH4)»AHIMlll..((T-TI<4>>/CTTC4)-Tt<4) ) ) i • t PTt 4) -PK 4 ) i 
35 6 
39 I MAC»O PCON 
40 I IMP XPlHROU) . XMsHSETll); 
41 ! PAR XBIM«1.2S . XMAX-1.7S , Yrtlft-0. . YttAXM. .YS=.72.P6-.030; 
42 I ALC Y:Y(1>; 
43 I END 
44 I MACRO PCOH 
45 I IMP XPtHRO(2> , XHsHSET(2); 
46 ! PAR XMIN«1.25 . XMAX-1,75 . YHIN-0. . YHAX'l. , YS«.446,P8i.030j 
47 I ALC TlTC2>; 
49 I END 
49 I HACKO PCOR 
50 ! IMP XPiHRO(3) , XM:HSETU); 
51 I PAR XHIH-1.25 , XHAX-1.75 . YrtlS'O. , YHAX-1, ,VS>.4249,PB-,027; 
52 I ALC YlTC3>; 
53 l END 
54 I MACRO PCOM 
55 ! IMP XPiHR0<4> , XH:HSET(4>; 
56 1 PAR XHIH«I.2S , XMAX-1.75 . YrtIN = 0. . YMAX-1. . YS« . 3&06, PB; . Oli: 
57 I ALG YfY(4); 
SS I END 
S9 I MACRO PCON 
66 ) 1HP MPtKRO<Si , xntHSET(S), 
61 I PAR XMIH'1.2S , XMAX""l.7S . YH!N*0. . YMAXM. , YE= . 39S1 , PB> . Ol~. ; 
62 I ALC Y . m > , 
63 I IND 
64 4 
ti »MACRO P1COR 
66 I STV Z.ZIllj 
67 I IMP XHiHLOAD<l>,XPiHLOAD»(l>< 
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44 4 poawr load rang* P% raaat ataaa f l o » ran«* 
49 t PAR XMIM O..XRAX*S5..PB> 0.109.TAU« 2 . . YHIN'O. O, YMAXOO.: 
70 ! »LG Y:WLOAD*l>: 
71 IEND 
72 IHACRO PICON 
73 I STV Z:2(2); 
74 ! IKP XntHLOAO(2).XP:NLOA0S(2): 
75 4 pooar load rang* Pb raaat ataaa flow ranga 
74 I PAR XHIN« O..XHAX-55..PB'0.10e,TAU- 2.,YHIH«0.O,*HAX«3O.; 
77 I ALO Y:WL0AD*2>; 
75 IEND 
79 IHACRO PICOH 
•0 ! STV ZtZ(3); 
RI I IHP XR:HLOAD(3),XP:HLOADS<3>; 
•2 4 poaar load ranga Pb raaat ataaa Clo« ranga 
S3 t PAR XHIN-O.O.XHAX'IS..PB«0.192,TAU« 2 . , YHIM'O.O.YHAX«15.; 
•4 I ALG Y:wLOAD(3>; 
•5 IEND 
•4 IHACRO PICOM 
•7 I STV ZiZ<«>; 
S« t INP XR:HL0AD<4).XP:HL0ADS(4>: 
•9 4 powar load rang* Pb raaat ataaa floa ranga 
•0 I PAR XHIN>0.0,XHAX»30.,PB«0.192,TAU« 2. . YRIN'0.0,XHAX>IO.; 
91 I ALG Y:WL0ADI4>; 
92 ICHD 
93 4 Controll lnlat flo» of augar 
94 »AC»!H5ET!l>-HRO!l>>»10.21* 
95 I <HSET*2>-HRO(2>>-10.27* 
94 f CHSET!3)-HROI3)1*7.526* 
97 t <HSrr<4>-HRO<4>>*5.237> 
94 • <H3ETIS)-HRO!5))«2.648 
99 4 
100 IHACRO PICON 
101 ISTV ZtSZ; 
102 IALG YtwFI; 
103 IINP XP:WAC,X(1:0. ; 
104 IPAR XHIN« -S0.,XMAX« 50.,PB».03, 
103 I YRIN" 0.,YHAX- 200..TAU« I.; 
104 iERO 
107 4 
104 RETURN 
10« ENTR« RECOUT 
110 WRITEUO,O ' ' 
111 WRITEUO,*) ' REC' 
112 WRITEUO,9300) 'HSET'.HSET 
113 WRITE*10,9300) 'HRO'.HRO 
114 WRITEUO,9300) 'Y',Y 
115 WRITE!10,9300) 'Z',Z 
)li WRITE! 10,9300) 'VAC,«FI S SZ" ,WAC, WFI ,SZ 
117 WRITE!10,9300) 'PV (bar)',PV 
114 WRITEUO,9300) 'PVO (BaO'.PVO 
119 WRITE!10,9300) 'OP',0P 
120 WRITE!10,9300) 'DOWN',DOWN 
121 WRITEUO, 9300) 'UP',UP 
122 WRITE!10,9300) 'TI la)',TI 
123 WRITE!10,9300) 'TT (a)'.TT 
124 WRITEUO,9300) 'PI (WW),PI 
125 WRITE*10,9300) 'PT (NW>',PT 
124 WRITE*10,9300) 'HLOAO <flW>',HL0AD 
127 WRITE!10,9300) 'HLOAOS <MW)',HLOAOS 
124 WR1TE(10,9300) 'HLOAO <kg/a)',WLOAD 
129 4 
130 RETURN 
131 9300 FORRATlIX.A12,SC12.J> 
132 4 
133 IND 
134 4 
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x i RNA rr* , twj 
2 I PAR T F K 2 > . X I ( 2 > . T S < 2 > . 
3 t HSETI<S>,HSETT<5).RSSET(5>.R'*ET(5>i 
4 * 
5 ! FUH H3AFTT; 
6 i 
7 ! DCL 
S REAL TFIC0H,X1C0».HL0ADC<4> 
9 6 c«lc. »nthalpy load 
10 I END 
1 1 & 
12 HL0ADC<1>*VL0AI>1.REG*HVR02.FFA 
13 HL0ADC(2)*«L0AD2.REG*NVIt03.FF* 
14 HLOADC(3>-VL0AD3.REG*HVR04.FFA 
15 HL0ADCf4>**L0AD4.REG»HVR0S.FFA 
16 tnOD REG 
17 HR01»HR0l.FFA 
IB HR02«HR02.FFA 
19 HR03-HR03.FFA 
20 HR04-HR04.FFA 
21 HftOS«HR05.FFA 
22 H S E T l ' H S E T I l . C O N ' A H l N K l . .1VRSSET1 .COW) • IHSETT1 .COM-HStTI l .COHI 
23 HSET2*HSrri2.COR»AHIKlU. ,TYRSSETl.CON>MHSETT2.C0H-HSETI2.COW) 
24 HSET3»HSETI3.CON-AHIH1<1.,T/RSSET1.COH>*<HSETT3.CON-HSETI3.CON) 
25 HSET4*HSETI4.CON«AHIIIl<1..7/RSSETl.C0H)*(HSETT4.COM-H3ETt4.COM> 
26 HSET5-H8ETI5.CO»>Ani(tl<l. ,T/RSSETl.CON)-(HSETT5,COH-HSETI5COH) 
27 HL0AD1»HL0ADC<1> 
28 HLOAC2-HLOADC12) 
29 HLOA03*HLOADC(3> 
30 HL0AD4-HL0ADC<4) 
31 PV1«PVR02.FFA 
32 PV2«PVR03.FFA 
33 PV3.PVR04.FFA 
34 PV4*PVR05.FFA 
35 .'END 
36 t 
37 ! HOD FFA 
38 TF1C0K«TF11.C0»»AHIH1<1.,T/RJSET2.C0I»>«(TFI2.C0!*-TF11.C0N) 
39 X ICON»XI l .CO*>Al t IM l< I . ,T /R ISET2 .CON>»(X l2 .COW-XI l .COB) 
40 TFI 'TFICOR 
41 Xt 'XICOH 
42 HFI»HSAFTT(TFICO»,XIC0»> 
43 PSTEAH«P8ATF(TS1.C0»«AHI»1<1.,T/SJSET1-CON!«(TS2.C0N-TS1.CON)> 
44 WFI>WFI.REC 
45 WLOADl'O. 
46 WL0AD2»«L0AD1.REG 
47 WL0AD3.WL0AD2.REC 
48 WtOAt>4»VtOAD3.REG 
49 MLOAD5««tOA04.REG 
50 Y1»Y1.REC 
51 Y2>Y2.REG 
52 Y3«Y3.REC 
53 Y4«Y4.REC 
54 Y5«Y5.REG 
53 I END 
56 * 
57 I OUT 
56 WRIIEdO.'(A)'> 'l'//' ' 
59 WRITtdO,' <A>' > ' Profil«' 
60 CALL FfAOUT 
61 CALL REOOUT 
62 6 
63 9300 fORBAT(lX,A12,5012.S) 
APPENDIX I 
LISTING OP THE LIST FILE THAT WAS USED FOR 
SIMULATION OF A PART OF A SUGAR FACTORY 
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APPENDIX J 
LISTING OF THE INPUT FILE THAT WAS USED FOR 
SIMULATION OF A PART OF A SUGAR FACTORY 
II m 
m 
mm \ iifiifi 
!s!Es§sis 
llSllllfliif \ mm 
^ 0 9 0 0 0 - 9 0 9 0 0 <> 
1 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
°"ntt 
. i n , gsssssssSo i
 0 Azsszo 5 
f lH|i|llll||lIi||l|!|li!|ii||lliiji 
???????????????? SS88? 
I I I IffiBB H 
??????? ???????????????? ?????? 
ill illll II 
isiiiif iiituuiiiiiili I!!i 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 O O O 
liilili Il2ili=lislll=ll 
»HiHilli! K iiiii 
» O O O v » ^ ^ « « — "• 9 A O * 9 9 
i Liyilllll! ji! 
H":>»iiiii«ll!ii!|!i!i!iS!!lliii||]li 
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APPENDIX K 
DATA FOR THE SIMULATION OF A PART OF A POWER PLANT 
The parameters are the same as those that were used in another 
project (CHRISTENSEN,1986) except for a few minor changes. All 
of the parameters, except for the set points (Xs) to the PI-
controllers and the inlet temperature of seawater (Tci>, were 
made part of the modules since they were kept constant during 
all the simulation experiments. 
Parameters for the feedwater preheater chain section 
Steam coolers 
KST 
KTF 
Cip 
MW/K 
MW/K 
MJ/K 
C j , C Q MJ/K 
CF 
CPF 
CPD 
RHOD 
AD 
T 
MJ/K 
kJ/kg»K 
kJ/kg »K 
kg/m3 
m2 
s 
RG Jcg/m3»bar 
11.55 
5.775 
3 .02 
1 
10 
4 . 2 
4 .18 
982 
6 .28 
0 .25 
15.00 
7.500 
6.12 
2 
20 
4 .2 
4.19 
962 
4.54 
0.25 
15.45 
7 .725 
7 .26 
2.34 
23.4 
4 .2 
4.21 
949 
9.04 
0 .25 
19.56 
9 .780 
8 .47 
2 .14 
21.4 
4 .22 
4 .25 
916 
4 .02 
0.47 
18.66 
9.330 
8.47 
2 .05 
20 .5 
4.28 
4.34 
882 
4 .02 
0.47 
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Pi-controllers 
»O 
XM 
xs 
PB 
T I 
G 
m 
m 
m 
s 
0.9 
2.6 
1.75 
0.5 
360 
1.25 
0 
1.4 
0.42 
0 .7 
38.4 
2 .5 
0 
1.35 
0.405 
0 . 5 
90 
1.25 
0.394 
1.194 
0.794 
1.0 
180 
2 .50 
0.394 
1.194 
0.794 
1.0 
19.2 
1.25 
Heat exchangers 
K ( 1 ) 
Gr 
c« 
C ( 2 ) 
cc 
CPW ' 
c F C i 
(1) K 
(2) C 
Delay 
L 
rtHOF 
MW/K 
HJ/K 
MJ/K 
HJ/K 
MJ/K 
cJ/kg«K 
KJ/kg »K 
= Kjp^r = 
3
 C d » 
t u b e s 
n.3 
kg/m3 
3.74 
2 .8 
84 
0 .922 
9.22 
4 .19 
4 .2 
4.24 
1.56 
48 
0.506 
5.06 
4.21 
4 . 2 
KTC 
CCO 
26.8 
982.6 
9.84 
965.b 
4.14 
3.14 
52 
0.800 
8 .00 
4 .25 
4 . 2 
16.74 
952.2 
2 .08 
1.29 
28 
0 .312 
3 .12 
4 .34 
4 . 2 2 
3.66 
920 .2 
15.6 
t»6».7 
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Valve constants 
CV kg/s 630 630 800 400 2t0 
Parameters for the turbine section 
HP-turbine and steam line 
Flow coefficients 
ke = 3.31-10-6 bar/(kg2/s2; 
Kv = 24.86 kg/s»bar 
Kh * 13.00 kg/s-bar 
Volume Vn * 10 m3 
3p/3P p» = 0 . 5 4 kg/nt3-bar 
P g n » 0 . 5 1 kg/m3»bar 
E f f i c i e n c y Yn 3 0.781 
Reheater 
Plow coefficients 
Knl = 1630 kg/s'bar 
times 
Kvm * 
VH 3 
vT = 
VMO -
150 kg/s»bar 
240 m3 
284 m3 
18.6 m3 
3p/3P p« » 0.47 kg/m3»bar 
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Heat transfer 
C k g r = 294 (kg/s) / (MW/K) 
kgt =4.54 MW/K 
C t r - 5.315 MJ/K 
LP-turbine 
Flow coefficient 
Kx - 121.35 kg / s -bar 
Volume VL = 156 n»3 
3p/3P P ' X = 0.425 kg/m3»bar 
E f f i c i e n c y Yh = 0.87867 
kondenser 
Heat transfer 
k c w = 50 MW/K 
c p c = 4 . 2 0 kJ/kg»K 
Ccv, * 446 MJ/K 
C c t = 73 MJ/K 
B c = 0.455 
T c i = QOQ 
•Heater model" 
Time constant 
T - 10 s 
APPENDIX L 
LISTING OP SOME FORTRAN77 FILES PRODUCED 
BY THE PRECOMPILER SYSTEM 
Here FORTRAN77 f i l e s produced by the precompiler system 
for the simulation of a part of a sugar factory are l i s t e d . 
These F0RTRAN77 f i l e s can be compared with the source f i l e s 
l i s t e d in Appendix H to see the difference and a l so what the 
user has been rel ieved from. 
1 SV*irOVT>M I I C i T . M > 
4 CKTfCCD ! • • 
s i i « i . S t . 
a 0 o i tc i » ) . 
4 * t i l ) . » 1 0 M > ( 4 > . W l . P V 0 I 4 I . 0 * 1 4 1 , D 0 H K I 4 ! . » » H I . I I H I . T T I 4 I . 
:r> » M i o . » T < « > . H L O k O S i « ) , 
I I f » * 0 ( S > . » * I T ( 5 | , HL0A0I4). » » 1 4 1 
: 2 c . 
I ] CORNOH ' O t G / 
. 4 3 Z . SZ . 
: •. o o t te . 
:» » 1, »LOAD. »r i . pvo. OP oo»», up. T: . TT. P I . PT. KLOUDS. 
! * » 0 M S t T . HLO«D. PV 
:i 
:i 
24 
21 
24 
27 
2 t 
24 
13 
n 
!2 
n 
)4 
)'. »4 
>7 
J» 
J» 
40 
4 ; 
42 
4 ) 
44 
4$ 
4* 
4 ' 
4« 
44 
SO 
Si 
<! S J 
54 
5» 
>*> S-' 
1 * 
5« 
*C 
»t 
» i 
M 
»4 
45 
»» 4 * 
M 
» t » L »»C 
C4LL ( » n P S V I H t . 
p o . i o o e t o i , i w t . 
P 1 . 000 
• p v a m . j H 1 1 . o o » m i > 
r »<.o*os n i , » » ' i > . T ' 
C»LL » » P I P S » I » » . 
P O . 1 0 0 0 1 - 0 1 . 1 9 0 0 
p i . o o o 
• P V 0 I 2 ) . o p i a i . oo»p» i 
I » L O 4 0 S I 2 ) , » V I 2 I . T 
< » l l » 4 K P J K I I H , 
P O . I O O O t - 0 1 . 0 . 4 0 0 0 
PO 5 0 0 0 
» P V O I 3 I . o n j i . a o « R ' ] i 
1 K l O I D I U i . P » c j > . T i 
CULL » I R P S V l H t . 
P O . I O O O C - 0 1 . 0 . 2 0 C 3 .0 
PO 5 0 0 0 
4 P V O I 4 ) , 0 P < 4 > . D O » * l 4 > 
I H L O « 0 » I 1 I . » V I 4 1 . T l 
M L 0 4 D H i > • » ; 111 - » m m 11 
M L O * O * 1 1 1 • » 1 1 1 1 • » n i m 1 1 
HLOkDf 111 • P U D ' I H I W I 11 
H L O A O t l « • • » ! I 4 : . » » I » 1 | | 
C * L l PCOP) ! • • > , 
P 1 250 . l . - "50 0 
» o . j o o o t - o i . 
4 T i n . 
; »no< 1 1 , M m : i 
' 4 L L PCO« I » » . 
1 ; ! I 0 . l •",« . i 
PO l O O O f - 0 1 . 
» » 1 2 ) . 
I H P 0 I 2 . . H S t T l 2 : i 
:*u. K O » I M , 
P 1 250 1 7<0 
P O . J 7 0 0 C 1 1 
» n 3 ) . 
r m o i J i . » K T I J> 
' » I L PC ON 1 M . 
P 1 . 2 5 0 I ' 5 -
PO 1 * 0 0 1 0 1 . 
» r i 4 i . 
1 » 1 0 1 4 1 , » J I T « . 
C4LL PC0» IP ) * . 
» l . l i O . I . » M . 0 
JPi I > , T I I 1 1 . T T ! 1 i . P I • ! : 
U P I 2 J . T H 2 > . T T l J ) . P [ I 2 ' 
U P D I . T I t J ) . T T U l . P I U i 
U P I 4 1 , T I M ) . T T I 4 I , » 1 1 4 ) , P T I 4 I . 
. [ I T - T J I I > 1 / i T T t l > - T J l l M > > . < P T < I > - P J I 1 > > 
. l i T - T t l 2 H / I T T f I J - T I 1 2 l ) l i . i P T ( J l - » I I J l ) 
. < i T - T t l J l i ' l T T f J l - T t l 3 l l i i » i r T ' 3 i - P , I f ) l l 
. i i T - T I 1 4 ) ) / I T T I 4 ) - T T [ 4 ? > ) } . ( P T I 4 I - P I I 4 M 
0 0 0 0 . o . ? 2 0 0 , I . 0 0 0 
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At \DYSlH\DM\»M.rOt 
• 9 
TO 
71 
72 
7 3 
74 
7S 
74 
7 7 
7S 
79 
8 0 
SI 
• 2 
• 3 
S4 
• 5 
»6 
• 7 
• 0 
• 9 
90 
91 
92 
9 3 
94 
95 
96 
97 
»ft 
9 9 
1 0 0 
101 
102 
103 
1 0 4 
105 
106 
107 
10ft 
1 0 9 
110 
H I 
112 
113 
114 
U S 
1 1 6 
117 
l i f t 
1 1 9 
120 
121 
122 
123 
1 2 4 
12S 
1 2 * 
127 
12ft 
1 2 9 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
I J S 
P 0 . S 7 0 O E - 0 1 . 
A » < 5 > . 
I HR0<S>. HSET(S) ) 
CALL PICON (MR. 
PO.OOOO . S S . 0 0 , 0 . 1 0 9 0 . 2 . 0 0 0 
P 3 0 . 0 0 
S Z l l ) . 
D D R E G H ) , 
A WLOAD(l). 
I HLOADS(l ) , KL0ADU>> 
CALL PICON (NR. 
PO.OOOO . 5 5 . 0 0 . 0 . 1 0 8 0 . 2 . 0 0 0 
P 3 0 . 0 0 
S Z C 2 ) . 
D 0 R E C ( 2 ) . 
* *L0«D<2>, 
I HL0ADSI2>, HLOAD(2>> 
CALL PICON (NR, 
PO.OOOO , 1 5 . 0 0 . 0 . 1 9 2 0 . 2 . 0 0 0 
P 1 5 . 0 0 
S Z C 3 ) . 
0 DRCGC3). 
A VLOADO). 
1 HLOADSO), HL0ADC3)) 
CALL PICON tRR. 
PO.OOOO . 3 0 . 0 0 , 0 . 1 9 2 0 . 2 . 0 0 0 
P 1 0 . 0 0 
S Z ( 4 > . 
a DREG ( 4 ) , 
A VL0AXH4), 
I HL0ADS<4>, HL0AD«4>) 
WACMHSET<l)-HRO(l) > « 1 0 . 2 1 » 
• < H S C T ( 2 ) - H R 0 ( 2 ) ) » I 0 . 2 7 . 
• ( H S C T O I - H R 0 O 1 > * 7 . S 2 6 « 
• ( H S E T < 4 ) - H N 0 ( 4 > > « 5 . 2 3 7 « 
• (HSET<S>-HRO(5>)«2.64ft 
CALL PICON (NR, 
P-SO.OO . 5 0 . 0 0 . 0 . 3 0 0 0 E - 0 1 , 1 . 0 0 0 
P 2 0 0 . 0 
S S Z . 
0 DRE<5<5>. 
A WFI, 
t VAC. 0 . ) 
RETURN 
ENTRY REGOUT 
WRITE«10 ,O • ' 
W R I T E ( 1 0 , - ) ' REG' 
WRITE 1 1 0 , 9 3 0 0 ) 'HSET'.KSET 
WRITE(10 ,9300) 'HRO'.HRO 
WRITE«10,9300) ' Y ' . Y 
WRITE«10,9300) ' Z ' . Z 
WRITE<10.9300) 'WAC.WFI « 5 Z " , » A C . W F I , S 2 
WRITE(10 ,9300) 'PV < b « r > ' , P V 
WRITE«10,9300) ' PVO ( b a r ) ' . P V O 
W R I T E ! 1 0 , 9 3 0 0 ) 'OP' ,OP 
W R ! T E ( 1 0 , 9 3 0 0 ) DOWN'.DOWN 
NRITEC10.9300) ' U P ' . V P 
WHITE!10 ,9300) -TI ( • > • . « 
WRZTCU0,9300> 'TT < » > ' , T T 
WRITE 1 1 0 , 9 3 0 0 ) 'PI ( I tW)' .PI 
» R I T E ! 1 0 , 9 3 0 0 ) 'PT <HW)'.PT 
WRITE«10.9300) 'HLOAO <NWJ',HL0*D 
WRITE«10,9300) 'HLOADS (HW)'.HLOAOS 
WRITE«10,9300) WLOAD ' k g / » ) ' . W L O A O 
RETURN 
9 3 0 0 P0RNAT(1K,A12 .5C12 .S ) 
E M 
,0.0000 
.0.0000 
.0.0000 
,0.0000 
. 0 . 0 0 0 0 
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APPENDIX M 
A COPY OF THE PAPER PRESENTED AT SCSC'87 
A paper describing some of the work with the precompiler system 
in connection with DYSIM was presented at the 1987 Summer Com-
puter Simulation Conference held July 27-30 in Montreal, Quebec, 
Canada. It is copied below from the proceedings (KOFOED, 1987). 
- 2S9 -
Description of a two-level modular simulation tool for OYSIM 
J.E. Kofoed 
Department of Energy Technology 
Rise National Laboratory 
•X-4CO0 ROStlldr, Denmark 
ABSTRACT 
A simulation tool that a s s i s t s the user when con-
structing models la described. 
with th i s tool the model i s compiled into a roft-
TRAN7? code which must be compiled and linked to the 
simulation package UVSIM86 which perforaa the simu-
lation and stores data (or prints and plots . 
Tha simulation tool Is based on s two-level modu-
ler approach. A library i t available »hen working on 
the f iret l e v s l . »amaly the raMfcinietiaA »f a • • Jala. 
A nodule contains the model of a delimited section of 
a process plant. The module i s made from submcdules 
which are taken from the library. The submodules con* 
tam andel* of component* such as neat exchanger*. At 
the second level , the modules are assembled to a total 
model of the plant. Individual tes t ing of the module* 
makes i t easier to test the total æ d e l . 
The welting and assembling of modules i s accom-
plished using • nlsture of precompiler commands and 
TOtmuum statement*, and the two levels are reflected 
in the two precompilers in the simulation too l . The 
library i s completely open to the user, Baking i t 
possible to extend the library with new subnodules. 
The precompiler system consists of the two precom-
pi l ers and the routine for processing the library. 
its mower I ON 
At Ris« National Laboratory a simulation system 
DYS In for continuous simulation n « developed. In-
itally It was merely a routine for solving differen-
tial equations written in PO*TIUUt?7. Soon it was ob-
vious that a modular structure should be implement-«), 
as this would facilitate the development of the pro-
gramme by dividing tha model into smaller pieces ané 
allowing individual testing before assembling the 
modules (Christensen et al. 198*). On thi* besie * 
simulation tool has been developed. The concept of 
-nodularity w«» extended to yet another l«v«l wrier«' 
models of compent ts can be used. These are in a li-
brary as stibmodu -. so that it is feasible to u»r 
w*-ll-trst«-d models in new simulations. 
Tnt simulation Loci to be described here tunwrts 
source r(«tus into FOBTRAU77 codes that are linked to 
Che modular version of DTSIMSb. The two-level modular 
••pproech is applied to the two precompilers, which 
together with a routine lo process the library cwi-
etltwt* the simulation tool chat will be referred to 
as the precompiler -yste«. When uting the precompiler 
system tne user is relieved ot the teduus and error -
prone work of administering the communlesting through 
variables. 
•ing language. In this way it is possible to use the 
-l-rarnts making up a flexible language. Today only a 
few simulation language* havs this, e.g. E5L (Crosble 
et al. 19851. 
The development started on a mainframe computer 
but the improved computing power, the graphic* ca-
pacity and the low cost of PCs initiated the work of 
also modifying the simulation system to a PC-version 
where interactive control of tha simulation is poss-
ible. 
CONCEPT 
DYSIM86 is a routine that administers the simu-
lation and prepares data for matin«} print-outs and 
plots. A modular approach i* applied and this is re-
flected in an input file and • list file as well as 
in the model of the process plant, (sea- Pig. 1>. The 
list file contains a list of the variables used in the 
modal, and th* input file contains the Information 
that determines how the simulation 1* to be performed. 
Tha basic concept of the precompiler system is the 
use of a two-level modular approach. The two level* 
are: 
I) assembling submodules in a module 
31 assembling the nodules in the connecting system. 
The precompiler system produces the FORTRAN?? 
code* that appear In Fig. 1 and must be linked to 
DYSIPtse. The list file ts also produced. 
Figure 2 shows schematically how the precompiler 
system is used and tha files that are produced. It is 
seen at each stage what files are needed, and the user 
can operate the precompiler system from every stage as 
long as all the file* neaded Wave been previously 
made. 
txwtx 
The Lise of Che precunei lor 'system id i l lustrated 
by ,i very simple t'xamplr that wil l b* a s c r i b e d her*, 
an will moiirl i r
 (ink (ran wnu.Ti d:i jBnuiit >i riot w,»tt>r 
is dr.iwn. TNr ir.iW fl<w iru! rh»- h.-jt 4uiply .»r#- rt,*-
<;ul*K*."J t<-> m-nrtf uri j fivrn li'VrE --ind t erTi[M'r.K ur t . 
This is shown Tnrrmitical ly in Ki<;. 1. 
Stilting the nuss b a l j e t you j e t 
n - w, - w i n 
WH stace the rn.'r ty balance .Mj.,.»f i.m: 
Ic m » O < i: IH t • »Tl !3t 
l' " | l i o 
who rr It wa» n: . intended to crrnte a simulation 
t.int(ii,K;v. <m n>- contrary i t w,»n felt r.o :»• impDft.mi 
t> tv^u» [ , i U * o » * * t t o th« •»t . . r i .Wd >'<*TMW>> [>rr->r..r>-
• 
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routine 1
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file 
tnput 
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• 
S teacty 
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file 
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DYSIM 86 
1 
1 
i 
DELAY06 
Fig. 1 
i 
1 
1 
1 
1 Printa i 
transients 
iteatfy atata 
Schematic description of DYSIH. 
» 
Jacob! 
matrix 
1 
Plot 
file 
Source 
files 
Precompiler 
syetem 
Output 
Library 
aource 
file 
Routine TSF 
proceaaing 
a library 
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aource 
file 
— » 
' f 
Precompiler 1: 
conatruction 
of modulee 
Connecting 
ay«tern 
aource file 
... \ ' \ t 
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file« 
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— 
FORTRAN?7 code«: 
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List file 
Fig., j. The precompiler system. 
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•^O 
fia,. 3. The control1«! tank. 
c la the specific heat capacity 
P 
T 1* Ult temperature of water In the tank 
T i* tha inlct taeperature 
Q is th« heat flow fros tha supply 
Sines 
P P P P 1 o p 
by using Eg. (1), ona 9ats upon insertion Into (2) 
c HT - 0 • c U (T -T) 
P P i 1 
The relation between n and h i* 
h - AP 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
where 
h la the water level 
A 1* the tank area 
0 Is the M H density 
Two Pi-control lers are used to control heat sup-
ply and the in le t water flow. Since a library with 
a PI-contiol ler i s available they are not Modelled. 
The eyetea wi l l be divided into two aodules, one 
with the tank and one with the eonttol lers . 
THE LIBMHY 
function* and subaodules that can as s i s t the user 
are placed in the library, functions can be used at 
every level , in subnodules« in modules and in the 
connecting system. The syntax of the functions is 
that of standard FORTRAN77. Th« functions *re placed 
before »ubnoduUi in the library to fac i l i t a t e the 
9earch for functions. 
Concerning thf syntax the subaodules consist of 
two parts. At the beginning a few comasnds are used 
to nana tha submodule and the variables that are 
passed to and from the subsjodule. Command« are l ines 
with an exclsmatlor. mark in colum 1. The model i t -
self Is written using rottTMN77 except when writing 
differential equations which will be described short-
ly. The library that i s used in the simple exaaipl« Is 
shown in f)g. 4. 
Tha SusslO-cosaaand nasxts the lupaodule and the 
rUM-cossMSMS contains those function« that are u»«-d 
in the aiwiinrtule. This provides the user with a <;heck 
of the existence of these functions in the 'ibrary 
i>4 lata« th»y wi l l be picked out if the subaodule 
I s used. 
nuvstmoPO\suiMrxi». sou «e/zt./»7 
1 
c" 
S 
4 
5 
6 
7 
a 
9 
10 
11 
l£ 
13 
14 
is 
16 
17 
te 
19 
«v 
£1 
& 
23 
25 
£6 
£7 
sa 
c'5 
JO 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
30 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
43 
46 
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tuNCtiCN *H.i»t *ntN. 1 . <tr*n • 
ATM. t%. l». x. *nt*n, XNIN 
OL ttvmtitiAxr IXNIN. ontm 11. »nuti > 
RETURN 
END 
CCCCCC » • » - = » 
/ 
4 
C # 
/ 
if 
'FUN 
'STV 
' / M P 
•POR 
•KLG 
C a 
C a 
C • 
/ 
FUNCTION « . IND) Y, XNIN, M, »Ndi> 
lFtiX.GT.XMIN> .OND. tX. L T. »MAM/ > 
* THEN 
l~Y 
ELSE i F i 
• 11*. te. xHiNt . UND. ty.cT. 0. J 1 
» .on. 
* ttx.ee. xHttx) .t»n>. if.GT.o. 11 • 
m THEN 
r*o. 
ELSE 
r*r 
END IF 
OLIND*Z 
RETURN 
END 
SUBNO PICON 
OUN.HLWDs 
2f 
XP, XNl 
XNIN, XHØX, PP, TALI, YMIN. YNOX ; 
y; 
REOL UP, UN. VP, vm, EPSLON, RONCE 
PI-CONTROLLER 
RPNG£*XM0J - XNIN 
UP' < XP-XlilN) /RUNGE 
UN* 1XN-XMIN) /RONGE 
VP*OLlH<0. , UP, I . / 
VN'OLlMtO. ,UM, 1. ) 
EPSLON-<VP-VMi/PS 
Z'OHmtrniN,i, YNRX> 
/:#LIMD (EPSLON/ TGU, YNlN. i . VMO* / 
V 'PL INt YHIN. EPSLON*!. >rtr»t> 
RETURN 
END 
F>1. 4. A l i s t i n g of a ample library. 
The four type-giving commands 3TV, MX), 1NP, and 
PAR. give the nasx>s of the variables that are passed 
to and free) the subeodula *• well as the type. This 
i s a great help when looking for submodules that wil l 
f i t together since It Is easy to see whether an out-
put variable In one submodule i s connected to an in-
put variable in another. Two »ore comnands are vari-
able: TXT Bakes i t possible to transfer a string vari-
able, and UNI sakes e*cTi Implement At »on of the <ub-
nodule unique. Ttiese two ctjmnarvds are rarely necess-
ary. 
I I 
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The r e s t of the Sub«u*ii»l«- . • • ! : " . • » m ••>K!'H*N 
excwp*. l o r d i f f e r e n t i a l ~qu.it-. K :I > u i f w :.•!.•. 
n u l l u m on* a s s i g n s th« n p n - . u - . - i i ( i i » i (!>•• : i i™ 
d e r i v a t i v e of a s t a t e v a r i a b l e t i m e l y *•- '*«•• " * " 
akt* . T* d i» t iguish t t fro« an urclin«ry a»»i (ft*»»l 
i t i M w n t , which I s l U w t i l and in sae* e a s v s neces« -
t f y . a co lon i s used i n s t e a d of a* equal s i g n . The 
precompiler v i t c o n s t r u c t * v a r i a b l e to hold the va lue 
•f t h e d e r i v a t i v e and w i l l handl* the t rans fer »tit o f 
the subaodule. 
MODULES 
»>UVSttt\0P6\TNK. SOU 02/ett /«7 
The model of a p lant can o f t en be broken down i n -
to s e v e r a l modules each d e s c r i b i n g a s e c t i o n , e . g . 
r e a c t o r , turb ines , and teedweter preheater c h a i n . By 
doin<j th is , each nodule can be t e s t e d i n d i v i d u a l l y 
priur to oakinq a nodeI of the t o t a l p l a n t . 
The model of a s e c t i o n can be proqramend in a noti-
ul* by us ing submodules. If a component i s not mod-
e l l e d ea> a lubrnwlule i t can, be programmed d i r e c t l y by 
ordinary rarnuHll s ta tements and d i f f e r e n t i a l 
e q u a t i o n s . * submodule la implemented with • NMC»0-
ceeaaand which i s t r a n s l a t e d t o a CMX-statement, l . r . 
tlv* s tatements are not Inserted d i r e c t l y i n the mod-
» l a . 
Ilia heed o f t h e module f o l l o w s almost e x a c t l y Uv? 
syntax a p p l i e d for a subandule. The o n l y e x c e p t i o n s 
are the cu—anrl naming t M Module snd the fac t that 
arrays can be used . The syntax o ( d i f f e r e n t i a l 
e q u a t i o n s i s a s i n subaodulcs . 
ample of a c o n t r o l l e d The two « o d u l e s in the en. 
tank are l i s t e d i n f i g . 1 
The tank i s modelled in TW and c o n t r o l l e r s in 
»EG. TMC i s an example where the e n t i r e aodel i s 
w r i t t e n us ing only roHTRAHT? s t a t e a e n t s and d i f f e r e n -
t i a l e q u a t i o n s . P a r i a e t e r s descr ib ing the tank with 
v a l v e s end h e a t e r s are w r i t t e n in trie Module s i n c e 
t h e y are not going to be changed. I f they were they 
should b e transferred a s input v a r i a b l e s or input 
parameters. 
In M S ti le two c o n t r o l l e r s are implemented wi th 
ttACm-coMsands which s t a r t with a s i i lni—and that 
f i v e s the name of the submodels and i t terminated 
w i t h , a n d FXD-suBccesatnd. Between t h e s e a s e r i e s of 
subcommands take care of t h e transfer of v a r i a b l e s 
between nodule and subaodule. There I s one aubcummand 
f o r each t y p e - g i v i n g command in the head of the sub-
a o d u l e . The connect ion between a v a r i a b l e in the sufc-
aorXile and the corresponding var iab le i n the module 
i > e s t a b l i s h e d by wr i t ing them as a pa ir separated by 
a co lon with the subaodule var iab le a s the f i r s t o n e . 
The connect ions are terminated by a comma except for 
t h e l a s t connect ion i n s subcommand where • semicolon 
i s used. Parameters a r e t rans ferred as r e a l s and 
t h e r e f o r e sn equal s i g n i s used. 
COWIf.cnNG STSTtPl 
OTSIMH c a l l s the connect ing system whan the d e -
r i v a t i v e s must be c a l c u l a t e d . The connect ing system 
then d i r e c t s the contro l t o the modules taking are 
o f transport of v a r i a b l e s t o and from the runtime 
e x e c u t i v e snd the modules. All the user has t o do i s 
t o s p e c i f y the s y s t e a under i n v e s t i g a t i o n and to wr i t e 
t h e expres s ions g i v i n g the input v a r i a b l e s to fhe mnrt-
u l e s . by using a few more commands sump addi t iona l fa-
c i l i t i e s are a v a i l a b l e such as using parameters g iven 
a t runtime tn jn input f i l e and spec i fy ing t h o « f'in<--
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MODUL ft*B 
IMP H.Hser. rser. TU; 
mem Pica* 
STV ZtZ(2> ( 
OLE V*vt?>} 
iw rP:H$er. m.-rt; 
pan miN*<>. a, x/*ax*i. g, PB=O. rs, 
TOU't. VMIN*0. Ymt)X=l: 
END 
HOCfiO PICOn 
srv ZrJ/i*: 
ftcti yzvot ; 
tNP XPiTSCr, >n:T*i; 
PR* xmjNmAo., xma*-6o.. PI>MI>. SO, 
Tf)U»£. vnlN'v, YHft**ii 
£Mt> 
HE WN*t 
Fig. 5. A listing of two modules. 
tions from the library that are being used in the con-
necting system. 
The connecting system used in our »xampi« is 
listed in rig. 6. The first command gives the names 
of the Modules in the systea. Then one type-giving 
command makes available soae parameters used to intro-
duce perturbations in inlet temperature and load of 
xater as well as the setpoint for the controllers. 
The connections to the moduli;* are established in 
MOD-commands. The first subcommand gives the name of 
the module to which the connections are given, and the 
EOT)-subcommand terminates the »00-command. Vetveen 
these two subcoohande the connections are es«I*11shed 
with assignment statements but the variables ere given 
in s special form. The names used in the modules or 
in the head of the connecting system are u«ed »iCh an 
extension which is either the module name or "CON" for 
connecting system. The extension is not needed for 
rargets in assignment statements In a MOO-comwnrf be-
cause the module name t* given. 
12 
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atuvsimoPGicoNSvs. sou OcVc» /«7 
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HO© fi££ 
MS*" F *•««: r. cow 
TSKr~TS£T.Ca* 
H-H. nm 
TusTéi. rum 
mao nm. 
vimrt. #eG 
UO~uOt. CQH'UWHt. ;. , 1. »SStri.CONi 
• • rum*, cant-uoi. co».• 
r/» ri i. Lpn*OrtiHi n., r/*tXT£. cant 
» •tru.ca*-rii.cm> 
Th« modulet approach mame* i t Hard to per (nm »he 
sortln« af statements e» r*aiurk>;l ;n th* CSSifcT-
propoeels (Strauss »t e l . 194* 1 . ko« i l i s not an in-
•urmountable proble« (Crosbte. VMti . In th* si BU-
lation lanauage buitt on the es5L»7-proposal* m n 
sortln«. t* poss ible . • . « . tfcCSL 19ft*». f»» benefits 
of applyine * meduler approach ar* f a i t lo h* so 
many that tb« automatic sortlnq can bo dispensed 
with. 
Tno modular approach stakes i t easy to toot each 
•ovule individually and t i l ls f a c i l i t a t e s th* con-
struction of the total model of the plant- t t I s 
f a i t than cjkt preaentatlee of rosv i t s an« th* c lar-
i t y 1« oernrel ar« la jrowJ map i ro-t t o that of * .* . 
• e s t . Althaueh toe (aalt sadels this Is not a sertows 
proble«. 
If discrete events requires on adjustment of th* 
integration step lenajth, th* *s*r l» responsible fo* 
that , but t h i s can bo promramard to • smbmodule ustn* 
« f a c i l i t y In DTStnM. 
f t« . ». » List in* of the connect i >4 syet*«. 
IR the connecting system tt i s a l so possible to 
writs d i f ferent ia l equation*. 
COKMCTIOWS 
If at any time th* precompiler system detects a 
syntax error or does not racoonis* a command or vari-
able e t c . . tli* user acts the opportunity to chance the 
source t i l e interact ive ly . The erroneous l i m lb 
printed and the part of th« l ino u w t the precompiler 
system Mas unable to process la indicated. If the 
user can correct the error by ehamelne tho Indicated 
part that precompiler »ystooi can be Instructed t o 
apply the correction. Sometimes t t l» impossible to 
correct an error • ( the l i n e at which It i s detected 
and then the precompiler must be terminated and tho 
source f i l e corrected. In son* cases the user wi l l 
find himself in the s i tuat ion of wishlne to cancel 
the correction that have boon made, and therefore lc 
i s possible to retain the uncorrected version of the 
f i l e . 
PISCUSSIOW 
Th* precompiler syste« has been seed to construct 
programmes In several cases fro« small-to-moderate-
s l i a models (below V) s tat« variabias). EKsaples are 
a feeewater prehe.iter chain and turbines of a power 
plant and a multiple e f f e c t evaporation plant In a 
suaar factory, tt was Found that the autonattc trans-
fer of variable* and the use of symbolic noses in the 
connecting system saved a lot of time, both in the 
i n i t i a l phase of programming and »hen correcting the 
models. Errors usually occur when a variable i s added 
to rNe '.is' af variiElAS that are passed to and from 
a mtxl:>lf». To ric ' h i s , .-hanqva must be made in the 
ttoduie, in 'he cr.nn«tt»ng system and in the l i s t f i l» 
»nd aome nr-flect >< jfritlitv} vos often discovert«!. 
''"»• by usm-j the pr-'-o«piter system on« only needs 
to make * correct change in the nodule and than the 
precompiler system » i l l automatic ly Impleaent the 
necessary corrections in thr connecting system and 
the l i s t f i l e . 
»» noted ear l ier , th* library i s ops« to the .iser 
matin*, i t possible tm »stand tha library. This i s 
don* when a model has been tested a* a module and 
has boon validated. »II Uw a m has to do to add i t 
t« th» library i s to chemee tit* nomine iu—and from 
NOOUL to SUMO and »ove tn« module t o the library 
end process i t with th* precompiler system. 
The. precompiler system the« appear« to hoe« 
simulation faster and more rel iable an 
more readable. 
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DANSK RESUMÉ 
Dynamisk simulering af procesanlæg ved anvendelse af (analoge 
eller) digitale computere kan anvendes til for eksempel design 
af reguleringssystemer og undersøgelse af unormale hændelses-
forløb. Dynamisk simulering indebører 
1. opbygning af en matematisk model 
2. dataindsamling 
3. kodning af model 
4. udførelse af den egentlige simulering 
5. studium af simuleringsresultatet 
Punkterne 3-5 indebører anvendelse af og derfor kendskab til 
den computer, der anvendes. Det har vist sig, at de, der har 
brug for simulering, ofte finder tilegnelsen af dette kendskab 
som en så stor barriere, at man har veget tilbage fra at fore-
tage en simulering og i stedet har søgt at klare sig uden eller 
har rekvireret de nødvendige simuleringer "uden for huset". Det 
er klart hensigtsmæssige, at den, der foretager simuleringen af 
anlægget, også er den, der kender anlægget: domaneeksperten. 
Domønee'csperten har derfor brug for et simuleringssystem, som 
tillader ham at foretage »ine simuleringseksperimenter og mo-
delopbygning på «n måde. som ikke kraver detaljeret kendskab 
til den anvendte computer. 
Tanken med dette projekt er udviklingen af en grænseflade til 
et program, der kan benyttes til afviklina af en simulerings-
model; DYSIM86. Resultatet er udviklingen af et prækompiler-
system, der tillader opbygnina af en model ved en blanding af 
standard PORTRAN programafsnit og enkle kommandoer. Oer anven-
des et modular koncept i to niveauer. 
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Det ene niveau er arvet fra DYSIW86, som anvender en opdeling 
af modellen i starre dele. På det laveste niveau anvendes del-
modeller for komponenter. Disse delmodeller er placeret i et 
bibliotek. Pi denne mede får brugeren adgang til en serie gen-
nemtestede modeller. 
Baggrunden for projektet er altså DYSIM86: den rutine, der ud-
fører selve simuleringen. Det udviklede sat af prakompliere i 
samspil med DYSXH86 sammenlignes med andre simuleringssystemcr 
og -sprog, ligeson der opridses et par standardiseringsforslag 
fra litteraturen. 
Prskompilersysternet beskrives kort ved at angive den valgte 
syntaks med en kort beqrundelse, men der findes ikke en fuld-
stand iq liste med muligheder oq begrmsnir.ger. Disse vil v*re 
at finde i en manual. 
Når der skal ske en sammenknytning på de to niveauer, skal det 
gøres på en meningsfuld måde, og dertil er der udviklet en gra-
fisk notation, som beskrives kort. 
Anvendelsen af denne notation og af prakompilersysternet illu-
streres ved to forskellige simuleringer. Den ene simulering er 
af en del af et kraftvark, hvor turbiner og fødevandsforvarmer-
kåde modelleres, programmeres og simuleres. 
Den anden simulering er af en del af en sukkerfabrik, hvor et 
flertrinsfordamperanlsg med tilhørende s*t af afspsndere og suk-
kerforvarmere modelleres, programmeres og simuleres. Den modu-
låre koncept anvendes på to forskellige måder i de to eksempler. 
Ved sammenliqningen mellem vores oq andres simulerinqssystemer 
og med standardiseringsforslag viser det sig, at det modulåre 
koncept, oq ikke mindst qenanvendelsen af delmodeller fra et 
bibliotek, er ved at vinde en større udbredelse. Med dette ar-
bejde har man altså fået opbyqqet et moderne simuleringssystem. 
Styrken ved det modulåre koncept illustreres bl.a. ved at på-
pege, hvorledes en kompletering af de to modeller let kan ske 
ved at bygge et nyt modul til de eksisterende modeller. 
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Til slut i rapporten evalueres resultatet af arbejdet i lyset 
af simuleringssystemet, son det var før pralcompilersystemet var 
udviklet, 09 i lyset af kommercielt tilaangelige simulerings-
systemer. I denne evaluering indgår hensynet til det faktum, at 
da vi selv har udviklet systemet, er vi bedre i stand til at fa 
opfyldt vore behov nu og ikke mindst i fremtiden ved blot en 
lille indsats. Endvidere foreslås en del forbedringer til det 
eksisterende slmulerinqssystem, og der ridses kort nogle tanker 
op til et nyt, grafisk baseret system. 
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